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1. RESUME 
 

 La capacité extraordinaire des festivals de remodeler la vie culturelle de certains 

groupes des gens ou de la communauté locale a été connue depuis longtemps et toujours 

appréciée. Ce sont quelques unes des raisons pour l’apparition du phénomène connu 

comme « festivalisation ».  Mais qu’est-ce qu’un festival réellement et quelles critères 

peuvent être appliquées au processus d’élimination des événements qui ne correspondent 

pas à la formule ? Si l’on prend un festival de la bande dessinée comme exemple, il serait 

très difficile et facile en même temps de répondre à cette question. Difficile parce qu’il 

existe un si grand nombre de festivals qu’il devient difficile d’en faire une 

systématisation solide. Le Festival international de la bande dessinée d’Angoulême 

représente un exemple d’un festival réussit. Il a tous les atouts nécessaires à imposer son 

influence à tous les niveaux.  

En analysant FIBD Angoulême, nous pouvons saisir une image de ce qu’un 

festival de la bande dessinée est et devrait être. Le festival de la bande dessinée n’est pas 

une réunion des éditeurs de grande échelle, ni événement/exposition assisté par les 

éditeurs, c’est une institution qui se construit à travers les présentations, les recherches et 

l’éducation de son sujet et de son public. Dans cette étude je essayerai de trouver les 

réponses aux questions suivantes : est-ce qu’un festival initie les changement et 

l’évolution du support ? Et si oui, quelle est la nature de ces changements ? Dans le but 

de mieux comprendre ce que nous traitons, il a été nécessaire de donner une vue 

d’ensemble de la bande dessinée en tant que produit de l’industrie culturelle. Le produit 

de masse, et toujours pas réellement essentiel dans la vie comme chocolat ou l’eau en 

bouteille. Puisque, en général, l’industrie de l’édition est considérée comme « spéciale », 

comme une industrie qui produit le savoir et la sagesse et occasionnellement le 

divertissement. Sans doute la bande dessinée fait partie des deux, de l’édition et de 

l’industrie de divertissement. Sa forme et ses contenus clairement indiquent une liaison 

avec la culture, pourtant, elle occupe cette partie de notre temps qui n’est pas considérée 

comme productive ou éducative. Je n’ai pas essayé de contredire le fait que la bande 

dessinée est une forme d’art, parce que cette discussion est tout à fait inutile et dépassée 

ce qui sera prouvé indirectement dans le texte. J’ai trouvé beaucoup plus intéressante 
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l’idée que la bande dessinée, grâce à sa forme et son contenu et en raison de sa nature 

binaire (mass media/forme d’art) incarne un produit idéal pour la représentation aux 

festivals. Ces réflexions devraient être mises en contexte da la politique culturelle 

française, parce que, après tout, ce festival a été né en France, probablement le seul pays 

en Europe qui avait la prédisposition du développement de l’édition de la bande dessinée. 

Le but de rendre la culture disponible à tous et le désire de réhabiliter certaines formes 

d’expression artistique ont fait le ministre Jack Lang un des bienfaiteurs de la bande 

dessinée. Pas seulement avec « la loi de Lang » (qui impose le prix unique d’un livre) 

mais aussi avec les nombreuses mesures qui ont abouti a la création des institutions 

nationales et internationales importantes dans le domaine de la bande dessinée.  

 Un vrai festival affirme son influence sur le marché de la bande dessinée 

directement et indirectement. Directement à travers sa programmation, éducation et prix, 

et indirectement à travers ses institutions et ses lieux de rencontres créés comme résultat 

de l’influence du festival sur la société. La production artistique entre le programme du 

festival à travers des expositions différentes, des événements et des concours.  Or cela ne 

sont pas seulement des expositions mais des réflexions des experts sur l’œuvre artistique 

du quelqu’un ou sur son influence. Envisagé comme un monde de la bande dessinée et 

mise en scène, il vous donne la possibilité d’entrer réellement le monde de la BD. Les 

événements ont dépassé la formule de conférences/discussions qu’ils ont mise en forme 

interdisciplinaire qui vous coupe le souffle. Les prix attribués par le festival représentent 

une marque d’excellence, et leur qualité émerge à travers le système des associations de 

marque.  Donc, si l’on vous donne l’étiquette FIBD Angoulême, cela signifie que vous ne 

figurez pas sur le marche uniquement pour vendre mais pour faire différence.   

 Au cours de ses 34 ans d’histoire, le festival a été le générateur des activités et 

des institutions qui ont été inspirées par son image.  En comprenant l’importance de 

l’éducation et de la formation dans ce domaine, le festival a constamment lutté pour 

assurer une bonne implémentation des diverses programmes éducatifs.  

 Cela a éventuellement amené à la création d’un département de la bande dessinée 

dans l’école régionale de Beaux Arts et à la spécialisation de nombreuses générations 

d’artistes et d’écrivains de la BD.  En outre, le festival a initié la création du Centre 

national de la bande dessinée et de l’image. Une institution qui deviendrait un facteur 
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crucial de la création de l’économie régionale basée sur l’image. Le Festival a  réhabilite 

l’image de la bande dessinée et CNBDI a consacré son temps et espace à la protection de 

l’héritage de la bande dessinée.  La création des entreprises, des  studios, des écoles, des 

musées etc. qui traitent le phénomène de l’image a trouvé son lieu de rencontre à la 

SMPI-Magelis.   

 Par conséquent, la ville d’Angoulême et la région ont été transformées grâce au 

festival. Cette manifestation a généré un si grand nombre de changements qu’Angoulême 

ne représente plus qu’une ville médiévale dans un endroit inconnu mais la capitale de la 

bande dessinée dans la Vallée des images.    

 

 La bande dessinée en général et notamment en France, a pris une nouvelle 

direction après les années 60, profitant de tous les changements sociales et politiques de 

cette époque. Son statut a changé considérablement et donné une nouvelle perspective a 

ce media. L’image de divertissement de bon marché a changé et ils ont au fur et à mesure 

commencé à faire concurrence dans le monde des industries culturelles en tant qu’une 

entité légitime. Influencée par la BD américaine et underground, la BD française pour les 

adultes a primé sur la production des magazines pour les enfants qui jusqu’à là était la 

seule production officiellement reconnue et approuvée. Mais bien que les pas importants 

soient faits tels que financement des différentes sociétés de la recherche et l’évaluation 

critique de la bande dessinée et l’émergence des magazines spécialisés, la loi française 

restait toujours stricte et pratiquait la censure à la grande échelle. Ces lois ont été une 

entrave notamment au développement de l’édition de la bande dessinée.  

 Ensemble avec les professionnels du commerce, les amoureux de la BD 

d’Angoulême ont décidé de lutter contre les préjugés et cela faisant de mettre fin à la 

stagnation de l’art de la BD et de l’industrie de la BD en général. Leur objectif principal 

était d’attirer autant d public que possible et de promouvoir les meilleurs ouvrages par 

intermédiaire la manifestations nommée Salon International de la Bande Dessinée 

Angoulême. Cette manifestation a subi des changements nombreux et sérieux, qui ont 

conséquemment influencé la scène culturelle française.  Pendant les quelques premières 

années d’existence, ils se concentraient sur la promotion de la valeur artistique de la BD 

et des magazines pour les adultes et cependant, n’oubliant pas les enfants, leur public 
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principal.  Après avoir aider les changements de la loi qui ont apporté la liberté à 

l’expression artistique, le Salon a oublié les enfants pour un certain temps et s’est 

concentré sur les professionnels et les éditeurs qui ont reçu une place importante à 

l’organisation de l’événement. Après les crises organisationnelles, financières et 

politiques, initiées par les changements du gouvernement local, le festival se retrouvait 

près de son expiration. Il a survécu grâce à l’apparition d’un nouveau sponsor et à l’échec 

organisationnel des événements concurrents du pays.  Mais pas seulement pour ces 

raisons là, le festival est devenu l’événement de référence de la BD, avec une influence 

unique sur le niveau local et national.    

 Inspiré par ces crises le festival (à l’époque toujours Salon) a commencé à 

analyser et changer ses modus vivendi. Ils ont commencé à faire plus d’attention au 

public et les enfants ont été de nouveau reconnus comme l’avenir du festival, ils ont 

développé de nombreux programmes avec un slogan inofficieux  « quelque chose pour 

chacun ». Le festival  établissait de nouveau trends de la pratique d’exposition, de 

l’approche au public et de la promotion des courants innovateurs et prometteurs sur le 

marché. Ce trend a atteint son sommet au tournant du siècle, où l’image du festival est 

devenue liée au prestige et au style, ce qui éventuellement amenait aux sérieuses crises 

financières et de programmation.        

 Et pourtant, le Festival International de la Bande Dessinée Angoulême est 

l’unique manifestation qui a imposé son influence aux multiples niveaux de la société 

française, à partir de la politique culturelle jusqu’à  l’économie régionale.  

 

Dans le but de répondre la question principale que je traité dans cette étude : Est-

ce que le festival peut influence le média même ? Et si oui, comment ? j’ai révélé 

plusieurs niveaux de l’influence du festival :  

 

- Les changements de la loi 

- Les changements de la politique culturelle 

- Les changements de l’éducation 

- Les changements de la protection de l’héritage  

- Les changements de la communauté d’Angoulême 
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- Les changements de l’économie régionale  

- Les changements indirects de l’industrie d’édition.  

 

En luttant contre les préjugés et les stéréotypes, le festival  a motivé le public aussi bien 

que les professionnels à lutter pour la liberté de l’expression artistique qui résultait par 

l’abolition de la censure en 1979. Des nombreux problèmes  avec les représentants de la 

loi, des discussions et des questions soulevées dans le cadre du programme du festival ont 

aidé cette lutte épuisante pour les droits de l’homme fondamentaux – la liberté de la 

parole et de l’expression. 

 L’attention du ministre de la culture,  Jack Lang, a apporté les changements les 

plus importantes qui amèneraient à tous les autres changements.  Après la visite officielle 

au festival en 1982, le ministre a proposé quinze mesures pour support au développement 

de la profession de la bande dessinée. A la suite de ces instructions de nombreux 

changements ont eu lieu. Premièrement  les changements du système éducatif, avec 

l’ouverture du département de la bande dessinée à l’école local de beaux arts. Plus tard 

d’autres écoles et départements liés à l’image (animée, numérique etc.)  

 Dans le paquet présidentiel des « grands travaux » il y avait un plan et un budget 

pour le Centre National de la Bande Dessinée et de l’Image (CNBDI), l’institution unique 

en France. Ses objectifs principaux sont  le mise en place du dépôt national des bandes 

dessinées et magazines publiés, la préservation de l’archive des bandes dessinées et des 

magazines, le maintien du Musée de la BD avec plus de 7000 plaques originales, et la 

mise de la disposition de la librairie au grand public.     

Avec ses 50.000 habitants, et environ 200.000 visiteurs dans quelques dernières 

années Angoulême certainement éprouve des divers changements.   Premièrement, le 

budget local est largement consacré à cette manifestation, mais son influence culturelle 

submergeant en fait le principal événement économique de la ville.   

Deuxièmement, il a apporté des changements à l’image de la ville qui est maintenant 

reconnue comme « la capitale de la bande dessinée », il a redécouvert et réutilisé les 

espaces divers.   

Troisièmement, il est devenu la maison de plusieurs institutions nationales et 

régionales de la BD. Le festival est un événement prestigieux de l’offre culturelle 
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d’Angoulême.  En attirant un très grand nombre des entreprises qui travaillent dans le 

domaine de la production et de la diffusion de l’image, le festival a initié une nouvelle 

économie régionale. Maintenant, Charente est connu comme la Vallée des images et 

accueille beaucoup de studios d’animation, films, son, bande dessinée, illustration etc.  

La revenue de cette industrie est devenue l’enjeu principal de l’économie régionale et 

du budget régional. Ce trend a résulté par la création du Syndicat Mixte du Pole Image – 

Magelis, centre d’activité de l’économie locale qui surveille l’aspect social et 

économique de l’industrie de l’image. Pendant des décennies, le festival attire l’attention 

des médias sur la bande dessinée et il représente le plus grand instrument de la 

communication de la BD, des éditeurs et des auteurs du pays. A travers ses activités, il 

aide indirectement la promotion de la qualité de la production, la scène underground, les 

magazines spécialisés et l’excellence de média de la bande dessinée.  

Les maisons d’éditions ne peuvent que bénéficier de la participation au festival et de 

l’utilisation de sa marque. Chaque bande dessinée ou magazine publié a l’occasion d’être 

présenté à un très grand nombre de gens à travers la programmation officielle du festival, 

à travers des événements et des discussions différents, par intermédiaire l’espace des 

éditeurs et leurs stands, le marché international des droits etc.  

Tous ces faits représentent la partie de l’image du festival et créent un aspect positif 

de son nom de marque, attirant les sponsors à participer à l’événement comme des 

partenaires légitimes avec un statut spécial. A part la possibilité de suivre ses objectifs à 

travers la programmation, le festival offre à ses partenaires la possibilité de bénéficier de 

son nom et d’améliorer leur image sur le marché.  

En 2007, un des points décisif de l’existence du festival, les conclusions et les 

changements importants  ont été fait.  Il est devenu évident que le festival a dépassé la 

ville où il était né et le but pour lequel il a été établi. Il a du commencer à réfléchir sur les 

changements fondamentaux qui pourraient permettre au festival de prolonger ses activités 

sans achever son développement.  Cette manifestation est devenue beaucoup plus grande 

que l’on ne s’y attendait et plus influente que l’on n’espérait pas. Cela a apporté des 

limites physiques à ses stratégies du développement. En 2005 le festival a décidé de 

devenir une entreprise culturelle et de commencer à considérer d’autres activités au-delà 

du festival lui-même. Les sujets de l’avenir sont :  
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- Comment le festival résoudra-t-il le manqué de l’espace et devra-t-il quitter 

Angoulême? 

- Comment gérera-t-il la programmation trop lourde? 

- Qu’est-ce que deviendra la nouvelle priorité du festival commerce –ou l’activité 

culturelle?   

- Qu’est-ce que sera la base de son modèle d’autofinancement?  

- Quelle piste sur le marché international prendra-t-il?  

 

Il semble que l’attention du festival est orientée vers World Expo à Shanghai en 2010. 

Cet événement mondial situé dans un pays avec l’économie le plus rapidement 

grandissante, avec la plus grande partie de la population mondiale et avec une jeune 

industrie de la bande dessinée, leur a donné les réponses aux quelques unes des ses 

questions. Si Shanghai Expo lance le  Festival comme une entreprise dans le monde de la 

bande dessinée et dans le marché des images ils pourraient redéfinir leurs priorités ou 

même se repartir en plusieurs entreprises orientées vers les aspects différents de leur 

activité.  L’équipe d’organisation consistant en professionnels passionnés, consacrés et 

émotionnellement engagés dans leur travail, ne laisse pas cela au facteur de la chance. 

L’équipe remet constamment en question un grand nombre de possibilités, mais il reste 

certain que l’objectif principal de cette reconstruction est de protéger l’image du festival 

comme celui d’événement artistique de la bande dessiné très importante de l’Europe.  
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2. INTRODUCTION 
 

 Festivals’ extraordinary capacity to reshape cultural life of certain groups of 

people or of local community has been known and appreciated for a very long time. 

These are some of the reasons for appearance of phenomenon called “festivalisation”. 

But what a festival really is and which criteria can be applied in process of elimination of 

events which don’t fit in the formula? If we take comics festival as an example, it would 

be quite difficult and easy at the same time to give an answer. It is difficult because there 

are so many festivals that it is hard to make solid systematization. International Festival 

of Comics in Angouleme is a book example of a successful festival. It has all assets 

needed for inserting its influence in all levels. By analyzing FIBD Angouleme we can get 

image of what comic festival is and should be. Comic festival is not gathering of 

publishers on large scale, or event/exhibition accompanied by publishers, it is institution 

which built itself trough presentation, research and education of its subject and audience. 

 In this paper I will try to find answers to following questions: can comic strip 

festival initiate changes and evolution of the medium? And if yes, what is the nature of 

these changes? In order to better understand what are we dealing with, it was necessary to 

give theoretical overview of comics as a cultural industry product. Mass product, and yet 

not really essential in life like chocolate bars and bottled water. Because, in general, 

publishing industry is considered to be “special”, industry which produces knowledge 

and wisdom, and occasionally entertainment. Without question comic books are part of 

both, publishing and leisure industries. Its shape and contents clearly suggest connection 

with literature, and yet it occupies the time in our lives that is not considered to be 

educational or productive. I was not trying to argue that comics are art form, because this 

discussion is completely unnecessary and outdated, which will be proved indirectly 

within the text. More interesting to me was idea that comics - because of their shape and 

content and because of their binary nature (mass medium/art form) - embody an ideal 

product for representation within the festivals.  

 These reflections should be put in context of French cultural policy, because, after 

all, this festival was born in France, probably the only country in Europe which had 

predisposition for comics publishing development. An aim to make culture accessible to 
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everyone and a wish to rehabilitate certain forms of artistic expression made minister 

Jack Lang, in the early 1980s, one of the people who brought prosperity to comics. Not 

only with, so called, “Lang’s Law” (which imposes unique book price) but also with 

number of measures which lead to creation of important national and regional institutions 

that deal with comics.  

 Real comic festival asserts its influence on the comics market directly and 

indirectly. Directly trough its programation, education and awards, and indirectly trough 

institutions and venues created as a result of festival’s influence on the society. Art 

production enters the festival program trough different exhibitions, events and 

competitions. But these are not only exhibitions they are expert reflection of someone’s 

artwork, oeuvre or influence. Imagined as extended world of comics and put into 

scenography, this kind of representation gives you possibility to really enter the world of 

comics. Events have outgrown formula of lecture/discussion they have put on the shape 

of interdisciplinary, unique performances which leave you breathless. Awards given by 

festival represent a label of excellence, and their quality emerges trough brand 

association system. So if you get FIBD Angouleme label it means that you are not on the 

market only to sell but to make a difference.   

 Trough its 34 year long history festival was buster for emergence of activities and 

institutions inspired by image. Understanding importance of education and training in this 

field, festival has been constantly struggling to assure proper implementation of different 

educational programs. That eventually led to creation of department of comics in regional 

school or Fine Arts, and specialization of many generations of comic artists and script 

writers. Moreover, festival has initiated creation of Centre National de la Bande Desinee 

et de l’Image. Institution which will become crucial factor in creation of regional 

economy based on image. Festival rehabilitated image of comics medium and CNBDI 

devoted its time and place for comics heritage protection. Creation of enterprises, studios 

schools, museum etc. which deal with phenomenon of image, found its reunion point in 

SMPI Magelis.   

 Consequently, the city of Angouleme and the whole region have been transformed 

due to the festival. This manifestation generated so many changes within the local 
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community that Angouleme is not any more Middle Age city in the middle of nowhere 

but capital of comics in Valley of Image.       
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3. METHODOLOGY 
 

Some of the key questions I use in this study are: Which are characteristics of 

comics festival? How come the most important comics festival in Europe function in 

France? Why comics function so well in a festival format?  What can be outcome of 

long-term festivals development policy in this specific artistic discipline? 

Festivalisation of Europe is trend that doesn’t concern only festivals tending to 

physical human needs (like festivals that celebrate food, drink and so on), but also artistic 

festivals among which those dedicated to comics. So, the main dilemma is: In which way 

can comic festival influence changes in medium it is dealing with? In this study I will try 

to deal with all this questions in order to solve the main dilemma, and to be able to give 

theoretical outline to successful practice of FIBD Angouleme. In this work I am hoping 

to achieve better understanding of functioning of comics festival and mechanisms it has 

used to influence cultural policy of the country, local and regional economy and 

indirectly comics industry. During my internship in FIBD Angouleme I had a chance to 

get acquainted with the functional and historical background of this institution, and to 

understand its enormous importance for comics world and for the French cultural life in 

general.  

To my knowledge no other theoretical work is dealing with issue of comics 

festival influence on cultural life and society from this point of view, that is why I had to 

use other theories in order to detect place of comics in cultural industry system and to 

detect comics festivals place within the theory of festivals. In the first part I argue that if 

books are “different” from other cultural industry’s products, comics are even more 

different. It is because they represent not only literary narration technique but also a 

visual narration and the are followed by whole range of related products. And by 

analyzing comics festival trough festival theory I tried to detect its similarities and 

differences with other art festivals and to find programing formulae which are typical for 

comics festivals.  

In the body of study I used different terms and concepts which helped me to deal with the 

subject I have chosen: 
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- Cultural industry  

“In fact the term cultural industries has tended to be used …based implicitly on a 

definition of culture as ‘the signifying system through which necessarily (though 

among other means) a social order is communicated, reproduced, experienced and 

explored’ (Williams, 1981: 13 original emphasis). To put this a little more simply, the 

cultural industries have usually been thought of as those institutions (mainly profit-

making companies, but also state organizations and non-profit organizations) which 

are mostly directly involved in the production of social meaning.” 1 

  

“Cultural Industries are defined as those industries which produce tangible or 

intangible artistic and creative outputs, and which have a potential for wealth creation 

and income generation through the exploitation of cultural assets and production of 

knowledge-based goods and services (both traditional and contemporary). What 

cultural industries have in common is that they all use creativity, cultural knowledge, 

and intellectual property to produce products and services with social and cultural 

meaning.”2 

 

- Comics 

“Bande dessinée (ou plus simplement B.D.): l’expression fait aujourd’hui partie 

du langage courant. Elle désigne ce que d’aucuns appellent la figuration narrative, 

cette forme hybride, mêlant le texte et l’image. En effet, jusqu'à la fin des années 

50, le grand public parlait plus volontiers d’ »illustres » que de bande dessinées. 

Les historiens du genre restent circonspectes quant a la première introduction du 

terme. Il semble cependant que, des la fin des années 30, Paul Winkler utilisait 

déjà la formule. De la fin des années 40 au milieu des années 50 on retrouve 

épisodiquement l’expression dans la grande presse. »3   

 

“A graphic novel is a long-form comic book, usually with lengthy and complex 

storylines, and often aimed at more mature audiences. The term can also 

                                                 
1 Hesmondhalgh, David, The Cultural Industries, Sage Publications, London, 2002 
2 Backgrounder on Cultural Industries, prepared by UNESCO  
3 Gaumer, Patric, Moliterni, Claude, Dictionnaire Mondial de la Bande Dessinee, Larousse, Paris, 1997 

http://www.sfcrowsnest.com/scifinder/a/Comic_book.php
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encompass a short story collection, or collected issues of previously published 

comic books republished in a single large volume. 

Comics work created and published as a single narrative, without prior 

appearance in magazines, comic books or newspapers, are called original graphic 

novels.”4 

 

- Festivals 

“In the cultural life of diverse societies, festivals are those special occasions when 

an outstanding concentration of attention, talent and enjoyment occurs, when the 

individuals and collectives feel bound by the same festive purpose and when the 

hectic of the everyday life makes space for the appreciation of the art. In this 

sense festivals are both artistic and social events, moments that claim the public 

sphere for creativity and reassert the cultural dimension of our communal lives. 

Festivals affirm the capacity of arts to transgress borders of territories, periods, 

cultures and languages and introduce forgotten or unknown idioms and 

expressions to the public.”5  

 

“The term “festival”, however, refers to a far more diverse, complex and multi-

faceted reality. It is an archipelago that combines very different artistic and 

professional visions, areas for the promotion of local creativity and “showcases” 

for presenting an international panorama. There are initiatives that form an 

intimate part of the local area, and there are traveling projects, events for the local 

community and programs for tourists, along with highly specialized niche events, 

and interdisciplinary approaches designed to appeal to the greatest possible 

number of people.”6 

 

                                                 
4 Graphic novels, www.SFcrowsnest.com 
5 Klaic, Dragan, EFA 50th anniversary Charter, Course reader for Management of Performing Arts and 
Festivals, University of Arts, Belgrade, 2003/2004 
6 Group of authors, Festivals: Challenges of Growth, Distinction, Support Base and Internationalization, 
Course reader for Management of Performing Arts and Festivals, University of Arts, Belgrade, 2005/2006 
 

http://www.sfcrowsnest.com/scifinder/a/Short_story.php
http://www.sfcrowsnest.com/scifinder/a/Comics.php
http://www.sfcrowsnest.com/scifinder/a/Magazines.php
http://www.sfcrowsnest.com/scifinder/a/Newspapers.php
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In this study I use method of qualitative research; it would be hard to relate statistical 

or mathematical method with this subject. Statistical method would be appropriate it I 

was to compare different comic strip festival with number of variables.  So here I use 

descriptive method with following independent variables: 

- activity of FIBD Angouleme 

- changes in cultural policy of France 

- changes on local and regional economy level. 

 

These variables influence each other in circular way and each of them influences all 

others.  

Unite of analysis is FIBD Angouleme, and this is actually a case study of one 

successful comics festival in France. Concerning all previous stated data my hypothesis 

would be in a form of a question: If FIBD Angouleme hasn’t been carrying out its 

activities would there be changes in cultural policy of France concerning comics 

production and would economy on local and regional level experience changes. 

Moreover, would it be possible for comics as part of cultural industry in France to 

change, grow and develop if there wasn’t an indirect influence of FIBD Angouleme’s 

activities?  

This work has its basis in official data and archive data which I have collected 

during my internship in FIBD Angouleme. I have also undertaken number of interviews 

with professionals working for festival, associates and employees of different publishing 

houses. Other data I used come from French government’s official sites and from yearly 

reports of Association of journalists and critics of comics. Main problem was acquiring 

data about other big comics festivals in Europe and that was the main reason for omitting 

in the thesis a comparison of different festivals and with finding out comics festival 

formulae.  
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4. COMICS AS A PART OF CULTURAL INDUSTRIES 
 

4.1. DEFINITION AND OVERVIEW OF CULTURAL INDUSTRIES 
 

 “In fact the term cultural industries has tended to be used …based implicitly on a 

definition of culture as ‘the signifying system through which necessarily (though among 

other means) a social order is communicated, reproduces, experienced and explored’ 

(Williams, 1981: 13 original emphasis). To put this a little more simply, the cultural 

industries have usually been thought of as those institutions (mainly profit-making 

companies, but also state organizations and non-profit organizations) which are mostly 

directly involved in the production of social meaning.” 7 

  

“Cultural Industries are defined as those industries which produce tangible or intangible 

artistic and creative outputs, and which have a potential for wealth creation and income 

generation through the exploitation of cultural assets and production of knowledge-based 

goods and services (both traditional and contemporary). What cultural industries have in 

common is that they all use creativity, cultural knowledge, and intellectual property to 

produce products and services with social and cultural meaning.”8 

 

 

Almost all definitions of cultural industries include television (cable and satellite), 

radio, the cinema, newspaper, magazine and book publishing, the music recording and 

publishing, advertising and the performing arts, internet and video games industry. A 

primary aim of these activities is to communicate to an audience, or as Hesmondhalgh 

says, to create texts. There is another group of cultural industries which he calls 

“peripheral”, this term is used only to distinguish and not to marginalize them. They too 

are centrally concerned with the production of texts but the reproduction of these cultural 

products uses semi-industrial or non-industrial methods. Theatre play, making of 

exhibition are also ways to produce meaning, or sale of visual art work that generates 

                                                 
7 Hesmondhalgh, David, The Cultural Industries, Sage Publications, London, 2002 
8 Backgrounder on Cultural Industries, prepared by UNESCO  
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enormous amounts of money per year, but neither of them has reproduction stage. These 

are the parts of cultural industries just like sport, consumer electronic hardware, software, 

fashion, but they are usually discussed separately.  

It is considered that term cultural industries originated in Adorno’s and 

Horkheimer’s book Dialectic of Enlightenment from 1944. Even though it was used 

before they first associated it with meaning that it has today, but with rather negative 

point of view. They argued that culture had almost entirely lost this capacity to act as 

utopian critique because it had become commodified, it was just another thing to be 

bought and sold. By the 1960s domains of culture, society and business had changed and 

developed intensive recognition and need for each other.  

Today, the term ‘culture industry’ in singular has almost completely disappeared 

both in English-speaking policy documents and academic literature. From 1972 onwards, 

mostly French sociologists (Huet, Miège, Lacroix, Tremblay, Mattelart  and more in 

particular Girard in the report he wrote for the UNESCO in 1972), launch the concept of 

‘cultural industries’ in plural. They were followed by American labor and cultural 

sociologists, and by political and cultural economists. 9 

Sagers and Huijgh explain that the impact of the term Horkheimer and Adorno 

launched on European national cultural policies is not to be underestimated. By using the 

cultural imperialism thesis, they understood that the culture industry would lead to an 

‘Americanization’ of culture. European policymakers therefore choose not to intervene 

in, nor to support the cultural industry in any way.  

In policy circles, the terminological shift towards the use of ‘cultural industries’ in 

plural is followed firstly by UNESCO in 1980, and by the UK and France around 1982. 

Other international institutions will introduce this term later, WTO and EU in 1996, the 

Council of Europe in 2000. The adoption is closely linked to the acceptation of potential 

economic and cultural value of the cultural industries. The growing impact of the 

globalization thesis that stresses the importance of the local, and a positive approach of 

                                                 
9 From 1985 cultural economic researchers will pay attention to the cultural industries.  
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the cultural industries, will lead to the inclusion of the cultural industries within 

international, European and national cultural policies.10 

 

4.1.1. CULTURAL INDUSTRIES DEVELOPMENT PHASES  

 

 From the early XIX century there has been slow but constant forming of art 

market. Unusual as it seem now, the concept of artistic work being offered for sale, and 

bought to be owned, was quite innovative at that time. Under this system, more and more 

work was sold not directly to the public but indirectly by distributors (for example 

booksellers). By the late XIX and early XX century both distributive and productive 

intermediaries were gaining more capital as leisure time and disposable income expanded 

in industrialized countries. Another trend was parallel to this one, artists, that is, text 

creators achieved certain professional independence. From this market oriented period 

industry shifted to corporate period11 that has been developing from early XX century but 

had enormous expansion after 1950. Commissioning of works became professionalized 

and more organized. Increasing numbers of people became direct employees of cultural 

companies. Alongside older forms such as writing books, performing music and acting 

out plays, new media technologies appeared, most notably radio, film and television, 

sometimes including and altering these old forms, sometimes producing entirely new 

ones. Except direct sales, advertising became an important new means of making money 

for creative work, and an important cultural form in itself. In short from 1950s till 1970s 

was the period when cultural industries boomed. 12 So, from this period on we can 

consider that cultural industries are officially recognized and developed. Sagers and 

Huijhg dealt with this period after the World War II till 2005 and came to conclusion that 

it could be divided into three phases: 

- first phase from 1945 to 1975 

- second phase from 1975 to 1995 

                                                 
10 Segers, Katia, Huijgh, Ellen, Clarifying the complexity and ambivalence of the cultural industries, 
working paper 2006-02, http://www.re-creatiefvlaanderen.be/srv/pdf/srcvwp_200602.pdf 
11 Hesmondhalgh is explaining that term corporate professional period used by Williams is not quite clear 
and it refers to the term in an older sense – “number of people in a unified group”. To avoid this confsion 
he uses the modified term, complex professional, to label this form, and stage of era, of cultural production.  
12 Hesmondhalgh, David, The Cultural Industries, Sage Publications, London, 2002 
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- and third phase from 1975 to 2005. 

But it should be mentioned that appearance of personal computer at the beginning of 

1980s, and of internet in 1995, brought revolution on their own in domain of public and 

interpersonal communication.  

Philosophy, nature and degree of state intervention in the US and Europe in the 

field of the audiovisual industries as well as in the arts became distinctly different from 

1947. European nation states install arts and broadcasting monopolies and establish state 

intervention and dominance by means of elaborated subsidy systems. In this period the 

US  doesn’t suffer from the economic effects of the war and therefore doesn’t have to 

deal with European and Asian competition so they embrace principle of ‘free flow of 

information’. Moreover, the American idea of ‘free flow of information’ has been 

adopted by UNESCO as a democratic principle, not as a means of defending the interests 

of American transnational corporations. 

The beginning of the second phase, between 1975 and 1995, was marked by 

mediatization of culture and expansion of the traditional canon of the arts with the 

popular culture. In most European countries the cultural and audiovisual sectors develop 

towards a competitive market with private and public actors13.  

Marketization itself was the outcome of a few processes – our authors mention 

neoliberalism, privatization of the media, new legislation regimes for the media and 

telecom sector and process of corporization.  

There are new formalized procedures, such as new licensing rules or mechanisms 

of control. The trend towards professionalization and commercialization has an impact on 

government policy towards non-profit cultural organizations. Professionalization 

stimulates government institutions to earn incomes because their market success and 

other performance indicators become crucial for subsidized organizations 

We need to mention  two other processes that have influenced this phase – 

digitalization and spatializtion. Digitalization and new media technologies lead to 

integration of cultural, multimedia and telecommunication industries. They were also at 

                                                 
13In this phase authors state that cultural industries undergo two developments: 

-  The cultural industries emerge also in sectors that up till then had exclusively belonged to 
government policy.  
- Cultural industries come to full expansion in traditional sectors (music and publishing industry).   
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the basis of the emergence of new cultural industries, such as video and computer games 

industries, the internet and software industries. Spatialization is a new global economic 

field in which geographic, social and ideological boundaries are transpassed. 14 

The most obvious is the emergence of the ‘experience economy’ at the expense of 

the service economy.  Studies show that at one hand, time spent at the media is growing. 

The development of home-entertainment industries as individualized mass culture is 

stimulated by new technologies. At the other hand, rose consumers interest in collective 

experiences through participation in large scale live events such as sports, theme parks, 

concerts, festivals ... This spread of cultural industries had left no target group or 

individual consumer untouched, so now they have to fight for them because some had 

become increasingly ungraspable. One of the biggest changes in the distribution system -  

internet become most important place for cultural exchange in every sense. Increasingly 

producers become their own distributors thanks to changes mentioned above.  

  

“All aspects of life are becoming part of the experience economy and leisure is the center 

of it. Consequently, different leisure activities (sports, tourism, culture, entertainment) 

merge into one ‘attention economy’.” 15 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                 
14 This doesn’t mean that middle size and small firms went out of business. They got new important role – 
to defend creative independence. There has been emergence of new players to the market, those who 
concentrate on infrastructure instead of the production of cultural goods. 14 Finally, the growing consumer 
demand for services at the one hand, and more sophisticated market strategies at the other, lead to both an 
expansion of the market as to a proliferation and market fragmentation. 
 
15 Segers, Katia, Huijgh, Ellen, Clarifying the complexity and ambivalence of the cultural industries, 
working paper 2006-02, http://www.re-creatiefvlaanderen.be/srv/pdf/srcvwp_200602.pdf 
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4.2. PUBLISHING INSUSTRY  
 

 First cultural industry on the European market was book publishing industry. 

Almost all copy rights regulation and legislation, and their development within this 

industry, had directly influenced status and market position of other art fields. During 

development of publishing industry its organizational and legal outcomes had become 

basis for development of other cultural industries.  

 Technological innovations have revolutionized production process and 

distribution, and cultural actions in many countries have naturally lead to expansion of 

publishing, and moreover to expansion of readership. Between 1950 and 1970 world 

production of books have been doubled in published titles, and in the means of copies per 

edition even three times.  It became obvious that development of one country could be 

easily judged by the level of development of its publishing industry and paper usage.16 

 Comparing to other industrial products, and even with the products of other 

cultural industries (for example CDs and video games), a book is specific in many ways. 

Selling cycle of the book is much longer, that means that turnover takes longer so the 

publisher is getting its initial capital back very slowly. Some reference or science books 

are sold in the period of five years, and it is quite normal period for them. That is why 

special attention and nourishment of the publishing industry is needed on the level of 

cultural policies.  

 Alison Beverstock in her book “Are Books Different?” is trying to answer exactly 

that question.  Throughout the book she argues that they are different, but not so much 

that they can’t be a part of contemporary movements in cultural industries. 17  

Unlike other forms of entertainment and leisure industry products such as theatre 

tickets and museum entrance, video games, there is no VAT on book and newspapers. 

This is to keep prices lower and make information affordable to the widest possible sector 

of the population, for the same reasons as there is no VAT on most items of food. The 

realization that books compete not just with other books but with a whole range of other 

                                                 
16 Dragicevic-Sesic, Milena, Stojkovic, Branimir, Kultura; Menadzment, Animacija, Marketing, Clio, 
Beograd, 2000 
17 Baverstock, Alison, Are Books Different? Marketing in the book trade, Kogan Page Limited, London, 
1993 
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informations sources and leisure spends has come late, and is a direct result of the 

industry’s over concentration on the products and not on markets. Videos sell to similar 

market profiles to book buyers, and those publishers who see themselves in the 

communication business rather than the book business are expending their offer with 

other medias, like CD production. For the same reason, many traditional bookshops are 

starting to sell videos and CDs.  “Mass market paperbacks” is a relative term because real 

mass products are CDs, videos, Coca-Cola.18 

A marketing approach to product development is to research market before 

producing the product. Considering the creative nature of the industry, many publishers 

argue that market research wouldn’t be able to predict bestsellers more effectively than 

experienced hunch. And if you only produce what people have said they want, you are 

not anticipating trends and like that make your potential market smaller.  Author gives an 

excellent example, she says that it is unlikely that Stephen Hawking’s “A Brief History of 

Time” would have shown up well in market research, yet it has sold in huge quantities. 

As each book is a different product, market research would need to be commissioned for 

each title. That would be impossible both financially and practically. The obvious answer 

is research by brand or imprint, but too often publishers stuck at ‘the each book is unique’ 

argument.  

Even after a decades of available marketing strategies publishing, in general, is 

primarily a product driven industry, which is looking for a market once the product has 

been both commissioned and produced. That is why their biggest job on the market is to 

manage huge number of titles available, so they expect from their public to be more 

informed than the public of other industry manufacturers.  

Another topic that author touches is branding, and states that there is relatively 

small number of meaningful brands in publishing. Many publishing companies confuse 

brand with company name, because that is actually the only unifying factor they can see 

when every book is different. But at the end everything comes to the internet again. Even 

more important than branding is question: Are the books available on the 

                                                 
18 Given that regular book buyers constitute only about a third of the population, and the initial print run for 
a mass market paperback title is usually around 14.000 items, books can not truly be consider as mass 
market product. In order to be so they would have to sell in millions. 
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www.amazon.com? If you can’t find book or comic on the internet it might as well be 

considered as nonexistent.  

Most customers could not care less who publishes a book; it is the author, and 

sometimes the look of the imprint, that they remember. Perhaps the most fast-growing 

brand in publishing lately has been the name and reputation, of the bookshop/book chain. 

It is they who have segmented the market, recognizing that customers are not the same 

and have different needs and demands. Booksellers will perceive each author as a brand 

or as the basis for a cross-publisher group. An understanding of how consumers relate to, 

and choose, brands in circumstances where there is no actual product differences, is 

relevant - the impact of packaging, distribution, pricing and so on. 

Hesmondhalgh explains that one way to cope with high risks in cultural industries is 

to minimize danger of failures. He uses Ryan’s theory of “formatting” cultural products 

and says there are three main ways of formatting one product19: 

- Star system – associating the names of stars writers, artists with the product. This 

involves considerable marketing efforts, in order to break a writer or artist as a 

new star, or to ensure the continuation of the star’s aura. It is said that this type of 

formatting is reserved for privileged products which cultural industry companies 

hope will become hits.  

- Genre – they operate as labels, similar to brands, they suggest to audiences the 

kinds of experience they will get if they just try out the product. Terms, that is 

genres, might not be universally understood, and might not be explicitly used, but 

important thing is that a type of cultural product is suggested, associated with 

particular uses and pleasures.  

- The serial – it is the most frequent type of formatting. This is important aspect of 

publishing in popular fiction, comics and lately in films and even music.   

 

.  In relation to this background little light could be shed to a comics publishing 

industry. As I will explain in further text comics begun their history in publishing 

industry trough daily papers, Sunday specials, and after the pulp fiction production in 

                                                 
19 Hesmondhalgh, David, The Cultural Industries, Sage Publications, London, 2002 

http://www.amazon.com/
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separate, specially published comic books.  Daily papers are not to be considered here 

because they sell no mater if they have interesting or bad comics inside.  

Statistics vary according to the kind of books being published, but one general 

house claimed that each year 75-80% of the turnover generated in bookshops is from 

titles published more than a year ago. In CD industry the emphasis on what is new is 

much stronger. So trough this prism we should look at the specialized magazines that 

deal with the comics, and comic books. Selling cycle of the comic books is a bit different 

than in the case of the books. Since most of the comics production are large or small scale 

serials, the highest per cent of the sales is probably going to happen immediately after the 

publishing. But there is a feature that makes this process also slow, most of the albums in 

serial appear within the time span of one year, one form another. For some of them you 

have to wait several years. So the selling cycle is fast if you take in consideration only 

one album but if you take whole serial - it takes years. The situation is different if the 

publisher has a license for serial already produced in other country, that way it can buy 

all serial at once and shorten the sell cycle. This is mostly the case of manga, and after 

they have been introduced in France in 1991 they have been perceived as a constant 

threat to home production. They are anyway crated and produced faster than any comic 

book in Europe and they deal with the topics that are primarily interesting to adolescents.   

 If the books are “different” comics are different even more. Since I will not argue 

that comics are art form, because that is outdated debate for decades, I wish to 

concentrate on features that makes them part of cultural industries. In comics you have 

two separate and yet undivisible art works – literary narration (scenario) and visual 

narration (drawing, coloring, disposition of sequences, speech balloons and so on). They 

are part of publishing industry because they are part of literature and their appearance is 

equal to a form of the book, but they may as well be, and rightfully they are, a part of a 

visual art system. To all this we may add graphic design of the comic book because that 

is also one of the things that influence sales. And here we have a bit complicated 

situation, comics belong to publishing industry (they are regulated by the same laws, they 

have same appearance as a book, they are soled in bookshops, they are kept in libraries) 

but if customers don’t like visual art work they are not likely to buy it. So if you want to 

sell your comic BOOK and its literary content you better have good visual artists to deal 
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with it. And if you still have the money take a graphic designer that will make a good 

package 

The books compete with the other books on the market and with the other leisure 

industry goods, this need not be necessarily true in case of the comics. Long before video 

games have been invented comic strip industry have developed whole new range of 

associated products that only boost up the sales. Disney Company is an absolute ruler of 

this field, but others, mostly American and Japanese publishers, produce figurines, 

animated series, video games and so on of their best selling characters or serials.  In 

bookshops that are specialized for comics you will usually find other products related, 

from films, music, video games, different gimmicks and figurines.  

Even though comics sell more than ever before we may say that they are not any 

more mass products. They have lost that status when their point of interest changed from 

daily papers to comic books. Here are statistical data roughly dating from 1967 from one 

of the most important reference books on history of comics: 

 

“The size of the American comic-strip audience is the characteristic least open to 

debate. The estimates of its number do not always tally with each other. One estimate 

claims more than 100 million Sunday readers, 90 million of whom are regular readers 

(that is, read the daily strips); this evaluation seems modest. According to another 

estimate, four out of five Americans living in a city of over 2,500 inhabitants are 

assiduous readers of the comic strips. A few million more or less does not alter the major 

premise that no other art form not even the movie, reaches such an enormous public”20     

 

 As in all other niches of publishing industry comic market is a market of offer 

more than market of demand. Marketing strategies and market research have been 

overlooked till recently. And even now overall research is not representable, especially 

within the publishing houses. Their research is concentrated on numbers of sales of 

different serial, of different genres, of different authors but none of the publisher that I 

have interviewed said that they research future possibilities, except maybe the arising 
                                                 
20 Couperie, P., Horn, M., Destefanis, P., Fransois, E., Moliterni, C., Gassiot-Talbot, G., A History of 
Comic Strip, New York, Crown publisher, 1974. 
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trends.  In the word outside publishing, marketing specialists claim that 80% of new 

products fail, hence the importance of thorough market research before investment. That 

is perhaps why comic publishers like to use their hunch, it is usually reliable and it 

doesn’t cost, at least not for marketing research. In the specialist market there are 

difficulties as it is obviously the author’s qualifications to write the book that are 

important to the customer, not the publisher’s name. Now this principle may be used in 

comic publishing because no matter for who Bilal, Zep, Jodorowsky or Crumb publishes, 

their books are going to sell. In my opinion the biggest problem of the publishers is that 

they can always count with comic fans. There is quite old data but it might be true even 

today, it says that comic audience could be divided in two groups – those who read 

comics, and those who don’t. And if you belong to first group you are likely to read 

everything that is on comic market.  

If you get reputation as a particular type of publisher, that may constitute an 

ascendant brand for your company. If for example Les Humanoides Associe is well 

known to be leader in SF comics, or Glenat as a principle manga publisher, or Delcure in 

American production, readers are going to look for their products first.     

Books provide a source of entertainment and information that, once bought, can 

be lasting, particularly in some publishing sectors that includes comics. Consumers may 

give or throw away novels that they have read once or paperback comics, but reference 

and information books tend to stay on the shelves once purchased. This is also true for 

the hardback comic books especially those which were bought for children. This 

perception of permanence can work against the publisher that has to convince the 

consumer that buying dictionary or art history book is more than once in life time. So the 

comic publishers often republish important serials or put whole serial in one book, make 

luxurious editions of some graphic novels, make homage to a certain author and so on, in 

order to give new life to a quality product published before.  

There is sensitive nature of timing in publishing that goes without doubt for 

comics also. Except the serials and magazines that are published in certain manner, once 

a week, once a month, once in three months or even once a year, there are graphic novels 

and special editions that are published according to a plan. So, graphic novels with big 

number of pages you publish before holidays for people who like to take time to read 
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them. Special and luxurious editions are published, naturally, before important social 

celebrations during which there is a tradition of buying presents. In publishing industry 

phenomenon of “gift books” is very well known because it consist roughly a 40% of all 

bought books.  

Maybe now would be as good time as ever to explain the term graphic novel 

because it made certain changes in publishing industry. A graphic novel is a long-form 

comic book, usually with lengthy and complex storylines, and often aimed at more 

mature audiences. The term can also encompass a short story collection, or collected 

issues of previously published comic books republished in a single large volume. 

Comics work created and published as a single narrative, without prior appearance in 

magazines, comic books or newspapers, are called original graphic novels.21 

In the publishing trade, the term is sometimes extended to material that would not 

be considered a novel if produced in another medium. Collections of comic books that do 

not form a continuous story, anthologies or collections of loosely related pieces, and even 

non-fiction are stocked by libraries and bookstores as "graphic novels" (similar to the 

manner in which dramatic stories are included in "comic" books).Whether manga, which 

has had a much longer history of both novel-like publishing and production of comics for 

adult audiences, should be included in the term is not always agreed upon. Likewise, in 

continental Europe, collections of comic strips have been commonly published in 

hardcover volumes, often called "albums", since the end of the 19th century (including 

Franco-Belgian comics such as Tintin and Lieutenant Blueberry, and Italian comics such 

as Corto Maltese). 

The term "graphic novel" was popularized by Will Eisner after it appeared on the 

cover of the trade paperback edition (though not on the hardcover edition) of A Contract 

with God, and Other Tenement Stories in 1978. This collection of short stories was a 

mature, complex work focusing on the lives of ordinary people in the real world, and the 

term "graphic novel" was intended to distinguish it from traditional comic books, with 

which it shared a storytelling medium. This established both a new book-publishing term 

and a category distinct from paperback.  

                                                 
21 Graphic novels, www.SFcrowsnest.com 

http://www.sfcrowsnest.com/scifinder/a/Comic_book.php
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In comics, notion of stars is not the same as in other cultural industries. Main stars 

are usually characters and not the author, only in rare cases we could see cartoonists 

being adored by TV, daily press and yellow press. Only way to bring authors to spot light 

is festival, that is why we can say that FIBD Angouleme has a role of fostering comic 

authors and their reputation.  
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4.3. COMICS INDUSTRY’S SHORT HISTORY 
 

“In the eyes of those who believe they can analyze the comic strip by glancing over two 

or three magazines, the world of the comic strip appears simplistic. On the contrary, 

however, it represents an incredible network of lucid observations, traditions, some of 

which are thousands of years old, influences, and relationships between the characters.”22 

 

The first photograph appeared in a newspaper in England in 1880, this new 

medium opened a whole new world of possibilities. Continuous movement, based on its 

image-by-image photographic analysis, which Emile Reynaud achieved in his 

praxinoscope, got its new form in movie that appeared in 1895.  Comic strip appeared at 

approximately the same time – 1889 in France, 1895 in the United States. The animated 

movie (cartoon), the movie, and the comic strip were born simultaneously; although each 

appeared independently they embodied one need to capture movement.   

When in the 1830 a steam-driven printing machine was invented, it meant not 

only the beginning of a mass produced press, but also of mass produced literature. In 

order to make the best use of the new product there has emerged a new economically 

vital necessity – to abolish illiteracy and to construct new class of readers. During the 

course of XIX century authors and publishers were able to offer more topics as a reading 

material. Reading began to spread from elite to the masses, simply, it become fashionable 

to learn to read. Newly won readers were attracted by cheap entertainment and more over 

by fast information. This cheap entertainment gradually took the form of serial stories 

which appeared in “story papers”.23 

 Even though they have important role in winning over masses for publishing 

industry in emergence, story papers did not have long life on the market. The 

newspaper’s Sunday supplements and the cheaply produced reprints of English novelettes 

gradually pushed them out of the market. After the 1880 the readers interest has shifted to 

newspapers, the first comic strips and, most notably, to an entirely new medium – film. 

                                                 
22 Reitberger, R., Fuchs, W., Comics; Anatomy of mass medium, London, Studio Vista, 1972. 
23 In the States they were made to look like newspapers, so that they could qualify for cheaper postal rates; 
in England everything was done not to publish in newspaper format in order to avoid stamp duty.  
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 One thing in common for all mass media is that they are costly, progress 

demanded its price and the price was high. In process of development every novelty was 

closely monitored, there was no room for something that will spend money and will not 

bring profit in return. Whether the outcome was artistically valuable or simply a load of 

trash was of minor importance, but once the financial potentialities of the mass media had 

been recognized, business went ahead and flourished. To make profits worthwhile, and as 

large as possible, they had to find the way to attract the public and to make mass media 

accessible to everybody. They needed to bring enjoyment for the lowest possible price, 

which was the only way to turn films, newspapers, periodicals, or any other mass media 

into viable and profitable projects.  

From the very beginning there has been vivid exchange of ideas between various 

entertainment media. Comic strips began simply as a continuation of the tradition of 

caricature and satire, but films were using both this tradition and topics from the romantic 

novelettes and adventure stories of XIX century story papers. Never the less, demand for 

adventure in printed form did not dropped and at the beginning of the XX century the 

pulp appeared as a medium. That was only the transition medium because it helped a 

comic strip to undergone the gradual transition from the grotesque, via the humorous 

everyday-life, to the adventure story strip. This change convinced the pulp publishes to 

consider a change of product, and to embrace comic books. The whole range of themes 

that could be found in the pulps appeared later in radio, television, comic books and strips 

and even in films. But the most lucrative idea the comics ever drew out of pulps was that 

of the masked super hero. One of the most popular models was The Shadow. Horror and 

fantasy, two other types of pulp novels were greedily snatched by film, radio, television 

and comic books.  

When the first comic book appeared, publishers of pulps were delighted. They 

realized that this new medium could tell tales more quickly and more interestingly than 

pulps had done. In Timely Comics (today’s Marvel) they used the same formulas that 

served them so well in pulp publishing and Fiction House turned its dime novel booklets 

Planet, Jungle and Wings into comic books. Pulp heroes survived and have been reborn 

in comic books.  
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  Thanks to increasing production and constant demand for novelties and the 

parallelism of the media, catastrophic lack of ideas had appeared. New themes had to be 

found, new trends invented. Each medium hoped to get some benefit out of another 

medium’s success and so the interrelationship between the different media became 

tighter. Radio, film, TV, comic strip and books, magazines, story magazines, hard-back 

books, paperbacks and newspapers were dependent on each other. The pulps had made 

their contributions to film radio, TV, and comics. Comic strips and books gave ideas to 

film producers, broadcasters and authors. Film industry produced the book of the comic 

book, or the comic “book of the film”. Techniques of film, photography and cutting, 

influenced the designers of comics, the storytelling techniques of novels and comic strips 

had influence on film and television. The theaters and the fine arts were part of this 

gigantic network, and neither “folk art” should be excluded.24 

Naturally, influence exchanged between media can be good or bad, but changes 

were mostly in storytelling techniques rather than in the quality of material exchanged. 

Silent film and comic strip techniques, for instance, resemble each other in the way they 

tell a story. Text is blended into the picture in a similar way in both media: film-cutting 

techniques and sequences of picture in comic strips follow the same principles.  

 European film directors were the fist to admit they were using ideas taken from 

comics. Alain Resnais’s “Last Year in Marienbad” has a comics style of story telling, and 

in “8 ½ “ Fellini used the comics technique of emphasizing particular characters or 

scenes by contrasts of light and shade. In France it is above all Alain Resnais, Louis de 

Broca, Francois Truffaut and Jean-Luc Godard who have been inspired by the comic’s 

style. Or, as in the films “Pierrot le fou” and “Fahrenheit 451”, have used comics as a 

feature of the action. 25 

                                                 
24 Exchange of themes between the media tend to take place at crucial periods, when there is necessity to 

adjust entertainment to social and political developments. The mass media received new impulses in the 

restless era around the turn of the century, during the First World War, the great economic depression, 

during the New Deal era, the Second World War, the Korean War and the Vietnam War with its attendant 

reassessment of values.  

 
25 In 1971 Marvel’s Stan Lee even wrote the scenario for film which Alain Resnais was to produce. 
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The most obvious relationship exists between comics and animated movies – 

cartoons. The idea of the animated cartoon is almost as old as comics and the artist who 

drew the first successful cartoon film was a comic designer. Mutt and Jeff, Felix the Cat 

and many other series were turned into cartoon films between 1916 and 1925, but the 

breakthrough came with invention of Mickey Mouse.  

 After an initial struggle the mass media have developed into the industries. These 

industries in turn created secondary industries to supply the incredible number of 

“accessories” that backed up the success of a film, a radio series, a comic strip or a comic 

book. Images of heroes, dolls, parts of a hero’s uniform, calendars, wallpapers and 

children’s mugs formed like heroes or their parts. Countless fan clubs helped these 

industries by creating new demands for such gimmicks.26    

 

4.3.1. COMICS PUBLISHING IN FRANCE 

 

When explaining the history of comics one has to start with some facts like the 

one that first comic appeared in France in 1889 and in the US in 1895. But these facts 

were not showing the trend that was going to happen in future. When discussing the first 

fifty years, or so, of comics we have to concentrate on US production, energy, ideas and 

creative power. Because it was there that comics got their standards, firstly what makes 

the comic a comic, secondly that comics are part of cultural industries and a very 

profitable one, just as I have explained in previous chapter. During that period there is a 

time gap in Europe with small production and few important characters and authors.   

Georges Colomb, was a professor of natural science who signed his drawings 

Christoph. His influence was crucial on the content and structure of other “picture 

stories”, and that was possible trough the success he had in 1889 with his “La Famille 

Fenuillard”. Like in the work of his predecessors, in his stories picture and text were 

strictly separated and were dedicated almost exclusively to children. European picture 

stories appeared only in children’s magazines or as supplements for children in 

magazines or newspapers. Even the series “Les Pieds Nickeles”, by the Louis Forton, 

                                                 
26Reitberger, R., Fuchs, W., Comics; Anatomy of mass medium, London, Studio Vista, 1972. 
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were published in 1908 in a children’s magazine, though the political allusions of this 

series had been meant for adults.  

In the USA a will to experiment resulted in a quick development that left behind 

European picture stories, and moved towards comic strips which appealed to a broader 

and above all adult public in the newspapers. An initial mistake was made in Europe by 

regarding comics as reading material only for children, because until then only children 

had been given pictures stories  

 Alain Saint-Ogan produced the first genuine French comic strip in 1925 with his 

“Zig et Puce”, a childish couple that was joined a year later by the little mascot penguin 

Alfred. Although it was still linked to the archaism of the early comic forms, “Zig et 

Puce” breaks with the tradition of having text below the pictures and puts the story only 

in speech balloons. Saint-Ogan’s series was published in “Le Dimanche Illustre”. It 

differed from all earlier European series because it did not consist of self-contained gags, 

but of amusing adventures which ran in series once a week. It was only in 1929 that “Zig 

et Puce” got a competitor – Herge’s “Tintin”.  

 Apart from the French daily strip, “Les Aventures du Professeur Nimbus”, by A. 

Daix (1934) and English series like Stephen Dowling’s “Buck Ryan” (1937), a detective 

comic strip for the Daily Mirror, or Dowling’s “Garth” (1943) not many new comic strips 

were produced in Europe. This happened because during the Second World War there 

was a shortage of newsprint, that resulted in less space being available for comic strips. 

Children’s pages were also thinner or even abolished.   

 Never the less, France and Belgium had their own comics tradition which they 

were able to present when there was enough paper available for comics at the end of the 

Second Word War. In 1946 the Belgian Raymond Leblanc published the youth magazine 

“Tintin” in his publishing house, Editions du Lombard, set up in 1945. The title was 

taken from Herge’s comics figure, and from the first issue the Tintin adventure “Le 

Temple du Soleil” appeared in the magazine. The style of the Tintin magazine and of its 

staff influenced another, also Belgian, periodical “Spirou”, set up in 1938, as well as the 

children’s periodicals “Coq Hardi” and “Vaillant” which were set up in France in 1946.  

Between the wars and immediately after the  World War Second, exchange within 

the comics industry was developing almost entirely in only one direction, from USA to 
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Europe. This was very delicate matter because European authors profited from the ideas 

and technical achievements of Americans, but in the sphere of the politics this was not 

considered as a positive influence. A strong opposition to the spread of American strips 

in France built up in 194927.  

- The Communists attacked comics because they were American and because they 

underlined an individualism which was incompatible with Marxist theory.  

- The right wing wanted to ban them because they were American and because they 

threatened the national spirit.  

- Theologians turned especially against the “excesses” of comics books and, as it 

common in such cases, applied the same judgments to thee as they did to comic 

strips.  

- Finally comics met opposition from French comics artists and editors who were 

not particularly pleased to see competition return. 

 

The Communist party’s idea to ban all foreign comics was rejected, but the 

proposal submitted by their Catholic opponents, which was morally better camouflaged, 

became law on 16. July 1949. A control board set up under this law has strictly 

supervised French comics production since then. On 23. December 1958 sanctions were 

strengthened by an additional decree. The self censorship imposed by the legislators also 

affected Belgium, as cultural exchange between two countries was always strong. Finally 

in 1960 a European federation for youth periodicals was set up, which laid down 

directives similar to those of the American Code Authority from 1954. The Moral Code 

issued by Europress Junior places even grater emphasis on protecting the young than the 

American code.  

 Apart from comic papers that had similar profile to “Tintin” and “Spirou”, 

number of comic books were published in France and Belgium in every possible form 

and in various sizes. Paperbacks in pocket size, which were often produced in 

cooperation with Italy or taken over from Italy, were very popular.  

                                                 
27Filippini, H., Glenat, J., Sadoul, N., Verende, Y., Histoire de la bande dessinee en France et en Belgique; 
des origines a nos jours, Glenat, Paris  
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 The setting up of the French comic periodical “Pilote” was a quite a success. 

“Pilote” appealed to a considerably older public than “Tintin” and its therefore naturaly 

more satirical and fool of well-thought-out adventure and humorous strips. The author-

artists team Rene Goscinny and Albert Uderzo, who came from “Tintin”, secured one of 

the surprising success in “Pilote” with their hero Asterix. But this is quite understandable 

if we take in consideration that even now that series are considered as masterpiece of 

comic art.  From 1970 the Belgian and French comics papers “Pilote”, “Tintin” and 

“Spirou” turned away from the episode stories which for decades had been their main 

ingredient. Instead of publishing two pages of a story per week they started publishing 

four pages per week, in order to finish with the story faster. In addition, series with 

complete episodes of seven to eight pages were introduced. In these circumstances even 

strips for intellectuals such as “Lone Sloane” found their way into “Pilote”.   

 Comics finally established themselves in France and Belgium after 1945, because 

there was a local production which was connected with other marketing uses. The 

Schtroumpfs found a playground in television animated series. The comics heroes Michel 

Vaillant, Ric Hochet, Tangy and Laverdure became television heroes, the television 

adventures of the knight Bayard and Thierry la Fronde became comic books. Television 

and comics were based on books about the adventures of Bob Morane. And French film 

producers also helped to set up comics clubs with magazines, which were dealing with 

this phenomenon.  

The comics club movement started in 1962, when Parisian Jean-Claude Forest 

launched his “Barbarella” series which were quite shocking for that period but marked 

new era of artistic freedom in comics. Comics clubs led to comics congresses in 

Bourdighera in 1965 and Lucca in 1966, to the setting up of the Italian periodical 

“Linus”, that was dealing with comics for adults such as Guido Crepax’s Valentina, and 

in 1966 to the start of the French specialist periodical “Phenix”.  

As a result of the clubs and Barbarella, adult and intellectual comics established 

themselves by appearing in periodicals or by coming straight onto the market in book 

form. The evolving term "graphic novel" is not strictly defined, and is sometimes used, 

controversially, to imply subjective distinctions in artistic quality between graphic novels 

and other kinds of comics. It is commonly used to disassociate works from the juvenile 
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and/or humorous connotations of the terms "comics" and "comic book", implying that the 

work is more serious, mature, and/or literary than traditional comics. Following this 

reasoning, the French term "Bande Dessinee" is occasionally applied, by art historians 

and others schooled in fine arts, to dissociate comic books in the fine-art tradition from 

those of popular entertainment. Jodelle, Pravda and Lone Sloane entered and stir up the 

market and helped newly introduced trend to deal with the comics seriously and with the 

respect.  

The French editions of the American high quality horror magazines “Eerie”, 

“Creepy” and “Vampirella”, as well as the setting up of Het Stripschap, a Dutch society 

for research and presentation of comics, can be seen as a consequence of the European 

enthusiasm for comics running parallel with the enthusiasm for American films at the 

beginning of the 1960s. In this context Truffaut and Melville should be mentioned. Their 

films presented homage to their American models. Active promoters of the scientific 

preoccupation with comics such as film producer Alain Resnais and  other cultural 

workers like Claude Moliterni, Maurice Horn and Pierre Couperie worked hard to make 

comics socially acceptable. So, Moliterni founded SOCERLID – Societe d’Etudes et de 

Recherches des Literatures Dessinees, in 1964.  Later on, Pierre Couperie, Edouard 

Francois, Proto Destefanis and Maurice Horn made their own branch of the society.  

This society’s main competitor was CELEG – Centre d’etudes des literatures 

d’exspression graphique that was founded by Belgian, Francis Locassin.  

In 1967 SOCERLID became Societer francaise de bandes dessinees and Moliterni 

surrounded himself with young volunteers, like Jacques Glenat, and thanks to the editor 

Robert Cotterau advanced with gigantic steppes 

This society is a good example of change that happened on European comic scene 

from 1960s and on. Undoubtedly Americans were the first to recognize the comics 

potential in the market and produced first masterpieces of this art. But their early 

recognition of comics as an amusement for adults and history that came out of that claim 

was in my opinion main problem for taking the final steep in understanding comics as an 

art form. American public judged it too early as a form of cheap entertainment and mass 

media that has no true value, that it was hard for them to change their minds when 

contrary became obvious. Europeans on the other hand reserved place for comics in 

http://www.sfcrowsnest.com/scifinder/a/Literature.php
http://www.sfcrowsnest.com/scifinder/a/Bande_Dessinée.php
http://www.sfcrowsnest.com/scifinder/a/Art_history.php
http://www.sfcrowsnest.com/scifinder/a/Fine_arts.php
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children’s domain and left them to blossom in hardly visible corner of society. And when 

revolutionary ‘60s stepped on the scene with sexual freedom, feminist movements, 

conceptual art and other previously socially unacceptable topics, comics got their chance. 

Among Enformel movement, Art brut, renewed recognition of children, aboriginal and 

art of mental patients, comics could finally be perceived by conservatives. Because at that 

time of  “non-understandable” art expressions they could find clear figuration and 

narration that made sense. With the initial nudge of comic authors and artists, public 

started to embrace comics and to listen what comic society has to say.  

Just as in the case of films, it was the French who first opened the eyes of the 

Americans to the merits of this mass media both in form and content. They legitimated 

comic theory and research, brought it on high level in order to recognize artistic 

achievements in this area. They did not strive to give comics title of art form only to 

legitimize their reading and to free them from the prejudice of vulgarity and triviality, but 

to make a distinction of what is made as a product of original artistic idea and what was 

made for market.   

In 2004 French comics industry published three times more issues than in 1980s, 

and in addition to that 200.000 people read more than 15 comics per year which represent 

40% of sales. That year in France was published 50.000 books and comics represent 

6,14% of that number.28 Another trend could be detected in French market, specialized 

magazines are hard to sustain but there is still 21 editions, among which glorious return 

of “Pilote”, “Fluide Glacial”, “L’Echo des savanes”, “Pif” (ex Vaillant), “Bande Dessinee 

Magazine”, “Bang”, “BoDoi”, “Bedeka”, “9e Art” and so on.  

American market has been changing too, and it is now more opened to accept 

production from Europe and Japan. Overall USA sales of manga in 2004 were more than 

110 million dollars, comparing to 22 millions in 2001, the progress is obvious. In 

Washington there is well known comics festival which is functioning for over a decade, 

in 2005 list of recommendations had few of the most important authors of today’s 

                                                 
28 La Lettre de la Bande Dessinee No 4, Syndicat National de l’Edition, http://www.sne.fr/ 
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production like Osamu Tezuka, team Schuiten and Peeters, Yoshihiro Tatsumi and 

Marjane Satrapi.29  

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                 
29 Zimman, Greg, A Primer on International Comics, Washington Post, October 9, 2005, 
http://www.washingtonpost.com  

http://www.washingtonpost.com/
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5. FRENCH CULTURAL POLICY 
 
 

In the context of the French government’s cultural policies, culture is defined in a 

very broad sense, far broader than the other strict definitions in the world. Its cultural 

policies are based on a far-reaching assignment and a universal vision of cultural 

phenomena. This is clearly evoked in the Ministry of Culture’s brief, which states:  

 

“The Ministry of Culture shall be responsible for making the major works of humankind 

accessible to the maximum number of people, with particular emphasis on French 

works.’ Accordingly, the Ministry administers a policy aimed at ‘protecting and 

developing all facets of cultural heritage, encouraging the creation of works of art and 

other creative works, and fostering the development of arts training and activities.’ 

(Decree of 15 May, 2002, Art.1).”30 

 

  It is said that France’s cultural policies have never claimed to ‘contain’ or ‘shape’ 

culture. But they still have fixed aims: to foster creation; protect national heritage; 

develop cultural industries; broaden access to cultural activities; and to promote cultural 

diversity. 

Equal access to culture by citizens is written into the French Constitution: it is 

present on this level in order to ensure that all people are potentially able to participate in 

cultural life. In France, culture is considered to be an integral part of overall development 

(including social and economic development). Culture is thus a key factor in ensuring the 

quality of life and fulfillment of each and every individual. Therefore a  whole range of 

policies have been developed to recognized and correct inequalities that emerge due to 

geographical, economic and social obstacles impeding participation in cultural life. Their 

goal is to extend and diversify audiences, and foster the development of the widest 

possible range of cultural and artistic activities in all cultural fields. These policies take 

shape in, for example, initiatives that benefit certain sections of the population and 

priority geographical areas. 

                                                 
30www.culturalpolicies.net  
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5.1. WHO IS DEALING WITH CULTURE ON THE GOVERNMENT 

LEVEL? 

 

Although France has a long tradition of patronage of the arts by central 

government, be it royal or Republican, it is only since the Fifth Republic was established 

by De Gaulle in 1959 that Ministry of Culture was created. The Ministère de la Culture et 

de la Communication is the main Government Department responsible for culture and the 

arts. The Ministry is in charge of eight areas: heritage; museums; libraries and archives; 

theatre; the visual arts; cinema; music and dance; books and reading. Other Government 

Departments are also involved in supporting culture, notably the Ministère des Affaires 

Etrangères. 31 

The Ministry of Culture is responsible for the implementation of government-

initiated action in the field of culture throughout French territory. Certain other ministries 

take action in specific areas of cultural policy (the Ministry of Foreign Affairs and the 

Ministry of Education for example). Regional and local authorities are also responsible 

for the implementation of cultural policies in their particular spheres (municipal, 

intermunicipal, regional); cultural action carried out by the various public actors often 

overlaps and is thus increasingly co-ordinated or carried out conjointly. 

  Action in culture is carried out by Ministry in two ways:  

- regulatory action - in the context of laws passed by Parliament. The Ministry is 

responsible for the implementation and supervision of laws and provisions 

relating to culture.32 These regulations do not necessarily imply the commitment 

                                                 
31 Outside France, cultural policy is largely in the hands of the French Association for Artistic Action, 
which comes under and is largely funded by the Ministry of Foreign Affairs.The association, which was 
founded 70 years ago, has a twofold role. It arranges French cultural activities and visits abroad, and 
organizes the visits of foreign artists and performers to France. Nevertheless, it has played an important and 
often adventurous part in diffusing contemporary art and culture around the world. It supported 
experiments such as Dadaism and Surrealism, and provided early support to many artists who have since 
acquired international stature 
32 Legal regulations involve, for example, heritage protection, the duties and the scientific and technical 
standards of archives and collections, literary and artistic property, artists' welfare, the institution of taxes 
and fees for certain cultural activity sectors (cinema, live entertainment), and obligatory production and 
diffusion quotas (broadcasting quotas). 

http://www.culture.gouv.fr/
http://www.culture.gouv.fr/
http://www.culture.gouv.fr/
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of public funds on the part of the government. On the other hand, they could have 

substantial financial consequences for local and regional authorities and cultural 

actors (private television networks, owners of cultural heritage goods, etc.). 

Regulatory action by the Ministry of Culture also includes: initiatives aimed at 

endorsing the quality, professionalism and incorporation of activities included in 

political policy objectives – for example, by declaring them as state-approved 

(general interest).  

 

- direct action by means of public funds allocated to the Ministry within the 

national budget. One of the most direct actions of the Ministry of Culture involves 

the direct management of public cultural institutions, the maintenance and 

development of public cultural, artistic and historical heritage, artistic 

commissions and constructions, the delegation or allocation of grants to 

institutions and cultural actors as well as to regional and local authorities for their 

cultural initiatives. 

State intervention in the cultural field is inclined to be open to all artistic and 

cultural genres, forms and aesthetics and not only 'the fine arts'. It rejects the 

interventionist approach of promoting 'official' art and culture and 'good taste' and 

avoids censorship and control. Decisions relating to artistic commissions, 

allowances, the allocation of government grants, heritage protection, and the 

recruitment of culture specialists, are usually made with advice from consultative 

bodies, which include independent specialists recognized in the appropriate fields. 

 

The state government does not wish to hold a monopoly on cultural action and 

therefore it has allocated certain degree of responsibility to the local and regional 

authorities. While the public sector plays a major role in supporting culture in France, 

significant support also comes from the private sector. By the way, a large part of state-

supported cultural activity is organized by private actors (in the same way as numerous 

associative structures in the cultural sector). 
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5.2. DEALING WITH CULTURE ON LOCAL LEVEL  

There are three layers of local government administration in France - 'communes' 

(cities and towns), 'départements' and 'régions'.33 Municipalities, départements and 

regions have become fully-exercising regional or local authorities, each fully responsible 

for cultural matters. Between the déconcentration of government departments and 

devolution, this is a new mode of public action based on prevailing co-operation. While 

the state government has continued to play a substantial role in the public funding of 

culture, the contribution of local and regional authorities (municipalities, départements 

and regions) has significantly increased and now represents 60% of overall funding. 34 

Cultural offices at different local government levels are:  

1) The network of regional offices of the French Ministry of culture and communication 

known as DRACs (Regional Directorates of Cultural Affairs) which, with 'devolved' 

funds and powers from Paris, have the task of advising and encouraging local authorities. 

2) Each region has a Conseil régional. Each Conseil régional has its own Cultural 

department (service culturel) and its own arts policy. There is generally at least one visual 

arts officer who plays a similar role to the visual arts development officers in the DRAC. 

The regions tend not to fund individual artists but something from their own agenda of 

cultural policy.  

3) Departmental councils - Conseil général. There are 95 'départements' in France and 

each one has a cultural office and again, its own cultural policy. Some are more inclined 

towards some forms of arts than others, depending on their priorities and geographical 

situation (many départements cover predominately rural areas). The Conseils généraux 

often support small independent arts organisations and organise events. Many of them 

tend to support locally based artists. 

                                                 
33 Being an Artist in France; French art scene, www.artquest.org.uk 
34 The local arts budgets of departments and regions are five times bigger than they were at the start of the 
1980s, and the arts budgets of districts have doubled. 50.1% of arts funding comes from central government 
and 49.9% from local authorities (which divides up into 40.6% from district councils, 7.3% from 
departmental councils and 2% from regional councils). In tandem with the funding allocated by central 
government, these budgets allow local authorities to play a vital role in cultural activities. 
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4) Town councils: communes/villes. Most large towns have important cultural sections 

with officers responsible for implementing local cultural policy. They can be very 

supportive of artists and cultural events based in the town. France's larger town and city 

councils have been actively engaged in culture for a good many years. Since the 19th 

century many of them have been administering and funding libraries, museums, theatres 

and municipal conservatories and subsidizing cultural associations and learned societies. 

Since the 1960s, other much smaller municipalities have also been developing their own 

– often ambitious – cultural policies. 

Municipalities can take action in all cultural sectors – heritage conservation and 

presentation, production and diffusion of performing arts, promotion of books and 

reading, and arts education. In this regard, a growing number of municipalities now have 

(since the period 1960–1970) elected representatives assigned to cultural affairs and 

developed increasingly potent cultural departments. The degree to which the 

municipalities invest in culture is dependent solely on their political will, except in the 

case of public archives, which they are under obligation to conserve and make accessible 

to both researchers and the general public. The procedures for cultural intervention are 

subject to state regulatory authority. 

A good number of towns and cities are partners in national facilities and thus 

make an effort to develop cultural policies initiated by the state government. However, as 

they are much closer to the realities of their localities and their inhabitants, local and 

regional authorities are also trying to increase cultural coverage in their areas by 

developing readership and arts education by supporting cultural events (festivals, etc.) 

and by protecting and developing heritage. They also provide the principal and often the 

only support for cultural associations and amateur and emerging cultural and artistic 

activities. 
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5.3. LITERARY CREATION AND HERITAGE 
 

The Ministry does not intend to classify everything as "heritage" in an illusory 

exercise to make time stand still: rather it seeks to offer access to information and data to 

all and to present this data – as is now possible – via information technology. The 

Ministry seeks to make available to the general public and to future generations a wide 

range of books, archives, art works, objects, films and monuments from which this 

knowledge is derived, and which can be considered as material evidence of the nation's 

cultural diversity. The first step in this direction has been the recent efforts of the 

Ministry with regard to the 20th century heritage.  

Government policy is also oriented toward developing France's written heritage 

and to make it available to as many people as possible; the National Library is for 

example setting up a network with the regional municipal libraries for this purpose. The 

National Archives are also being restructured in an effort to redefine its assignments and 

facilities for researchers and the general public. The proposed law on the information 

society law stipulates that public records will be made fully accessible to all persons on 

request, thus reinforcing the role of the national archives as a disseminator of the nation's 

memory. The Audio-visual Heritage Protection Committee of the National Audio- visual 

Institute (Institut National de l'audiovisuel – INA) will be a key figure in redefining the 

strategic plan underlying these initiatives. 

The different sector specific funds supporting creativity and creators are 

provisioned either by grants accorded in the Ministry of Culture budget or by allocated 

taxes redistributed via public bodies. Funds are made available to literary creation:  

- the National Book Centre, a public body under the supervision of theDirectorate 

of Books and Readership, allocated 281 grants to authors and publishers in 2001 

(an overall total of 2.27 euros million). 

  

Professional associations and artists' unions play an important role in the 

representation of the material and moral interests of their members and in the negotiation 

of relevant professional agreements. They are frequently represented in the committees of 
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experts responsible for the allocation of support to creativity and are set up by the 

directorates and departments concerned. 
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5.4. JACK LANG AND HIS CULTURAL POLICY 
 

While continuing to follow the policy lines initiated by André Malraux and 

Jacques Duhamel, the six ministers succeeding Jacques Duhamel introduced their own 

changes. In 1974, Michel Guy created a breakthrough for young artists and contemporary 

art by signing the first of a series of cultural development agreements with municipalities 

and regions (chartes culturelles). In 1977, the Georges Pompidou National Arts Centre 

was inaugurated, the Museums Finance Act was adopted in 1978, and 1980 was declared 

as a "National Heritage Year".  

New conception of cultural democracy set the Socialist Party under Francois 

Mitterrand on the path to an alternative cultural strategy during the 1980s. This strategy 

could be seen in the early policies of Mitterrand’s first Minister of Culture – Jack Lang. 

They adopted the decolonization metaphor, in tandem with “departitioning” 

(decloisonnement), in order to end the hegemony of Paris over the regions and the 

“liberation of France from US cultural Imperialis”35. At the UNESCO’s conference 

Mondiacult '82, Lang did not wish to mention the United States by name but referred to 

them  as "financial and intellectual imperialisms in the export of American cultural 

products ranging from films to fashions”36. 

During the two Jack Lang ministries (1981-1986 and 1988-1993) the Ministry of 

Culture started to move faster towards modernization and to deepened its involvement 

with contemporary society. Measures included an increase in cultural funding; the 

widening of the ministry's scope of activities to include new art forms; the integration of 

culture into the economic world; the development of audio-visual communications.  

The Ministry's budget was doubled in 1982, and it gradually achieved almost 1% 

of the state budget (increasing from 2.6 billion francs in 1981 to 13.8 billion in 1993). 

The completion of a network of regional cultural affairs directorates made 

deconcentration process faster. The policy involving contracts with local authorities was 

reintroduced. Over a period of 12 years, more than 8 000 jobs were created in the cultural 

                                                 
35 Loosely, David, The Return of the Social; French Cultural Policy and Exclusion, 1993-2003, 
www.ifacca.org/whatsnew/publications/ 
36 Gulick, Thomas G., UNESCO, Where Culture Becomes Propaganda, The Heritage Foundation, 
www.heritage.org 
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field. Arts education in schools was modernized, new disciplines were taught (theatre, 

cinema, art history…), and a range of schemes were organized to raise the awareness of 

children such as arts projects, school visits to the cinema, heritage projects etc. 

Both the notion of the “non-public” as a single block, and the traditional aesthetic 

hierarchy favored by Malraux were abandoned. New policy was working in favor of 

pluralism and inclusiveness. A whole range of new publics was identified and innovative 

forms of action, targeting their needs, were developed. To implement that new actions 

local voluntary associations as intermediaries were used - the disabled, the 

institutionalized (prisoners, the hospitalized, the armed forces) those in deprived rural 

areas, and community (I.e. ethnic) cultures. Popular creative practices were also 

recognized those that have been considered infantile and unworthy of the epithet 

“cultural”. These two strands came together in a focus on neglected youth-cultural forms 

like rock, world music and later hip hop37. The ministry showered its largesse on favored 

artists, encouraging the avant-garde to an extent unheard of in most other countries. Such 

provocative measures, known collectively in the media as Lang’s “everything is culture” 

approach, generated passionate debates. 38 But most of his innovations, although initially 

greeted with outrage, such as Daniel Buren's black and white columns at the Palais Royal 

have since gained broad acceptance 

As a result of economic changes and the growth of "home-based" cultural 

activity, the Ministry began to place more emphasis on cultural industries (books, 

records, cinema, audio-visual) with a view to regulating the market (aid mechanisms for 

the film industry, price regulation on books, radio broadcasting quotas for French-

language music…). This new alliance between culture and economics was also reflected 

in the measures adopted to encourage arts patronage (tax incentives, sponsorship). 

In France, the field covered by culture industries is generally defined as that involving 

reproducible cultural goods and / or the extension of audiences. It covers the chain 

                                                 
37 Such forms particularly hip hop, were closely associated with “les quartiers”, socially disadvantaged 
suburban neighborhoods, often with high concentrations of unemployed of casual workers, and suffering 
from ethnic tensions and urban blight. 
38 Loosely, David, The Return of the Social; French Cultural Policy and Exclusion, 1993-2003, 
www.ifacca.org/whatsnew/publications/ 
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creation-production- marketing for the following products: books, press, record-players, 

VCRs, cinema, multimedia products, games and by-products. The field is more limited 

than that of 'content' industries and does not include databases, design, fashion and 

advertising or the manufacture of materials and content products of a unique nature 

(works of art). 

Culture industries have undergone a series of major changes over the last twenty-

five years. The range of products is continually expanding (books, records, film, then 

video, compact disks, CD-ROMs…). In the face of highly competitive markets, 

government initiatives aim to guarantee a broad range of cultural productions and to 

distribute them as widely as possible by means of the following support and regulation 

measures: 

− tax incentives (reduction of VAT on press, books, cinema, audio- visual); 

− establishment of a fixed book price; and 

− regulatory measures such as broadcasting quotas for French language productions.  

 

5.4.1. “LANGS LAW” 

 

During his presidential campaign in 1981, Francois Mitterrand was dedicated to 

one of the problems – to insure fix price for books. When he entered cabinet this law was 

anonymously adopted in Parliament and it is known like “Lang’s Law”. This law was 

initiated by economical crises that affected all forms of consummation. People restricted 

their cultural consummation by not buying cultural goods, and books were one of them. 

After long period of prosperity publishing industry entered uncertain and difficult phase. 

Sales and profit numbers stopped progressing in 1980 and next year they made a 

downturn.  

Until 1979 regime that was applied in publishing industry imposed “advised” 

price. This system functioned, more or less, until the practice of “discount” had appeared. 

From the moment when certain firms, such as FNAC, started to apply systematic 

discounts up to 20%, and in some other sales points like supermarkets and department 

stores had discounts of 35-40%, this law lost its restrictive character. They had to make a 
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choice: to make price liberal, or to instruct publisher to impose fixed price that had to be 

respected by everybody. The law imposed following decisions39: 

- all publishers are obliged to determine fixed price for all their books. Price has to 

be printed on the book and it is obligatory to respect it by all retailers. Same book 

will be disposable to all buyers at the same price on entire territory of state. All 

discounts are forbidden. Retailers that wish to make up to their riders can have 

limited reduction of price of 5%.   

- Retailers have to give service free of charge for a client who wants to order a 

book that exist in catalogue but could not be found on their shelves.  This 

obligation is hard but necessary in order to provide equal rights “ all books to all 

readers”.  

- in this system bookshops do not have possibility to decide percent of their profit. 

They have to negotiate discount most acceptable with their distributors. Normal 

tendency of the publishers is to make this discount more favorable to those 

bookstores who have bigger range of activities. Qualitative discounts have to be 

higher to those which order higher quantities from the retailers.  

- this law is not applicable to those that are not in book business and yet order high 

quantities of the books – public libraries, universities, syndicates of some 

enterprises and so on. 

- sales trough clubs and mail order are supported by 20-25% of discount,  but they 

can get book only nine months after the fist edition is put on market.  

 

Decision to impose fix book price, is still challenged by those who wish to impose 

free market principles in publishing industry. Professionals working in comics publishing 

industry in France are convinced that without this law this industry would collapse. Only 

most popular albums (which sales in huge number of exemplars) would be able to survive 

and consequently publishing house which publishes them. And even that would be real 

“survival”. This situation would lead to disappearing of highly artistic or alternative 

comic books, and magazines that deal with comic critics. It would also be a death penalty 

for all bookstores specialized in comics, and as I mentioned before, it is the bookshops 

                                                 
39 Pingaud, Bernard, A Livre a son Prix; Premier bilan de al loi du 10 Aout 1981, Herissey, 1983 
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that represent brand. Certain customers are willing to buy something only because they 

trust the taste of bookshop and its selection.  
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6. FESTIVALS IN THEORY 
 

 The booming trend of festivalization of Europe is easily perceived not only by 

professionals that are involved in their organization but with those that may call them 

selves audience. Since there is so many of them, and yet they don’t seize to spring out 

conclusion is obvious – there is need for the festivals. How long this trend is going to last 

it can not be said mostly because local governments are eager to crate their own “special 

event” and to sustain it without really thinking it trough, and because there is not enough 

academic and marketing research of festivals.  

 Therefore, with the support of European Festival Association and Prof. Dragan 

Klaic organized a unique project which aim is to research art festivals, in all spheres, and 

to consequently come to conclusions that will make basses for further research and 

enhance the practice and policy. In their research papers, conference conclusions and 

students papers I have found necessary informations that will lead me trough this chapter. 

 As number of festivals was rising, their functions and roles became more 

diversified and complex. So thanks to unique market law – when supply is high, demand 

for quality is even higher – festivals are facing higher expectations both from the artist 

and audience, and from local governments. Festivals are instruments to enrich artistic 

programming, to develop and extend the audience research and to encourage the local 

tourist industry. Because of so many festivals concentrating on certain theme from 

different angles unique profile of some has become blurred and their conceptual 

orientation less transparent.     

 Any festival that wants success and longevity has to have clear massage and has 

to be able to cope with its structure, logistic and huge concentration of events in short 

period of time. In order to be more than just events put together, and to obtain 

“additional” sense festival has to offer something special. So we could say that festival is 

really a festival when it “generates that holistic principle by which the whole (the 

festival) is greater than the sum of the parts”40. In order to better understand and perceive 

festivals we can suggest two definitions: 

                                                 
40 Group of authors, Festivals: Challenges of Growth, Distinction, Support Base and Internationalization, 
Course reader for Management of Performing Arts and Festivals, University of Arts, Belgrade, 2005/2006 
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“In the cultural life of diverse societies, festivals are those special occasions when an 

outstanding concentration of attention, talent and enjoyment occurs, when the individuals 

and collectives feel bound by the same festive purpose and when the hectic of the 

everyday life makes space for the appreciation of the art. In this sense festivals are both 

artistic and social events, moments that claim the public sphere for creativity and reassert 

the cultural dimension of our communal lives. Festivals affirm the capacity of arts to 

transgress borders of territories, periods, cultures and languages and introduce forgotten 

or unknown idioms and expressions to the public.”41  

 

“The term “festival”, however, refers to a far more diverse, complex and multi-faceted 

reality. It is an archipelago that combines very different artistic and professional visions, 

areas for the promotion of local creativity and “showcases” for presenting an 

international panorama. There are initiatives that form an intimate part of the local area, 

and there are traveling projects, events for the local community and programs for tourists, 

along with highly specialized niche events, and interdisciplinary approaches designed to 

appeal to the greatest possible number of people.”42 

 

 So how festival comes to light? In study that was initiated by Department of 

Culture of the Tartu City Government43, authors have come to a conclusion that they can 

be divided in two groups: 

- Festivals initiated by the city, region, institution, etc., with the aim of increasing 

the popularity of the founder and number of visitors and tourists. These festivals 

have organizational boards established during first year, professional managers 

are selected and organizing team is hired. Their budget is largely funded by the 

respective city, region or institution. 

- Festivals started by one person with the idea, usually fan of certain artistic sphere 

or specific topic. Often focuses on idea that seems innovative or too brave, that is 

why these festivals are aimed at a narrow audience. They usually start with small 
                                                 
41 Klaic, Dragan, EFA 50th anniversary Charter, Course reader for Management of Performing Arts and 
Festivals, University of Arts, Belgrade, 2003/2004 
42 Group of authors, Festivals: Challenges of Growth, Distinction, Support Base and Internationalization, 
Course reader for Management of Performing Arts and Festivals, University of Arts, Belgrade, 2005/2006 
43 Ibid. 
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budgets and grow along with their managers, until the city or the state slowly 

starts supporting them over the years.   

 

If these festivals are professionally organized, have good programe and create a 

positive image of the city, for example, than the audience couldn’t care less who initiates 

them. First type of festival could survive even when its program conception and 

organization are not at the highest level, because the local governments are just not 

willing to let them go. But second type of festival depends almost entirely on the vision 

of its manager. Usually these festivals are the most interesting ones, because the “person 

in charge” has ability to grow and change with the festival. The main goal of the festival 

manager is usually either creative self-realization or development of the field out of the 

feeling of having a mission, paying less attention to advertising the city. But when 

manager gets tired festival is almost certainly bound to fail, because they are so 

interconnected that they often represent common identity.  

 These two things are needed to start a festival but to keep festival going, to make 

it grow and develop; there are two essential preconditions to be fulfilled: 

1. Able manager – but also the spirit of leadership and the excellence of team 

building. Festivals usually have small number of people that are fully employed, 

so they temporarily increase their staff during the period of intensive preparations 

and the festivals duration. It is necessary to assert professional standards to assure 

that all employees and guest will be able to deal with artistic ambitions, 

insufficient budgets, complex schedule and so on.  

2. Financial support of the local government – it is important that local government 

participates in budget (at least 1/3), because that gives sense of some security and 

it is essential to safeguard artistic aims and visions. This support is vital even 

though most of the festivals can get substantial sums from their sponsors.  

 

Unfortunately festivals are often compared with theme parks, art biennales, classified in 

statistics with congresses, industry or trade shows. They are pressured to gain artistic 

approval, prestige to increase numbers of the audience, budget, employed, to get certain 
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reviews, media coverage and so on. These things should be looked after but one should 

not become quantity-obsessed, because quality can not be measured by quantity.  

The position of festivals today is largely determined by several contradictory 

impulses, such as44:  

1. Artistic vision/commercial pressures – it is hard to develop and sustain original 

artistic vision when there are economical expectation imposed by the founders, 

sponsors, media and own festival boards, obsessed by turnover percentages and 

growth rate.  Those are supposedly indicators of economic value of the festival, 

its benefit to the growth of tourism and employment of consumers spending in a 

certain place. These economic indicators are invoked in order to seek the political 

legitimization of a festival, as if a cultural impact would not be respectable 

enough.  

2. Continuity/novelty - Festivals which attempt to show bigger stars each year or 

shock the audience with new surprises will eventually face the fact that there is 

nowhere to go.  Same goes, without a doubt, for festivals which change too much. 

The values of gradual developments of the key programming lines, the sense of 

festival as a continuous narrative or developmental path is strongly overlooked in 

today’s society where quick success had become imperative.  

3. For artists/for the public - It is false opposition because even the most 

experimental festivals need an audience; they must identify it, cultivate it and 

develop it. 

 

At the end it is obvious that no other support is as important as support from the 

audience. It is said that audience is the only “capital” a festival has, in order to keep it 

festival has to learn how to make communication with the audience as clear as possible. 

Since the surrounding is becoming increasingly competitive, festivals can no longer 

afford not to adopt marketing approach. One of the purposes of festivals is to bring 

together a lot of people, among the special approaches employed to reach different target 

groups, the following are mentioned by the festivals: 

                                                 
44 Klac, Dragan, Festivals: a formula of a developmental engine?, Course reader for Management of 
Performing Arts and Festivals, University of Arts, Belgrade, 2003/2004 
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- intimate concerts for specialists,  

- open events without charge,  

- exciting programs responding to the expectation of the youth,  

- innovative advertising,  

- bonus tickets for families,  

- lectures and workshops,  

- more events for local residents or  

- events for linguistic and cultural minorities. 

Determining in which period of year the festival is going to take place is another 

headache for programmeres. Older festivals have their own time of the year and new ones 

have to find suitable time, balancing between the other festivals (trying not to overlap), 

state or sacral holidays, weather conditions and so on.  Spaces that festival will occupy, 

animate or reanimate, are sometimes quite hard to find or to gat permission for their 

usage.   
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6.1 WHAT IS A COMICS FESTIVAL? 
 

 While the festival of Angouleme was making it first steps the Department for 

cultural development within the Council of Europe became most important promoter of 

idea of cultural animation. They dedicate special attention to bookshops and libraries as 

main factors in dissemination of different animation projects. At the special session in 

1972, when role of libraries in permanent education was discussed, they come to a 

conclusion that every librarian should be involved in cultural animation. Not just 

animation that would be part of a special project but permanent face to face animation on 

daily bases, and this new role should be supported by professional educational system. 

Children literature departments are in center of this action and other participants are 

animated trough usual means like concerts, lectures and discussions/stands. 45  

 So, what happens when important suggestion like this one stays on the paper, or 

when it is implemented only in one or two areas of general interests? Well cultural 

product, whatever it might be, is always looking for a way to make it to the market and to 

mainstream culture, and to find a way to communicate with the audience on bigger 

scales. This is especially true if the product is part of cultural industry and it is bound by 

market laws and driven by the competition.  Comics as an art form and as a part of 

cultural industries had to find its own version of cultural animation where it could be 

presented “in all its glory”.  

 

6.1.1. LESS THAN A FESTIVAL, BUT MORE THAN A SIMPLE EVENT 

 

At the beginning of ‘60s comics clubs started to appear around the Europe most 

notably in France. Comics clubs lead to new type of gatherings like congresses, that 

eventually grown into festivals. Consequently, comics won their place in different events 

where latest production was presented, so differentiation between specialized events 

(concerning only comics) and those which comics became part of, had to be made. At the 

same time all libraries in France started to obtain systematically substantial quantities of 

                                                 
45 Dragicevic-Sesic, Milena, Stojkovic, Branimir, Kultura; Menadzment, Animacija, Marketing, Clio, 
Beograd, 2000 
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comic albums/graphic novels in hard back. In this field comics had become 

institutionalized and assumingly looked after.  That is also the case of book fairs or other 

celebrations of books such as Fete du Livre.    

In order to understand differences between certain forms of presentation it is 

necessary to explain in few lines what fairs are. In general, fairs are historically important 

institutions. Unlike shops or department stores, where you have constant offer of 

products, fairs are occasional markets specially intended to intensify offer/demand, and to 

bring together salesman and buyers. Fairs could be open or covered spaces, where during 

the year all fairs dedicated to different goods or services are taking place. At the fairs you 

can display goods, demonstrate craftsmanship, exchange ideas and discus business. As a 

form of marketing action, fairs are important in those domains of culture that are directly 

dependent of the market, and in which industrialized production process exists. This is 

especially true for publishing houses, so they plan their participation on fairs well in 

advance as well as their production process.  

First book fairs were organized during big world crisis in 1930s, when publishers 

tried to augment book sales. In Great Britain, Sunday Times started to organize yearly 

book exhibition in 1933, something similar was happening in Leipzig in Germany. After 

World War Second this manifestation is moving in Frankfurt and becomes the biggest 

book fair in the world. Even though trend is changing, publishing business is even now 

run by small or middle sized firms, that makes book fairs information hot spot on 

dispersive market.  

As a product of publishing industry comics have their rightful place in the book 

fairs, and comic publishers are equally treated in terms of exhibition space and other legal 

obligations. But, being a such a special product, comics not only need but also deserve 

special places for their presentation, somewhere where their dual nature (literary/visual) 

can come to light.   

Other special events that have aim to promote books and readership, like Fete du 

Livre, embrace comics as their natural part. During this manifestation in 2006 comics got 

special place for presentation – Parisian Conciergerie. Publishers, magazines, antiquaries, 

second hand bookshops and bookshops presented their offers. Traditional signings of 
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albums, small exhibition and specially organized space for interviews with authors and 

artists left good impression, and yet one could feel that it was only for regular audience.  

In order to start with manifestations and events which are specialized in 

presenting comics production we can firstly mention those that bare names that clarify 

their aims and forms. Such events are different salons, revues, exhibitions, presentations 

(publisher, author, album), stands, lectures and so on. And yet there is another type of 

manifestations which call themselves festivals, but in fact they are not. These “festivals” 

could be divided in several categories: 

- manifestation organized by one publisher 

- manifestation organized on municipal level 

- small scale comic fairs 

- different events (salons, revues, exhibitions, presentations (publisher, 

author, album), stands, lectures)  

 

Manifestations organized by single publisher could be big event in small city 

where publisher could present not only its new production but everything that it has in 

stocks. Inevitable signings of albums attract biggest attention and animate local media, 

which gives visibility to publisher in that city or region. Their aim is to attract new 

audience, those that otherwise wouldn’t be interested in visiting comic event. But this 

kind of promotion is very costly for the publisher and it poses a question: is it worth it? 

 Similar manifestation could be organized by municipality of certain city. In order 

to animate their inhabitants they give name festival to events that usually gather few 

publishers with unimportant or even non-existing additional program. This absence of 

idea they try to cover up by appearance of authors and artists that work for those 

publishers. Their main aim is to fabricate profit for their society by giving people false 

sense of participation of something as big and as important as festival.   

 Different organizers repeatedly use name festival for manifestations that really are 

small scale comic fairs. Except traditional fair activities, here or there they offer an 

exhibition or lecture but that is far from “bigger than separate events” notion of festivals.  

 At the end I mention different events that bare wrong name. This 

misunderstanding comes from the fact that those events are professionally organized and 
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have main idea but only in one part of activities. For example, in center of such event 

could be well organized exhibition with additional program (conferences, lectures, 

screenings…) or it could be sales activity, again with some additional programe. Never 

the less, all here mentioned events and manifestations lack overall impression of the 

festival and its production activities. Because one exhibition or event can not give you 

title of producer and grant you a right to introduce your event as something that it is not.  

 

 

6.2. COMICS FESTIVAL IN THEORY 
 

 Once upon a time when festivals were rarity it was inevitable to consider them as 

elite manifestations. This elitist character is not sustainable any longer, except for those 

festivals that are made to be elitist, because they have become more numerous, 

accessible, inclusive and diversified. They have become instruments of international 

cultural communication and collaboration, in all cultural fields and for much broader 

audience. Affecting immensely cultural life of Europe with their programming, co-

productions, workshops and spin-off institutions, festivals naturally implement European 

integration process.   

 Festivals strive to satisfy not only professionals but the audience too, with broad 

range of programation concepts, some specialized and some very broad those that break 

trough in another disciplines or cultures. Fallowing their need to develop, festivals try to 

stimulate new creations and innovation but also to reinterpret tradition, discover and 

present cultural heritage and bring it together with contemporary production. And as D. 

Klaic says this fusion of different characteristics makes festivals both an engine of 

cultural memory and a laboratory of future-oriented explorations46.  

 This new, highly developed international festivals that spread around the Europe 

have very important roles to oppose ignorance, prejudice and stereotypes about 

something or somebody. They wish to present foreign production, minority cultures and 

often they succeed in developing intercultural competences of artists and audience. 

Throughout the years main focus of Angouleme festival have been changing, but first 
                                                 
46  
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idea they started with was to break down prejudice that comics are for children and to 

promote production and credibility of comics for adults. When it became obvious that 

comics have artistic value and that large population in France, actually, appreciates this 

art form, they started to work on consolidation of market and cultural policy. And yet 

they never forgot their main goal – internationality – to bring together professionals and 

audience from all around the world.  

 International festivals have always been created for huge number of people, 

because you can not present big and expensive spectacles and gather world known artist 

for dozen of people. That is why these festivals have tendency to grow much faster than 

organizational team can predict, and bring problems and crises which are hard to cope 

with. Angouleme festival had few big crises that were product of its natural change and 

growth. Changes in organizational team, problems with local government, lack of ideas 

in programming, financial crises, and competing festivals left deep mark on the festival 

as institution and its image. But each one of these problems helped festival to step on 

higher level in every sense.  

 Except the fact that festival must have audience and that it is inevitably oriented 

towards the public impact, it mast not forget its developmental function. Festival needs to 

reflect upon its existence and to direction where it is going. Developmental function is 

primarily oriented towards professionals and young artists, meaning that festival has to 

offer various seminars, symposia, workshops, but also to accept interns and trainees. In 

first decade FIBD put accent on animation of audience, but then it became obvious that it 

is necessary to pay more attention towards the needs of professionals not only artists but 

publishers too. And at certain point of time festival had been divided in two parts 

professionals and audience, something that had to be overcome. Almost all new programs 

dating from 2000 on are imagined in such way to make dialog between artists and 

audience, to give direct insight in art-creation process. People that worked for festival 

never really taught much about interns and trainees, but they have developed vivid and 

broad network of volunteers. If I can put it in few words, whole population of Angouleme 

lives and breads, and volunteers for festival. This is one of the rare festivals that have 

understood early that strength of international festival lies in local community. 

International festivals are increasingly becoming aware of their dependence on the local 
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artistic communities and see interaction with them as an investment in own future and in 

vitality of own cultural context. Because it was so strongly rooted in local cultural life 

and dependent on local community, Angouleme is good example of festival that 

developed step by stem, so to say, it had bottom up approach.  

 Every festival needs to preserve its memory and contribution to local, regional or 

national cultural life. Not many festivals have understood that big effort should be made 

in order to document systematically their own work by collecting and systematizing the 

memory of the festival. General tendency is to archive documentation, photos, 

registrations and video documentation, but it is usually inadequate way to keep memory. 

Festivals should be looking for a more detailed documentation system something that can 

be available to broader public. In this case FIBD profited from its own influence on local 

and national comic community, and its spin-off institutions such as CNBDI. It started 

with center for comics research that was initiated by festival. Research that was 

undertook in order to make program for every edition was closely systematized. There 

have been magazines like “B.D. Bulle”, “Magazine” and “B.D. Bulletin” that trough out 

the year monitored and informed about festivals activities. Numerous researchers, 

journalists, publisher have given lectures and conferences that were preserved and 

eventually considered as some of the first theoretical overviews of comics. In my 

opinion, it was exactly this activity of memory safeguarding that made Angouleme 

festival so well known and popular. Festival saved documents that were slowly turning it 

into legendary event. For its 20th birthday festival published a book about its history, and 

aside numerous other publications like catalogues or comic history books that indirectly 

keep data about festival itself.  

 Even though comics are part of cultural industries, mass produced and easier to 

understand than foreign books or films, one can not say that it is efficiently 

internationally marketed and distributed. Mediation activity of festivals and other 

different events are needed in comic publishing industry. They are needed to present and 

introduce albums or artists, they represent platforms for discussion on different levels, 

and to give possibility to professionals to negotiate and make contracts. But almost every 

respective festival thinks of itself not only as a presenter but as a producer or co-

producer. In general, engaging in a new production is a way to confirm and promote 
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festivals own value and purpose. Crating new artistic capital and operating as a catalyst 

that enables different artists to work together on something that would not normally take 

place, makes festival an important asset in experimenting and discovering new things. 

Being a producer in comics festival does not mean that you will engage artists to make 

new album or series for you, to my knowledge that have never been done. Because of the 

sensitive nature of comics as a part of publishing industry, this kind of production or co-

production can not be done. Firstly because festivals are not registered as publishers and 

even when they have publications it is not something that is considered as mass product 

like comic are. Angouleme festival had a role of producer but as I already said in 

something that normally wouldn’t take place like: big exhibitions that consider 

substantial field work and research and present its conclusions in catalogue; 

interdisciplinary spectacle Concert du Dessines; event where audience can see how 

author is working on a plate that is going to be published and give suggestions; and so on.   

Festival can also indirectly bust up production trough different concourses and motivate 

young artist to present something that good but not interesting enough for publishers. If 

you have an international program or production it is important to keep in mind language 

barriers. From the very start FIBD provided professional consecutive translations for all 

conferences, discussions, round tables and so on. In official selection for grand prix only 

translated publications can enter so there is no reading problem for audience.  

Programs, off-programs, productions and co-productions are usually done in order 

to make festival bigger and better. If festival rushes too much to expand and to become 

larger it can become a victim to its own appetite. Contemporary way of life and way of 

“doing business” imposes certain challenges to festivals. They started to use different 

marketing strategies, to use statistics, to employ professional PRs or mangers, but they 

also suffered form quantitative criteria of success (number of audience, money raised, 

amount of media attention). In order to outdo themselves every year festival directors and 

teams are cracking under this pressure. Festivals can suffer from pilling up of programs 

and overcrowding the schedule, squeezing in obsessively huge number of events and 

programmatic lines. This can lead to “choice stress” with audience, and in that situation 

they wont have urge to experiment or discover, most likely they will go for familiar 

thing. In order to prevent that from happening, it is important that a festival organization 
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continues to focus on the initial aims - whom do you want to reach and what do you want 

to achieve with the festival?  
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7. FIBD ANGOULEME – A TOOL FOR CULTURAL 

CHANGE 
 

 In order to understand in which way FIBD Angoulem had influenced cultural 

scene in France we have to go trough its history and detect important moments. This 

manifestation originated from the need of several cultural actors and comics lovers to 

bring down prejudices against comics as a medium. They tried to promote the idea that 

comics are form of art and that they are more than reading material for children. They 

underlined importance of comic publishing houses in cultural industries and their cultural 

impact on the society. The festival acted as a generator of a trend which became a key 

point in the development of the region and Angouleme itself. Special attention was given 

to its educational roles and festival inspired whole range of spin off institutions which are 

dealing with image phenomenon.  

 

7.1. FESTIVAL’S HISTORICAL OVERVIEW 
 

In September 1965 Claude Moliterni from SOCERLID, prepared a huge 

exhibition “Dix millions d’images” that was based on photographic enlargements of 

original black and white plates47. It was only at the end of the exhibition that journalist 

from “Le Monde” wrote a story about it and lanced it into the world. New interest from 

media and audience provoked a snowball effect. So next year SOCERLID organised 

world known exhibition in the Museum of Decorative Arts in Louvre. Period of long 

preparations and discussions with the museum curator, Francis Mathey, resulted in the 

exhibition “Bande dessinees et figuration narrative”. Catalogue of this exhibition became 

one of the first reference books in this area with real statistical data, analytical and 

historical texts. In order to make success measurable, I need to mention this information: 

from April 7th till June 12th they had 500.000 visitors at the moment when Picasso’s 

exhibition was in the Grand Palais.  

                                                 
47 This technique became widely used and almost standardized form for comic exhibitions of that time.   
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In Angouleme this catalogue inspired one man to start working on series of events 

that will lead to creation of the festival. Francis Groux was working as host in youth 

cultural centre in Angouleme, and he had few ideas how to animate cultural life in his 

city. He crated cine-club and a cinema and it was not long before he started to get 

interested in comics. In 1969 he organised “Semaine de Bande Dessinee” for which he 

had contacted Moliterni in order to borrow some material from his previous exhibition. 

These two men will develop long-term friendship and business relationship. In 1971 

Francis Groux became part of a new municipal crew that was in charge of cultural life in   

the city. Part of this crew was also Jean Mardikian who was deputy in charge for cultural 

affairs. Their objectives were: 

-    to stir up cultural life in city 

- to install municipal governance over the theatre 

- and to apply actions of youth cultural centre. 

 

They organised the committee for cultural action - permitted to an amateur theatre to 

put on stage  “Angouleme Art Vivant”, and invited Moliterni to show his exhibition “Dix 

million d’Images” in Angouleme. This exhibition of l’age d’or of American comics woke 

up the spirits in the city, especially because Moliterni presented his audio-visual spectacle 

and gave a lecture abut the movements in society that lead to recognition of comics as an 

artistic expression. This triggered “Les Jeudis de Bandes Dessinees”, series of lectures 

ex-cathedra by Moliterni that were accepted with excitement. It was clear that permanent 

action that concerns comics would be welcome in Angouleme, so they decided to learn 

from the best.  Angouleme crew went with Moliterni to see most important manifestation 

of that time which was situated in Italian town of Lucca. It was a manifestation 

essentially dedicated to professionals and it was important to see how this large scale 

event is organized and implemented, and there was no better way than being there. After 

the Lucca experience they have come to a conclusion that they have everything they need 

to organize similar event in Angouleme.  

 They wanted to do it as soon as possible so the team negotiated with 

organizational committee of Lucca and got permeation to “copy” their program. Francis 

Groux became director, Andre Leborgne, Claude Moliterni and Rainaldo Traini 
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(president of Lucca festival) vice directors. As a president, mayor of Angouleme was 

appointed and as a president of honor Alain Saint-Ogain, creator of “Zig et Puce”. There 

was the same jury, same organization, almost same authors like in Lucca and they had 

first Angouleme edition, but they made it in two months. Poster was done by Hugo Pratt, 

exhibitions were held in the museum, theatre and Hotel de Ville and authors were 

welcomed officially by the mayor of Angouleme. The biggest exhibition was by Pierre 

Couperie dedicated to the esthetics of black and white in the art of comics, which was 

also main them of the fist edition. The curator of Angouleme museum, who 

wholeheartedly offered museum space and everything that is inside to organizers, stated 

very proudly that in three days they had 9200 visitors, 9200 more than in last 12 years. 

He also mentioned that he was very surprised to see that many adults because they 

expected predominantly schoolchildren.  

That was actually the main goal of the organizing crew – to break down 

prejudices that comics are reading material only for children. Accordingly they fought on 

few different fronts – for comics to be recognized as art form, as profession, as part of 

cultural industries, as part of society and a matter for cultural policy. Festival in Lucca 

was dedicated mostly to professionals but Angouleme crew took on a much larger 

responsibility – to promote comics to public.  

But before they started with preparations they took Moliterni’s advice and 

founded an association named “Salon International de la Bande Dessinee” under the 

association law from 190148. And first few years, thanks to Italians and authors from 

USA it really was an international event. But later on, the situation changed and 

organizational team, jury and guests became French. They still had exhibitions of foreign 

artists, guest stars presentation of interesting European productions but it wasn’t the 

same. They certainly needed years to start thinking international again. They are going to 

keep name Salon till 1996 when manifestation gets its present name Festival Internationa 

de la Bande Dessinee.  

 Since the first edition was a success, on a local level, they prepared the second 

one with equal enthusiasm. It was first time that they used celebration tent and realized 

                                                 
48 They would have given the name “Salon National de Bande Dessinee” but that name has already been 
taken by association in Toulouse, that didn’t have much impact in society.  
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that it was going to be a good solution for following years. They actually profited from 

anther manifestation which also started previous year, “Angouleme Art Vivant”. The tent 

was built up a few days before festival for opera that dealt with question of refuges from 

Chile that escaped from the Pinochet regime. The opera was a full success and proud 

owner of tent let the festival use it for free. They say that this was first partner of the 

festival. As a part of organizational team professor of applied arts in technical school 

Charles de Colomb, Dominique Brechoteau, started a long term tradition of working with 

children during the festival. He launched a concurs for schoolchildren and at the end of 

the second edition 350 original plates were exposed in the theatre foyer. For four days 

they had 20.000 visitors and 18.500 of them went to see 14 exhibitions in the museum.   

 Next year they had 40.000 visitors and a new tent was too small to welcome all 

that wanted to join the party. An important event was the promotion of a new magazine 

“B.D. Bulles” set up by Pierre Pascal. This magazine is going to become institution for 

itself, it was going to develop and prosper until 1988 when Pascal had to leave for 

Grenoble. For comic lovers this magazine was a Bible, a program of the Salon and its 

memoirs. In the framework of magazine additional pages were added with transcripts 

form the most interesting debates, and in 1976 that was – comics and evolution of its 

audience.  

 First few years of festivals existence and its internationality were underlined by 

the presence of Americans. As Moliterni said:”D’aillerus, leur bande dessinee 

interessnate s’est arretee  au milieu des annees 50, mais  il ne faut rien regretter, il fallait 

que nous les invitions. C’etaient les vieilles gloires de la profession qui avaient enchante  

notre enfance. »49 Americans will visit festival again in 1992 with Trash, underground, 

super heroes, Ninja turtles, Maus by Spiegelman and exhibition in CNBDI of Robert 

Crumb.  

In the next few years several interesting and important things happened. Herge 

became citizen of honor of Angouleme a street named after him. Local government had 

changed and socialists did not have clear vision what to do with the festival. Casterman 

published a new magazine “(A Suivre)” and the festival entry was not free for the first 

                                                 
49 Cannet, H., Angouleme; Le grand 20e, P.Q.R & Charente Libre, Angouleme, 1993 
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time. They started to charge 3F because subventions they had from city were cut on half. 

People were protesting but eventually everything went well until 1980 when festival 

faced its first big crisis.  

 When a new city government was elected in 1977 everybody tough that festival is 

going to be ended or transferred, most likely to Lille. There was an ultimatum, either 

association enlarges and accepts the city as a member, makes festival more democratic, 

limits its commercial aspect and prolongs its activity throughout the year, or they won’t 

get subventions. The association accepted those propositions but subventions were still 

much lower than before. Association’s activities were enlarged and they also became 

center for research and documentation of comics. An old idea of Mardikian that there 

should be a official album depot and copyright register for comics  in Angouleme, had 

started to take shape.   

 In 1980 there were few important changes on all levels, which influenced future 

of festival. Francis Groux could not cope with the new situation in the local government 

and its impact on cultural life of city, but also with the fact that disagreements in 

association were lowering down professional level of the festival. He resigned form the 

president’s position, that will be occupied by new mayor, Jean-Michel Boucheron, next 

year. Magazine “B.D. Bulle” got its supplement new daily edition that was dedicated to 

professionals “B.D. Bulletin”.  

 Censorship question was raised at the very first edition of festival. In 1979 debate 

with topic – freedom of expression – was organized with authors form “(A Suivre)”, ”Ah, 

nana”, some other independent authors and people from local government participated 

along with the audience. Together they created manifest which was illustrated by Gotlib 

and Wolinski and signed by present publishers. This debate initiated in Angouleme had 

huge media impact and it was estimated that decisions put in manifest reached trough 

media 26.872.220 people. It was only in 1983 when Ministry of Culture made decision to 

impose plastic package for all comics and magazines with explicit content, that reign of 

censorship was ended. 

Year 1980 will be starting point of period that was marked by grate political 

involvement in festivals organization and programation, but also by big city projects 

concerning comics. In Museum they presented project for gallery Saint-Ogan, that will 
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receive permanent comics exhibition next year. This was the first museum in France that 

put a side part of its incomes for investing in comics. Their first acquisition was almost 

400 original plates. Tradition of author being president of a jury started and first time 

prize was awarded to a fanzine.  

Angouleme no. 9 is going to be remembered as a year when two ministers visited 

festival and Osamu Tezuka came from Tokyo. Minister of Communication, Georges 

Fillioud, and Minister of Culture, Jack Lang, made first official steps in recognizing 

comics as part of cultural sphere of country. The direction of the school of fine arts and 

minister Lang, opened burning question – should comics enter official school program? 

The Minister, known for its unconventional approach to artistic creation gave his blessing 

and few months later experimental atelier for comics was established in school. He also 

participated in round table that was discussing comics and its role in cultural industries 

and education. This discussion was initiated by association and David Cameo, mayors 

assistant and Lang’s collaborator. Around 60 professionals and the president of festival 

presented problems and perspectives of publishing in comics. They came to a conclusion 

that official album depot of comics and copyright should be transferred to Angouleme. 

First negotiations about opening Centre National de la Bande Dessinee et de l’Image, 

were held with a good outcome. The Mayor inaugurated “Maison de la BD”, modest 

villa, where Pierre Pascal and centre for research and creation got its first office. Lang’s 

visit to Angouleme resulted in 1983 with 15 measures, among others: 

- national center for comics and illustration (including animation) should be 

founded 

- center should bring together newly appointed atelier for comics in local art school 

-  center for research and documentation of comics  

- part of official album depot 

- copyright depot 

- comic department from Angouleme museum. 

 

And he also mentioned importance of financing promotional manifestations and 

acquisition of original plates for museum. Claude Mollard, the delegate of Applied Arts 
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came next year to announce the creation of a new national Grand Prix for comics. That 

year huge exhibition of French comics was on tour in America.  

 Next few years had some interesting points but they will be remembered as period 

of crisis and badly managed festival and city funds. After a constant demand from 

publishers, the festival finally organized one day only for professionals. This was going 

to be one of great points of future editions, and it marked the split of the festival in two – 

part for public and part for professionals. Same year journalist and critics of comics 

founded their own association – L’Association du Critiques de Bande Dessinee, ACBD. 

Exhibition of Claude and Merzieres, about their futuristic saga “Valerian” was the first 

one that was done within scenography. Comic heroes and plates were presented on 

murals around Angouleme’s facades, and it really became “city that lives in its pictures”.  

In 1985 President Mitterrand visited the festival and on national television stated 

that he likes to read comics. As Moliterni said president was probably not interested in 

comics more than in other Lang’s projects but he surely brought credibility to this festival 

promoting 9th art. Angouleme officials say that most important thing he brought with him 

was reassurance that they will get CNBDI. Government commission for big architectural 

projects and urbanization, estimated price of creation of CNBDI on 70.000FF, a sum just 

like for Musee D’Orsay. The President had opportunity to witness presentation of newly 

created machine for producing animated movies that was called I.O. (Image Ordinateur). 

Everyone was so impressed by it that the minister of culture immediately discussed about 

measures of support. It was said that this technique was going to put them in the very 

center of cultural industries dominated by Americans and Japanese. But the machine did 

not show off well, it was a good idea that would be developed in some other way. 

Anyway, it pushed the idea of animated movies and cartoons in festival programation and 

in education50.   

Crisis had its peak in 1988 when Pierre Pascal, who was most important for the 

festival when Groux left, resigned and went to Grenoble to organize new comic festival. 

In order to keep the festival alive, next year mayor gave to David Cameo three times 

bigger budget to make spectacle that won’t be forgotten. The festival was saved by sheer 

                                                 
50Department of comics was officially opened in regional school of fine arts in Anouleme and work on 
CNBDI construction started.   
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fact that the first edition of Grenoble festival did not have an impact that was expected. 

They succeeded in technical matters but completely disappointed on communicational 

and ambiental level.  

So 1989 was a turning point of the festival. Budget literally “jumped” from 3,5 to 

9 millions francs, seven tents were put on 5.600 square meters. Jean Mardikian and 

Francis Groux joined team again, and new publication “Magazin” took place of “B.D. 

Boulle”. Alfred, little penguin from “Zig et Puce”, who was official mascot since the first 

edition, was now replaced by Tintin engraved in a newly designed metal prize. Herge was 

dead and Tintin celebrated his 60th birthday in Angouleme, but it was time for him to 

retire. Angouleme prepared a magnificent exhibition in his honor. In half finished 

building of CNBDI, Jack Lang inaugurated Herge’s bust which was made by his 

childhood friend Tchang. In honor of other Belgian, Franquin, there was a famous 

exhibition dedicated to his hero Gaston.  

In 1990 the festival had to charge for entry, and the price was 30f. New municipal 

government found city “ruined” with 164 million of deficit. And before next edition 

association announced that they have deficit of 2.37 million francs. Mayors of 

Angouleme and Grenoble announced preliminary talks of possibility of a biennale. The 

association and its partners (local hotels, restaurants and whole tourist infrastructure) 

strongly protested against this solution. This financial crisis was solved in Hotel de Ville 

where supermarket chain owner, Michel-Edouard Leclerc, announced his will to become 

a private partner of the festival. The festival survived again. Otherwise, edition of 1991 

stayed in memory like “year of manga”, even though a delegation of 15 Japanese authors 

canceled their participation because of safety reasons – there was a Gulf War going on. 

Huge exhibition in CNBDI dedicated to manga phenomenon, with modest scenography 

was highly appreciated by the visitors. International rights market, established the 

previous year, turned out to be the biggest success. French and foreign publishing houses, 

profited in terms of time, contracts, quality and translations. Publishers gained substantial 

power in festival and it was good to keep them satisfied.  

 The festival survived for 20 years, it made considerable impact on French comic 

market and above all on French cultural policy issues that started to take in consideration 

the 9th art. Reinforced by new managing politics, private partners and new people, 
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festival continued to develop. During 1990s festival had steady and continuous 

development, establishing itself more openly on a European level. It also tried to 

reinforce its relations with the USA and its authors, but also with its public that knew 

very little about European traditions of comics. In 1996, as apart of its promotional 

activity, festival organized exhibition of European comics that traveled trough the USA 

for over a year. The exhibition “On the traces of André Juillard” made Angoulême a 

year-round comic art destination and contributed in developing cultural tourism. In 

meantime, festival’s tents are spreading on more square meters then ever before, 

programation scheme is becoming more complex and their effort to attract young people, 

and even more general public, is paying off. It was the year when Salon became Festival 

and got new director, changed its visual image, got logo and new design for grand pirx.  

 Festival organizers are trying to follow new trends dedicated special attention in 

1999 to relation comics-multimedia. New program was crated and it got name “L’Espace 

Cyberbede”. After so many years of being international on the paper festival actually 

started to internationalize itself not only from inside (jury, authors, partners) but also 

from outside. Seeking to impose its self as a brand name for every important action 

connected with comics in Europe. Not forgetting one of the main goals of festival, 

education and training, organizers added new program “Pavillon Jeunes Talents”.  

 30th edition will be remembered because Belgian author Francois Schuiten, together 

with his colleague Benoit Peeters, had been given the possibility to visually reshape the 

festival. Not only have they done spectacular walling up of the theatre with the designs 

from their series of albums “Cités Obscurs”, with the participation of Claude Renard and 

Fremok, but they have also crated the “Rencontres internationals”. Neither debate nor 

conference, these encounters present the creative aspect of author's work with the help of 

multimedia. Dave McKean, Katsuhiro Otomo, Art Spiegelman and Jiro Taniguchi, 

among others, helped to put this new element on the road. The exhibition “Musée 

Feraille” which completely deformed traditional way of exhibiting art works and the 

astonishingly varied retrospective of Korean comics, made this edition unforgettable. 

That year everyone was surprised, 208.000 visitors, that was a record number. This was 

also the year when the first artistic director was employed. For the first time festival 

separated position of director of the festival from the position of an artistic director, this 
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proved to be a smart decision in the future.   

 In a spirit of cultural diversity, the Festival invites authors from all over the world. 

At the 32nd edition Zep and artistic director of festival invented a totally new show 

“Concerts de Dessins”. First time festival seriously tough of manga phenomenon and 

launches a permanent Mange-Manhwa area, dedicated to Asian comics. 

 In 2006 festival lost its long time director Jean-Marc Thevenet, and this fact 

generated new crisis. For years he had put accent on festivals image and promotion, and 

festival slowly started to be associated with his name and glamour. Number of big 

exhibitions, that were produced by festival and presented out of Angouleme, was created 

during his “reign”.  Those were “BD et Sport”, “Jules Verne” and those that had 

incredible number of visitors “Blake et Mortimer a Paris” in Musee de L’Homme with 

150.000 and “La Bande Dessinee et Automobile” at the fair Mondial de L’Automobile 

with 300.000 visitors. Even though all these exhibitions were done in partnership with 

some of the big sponsors, festivals appetite for funds had grown. The enlargement of 

programation scheme, inflation of prizes, dissipation of ideas, all lead to a budget deficit 

and dissatisfaction of the association. When Thevenet left there was uncertainty among 

members of crew – will they have support from publisher, will big sponsors leave, will 

they be able to programe new edition? This wasn’t their first financial crisis, and they 

managed to survive again. They appointed their marketing partner to be a general 

director; he got in charge of finances, partners and sponsors which left artistic director 

fully dedicated to programing. New tactic was beneficial – instead of looking for more 

money they concentrated on making a better program. Once again media predicted big 

failure and instead they got an excellent edition. 2007 was a full success, they still had 

problems with budget deficit but at least they managed to keep their reputation, image 

and, by all means, audience.   
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7. 2. FESTIVAL’S GOVERNENCE 

 
In statutes of the Association FIBD Angouleme from June 15th 2006 it is stated 

that: Association is composed of members by law and joined members and the Mayor of 

Angouleme who is Association’s president of honor.  

Assembly of member by law consist of 12 persons: six member are nominated by 

each public institution that gives subsidies; and other six members are representatives of 

official partners, partner institutions and one professional from domain of comics.  

Assembly of joined members is composed of all persons who pay annual fee (which is 

created by Administration Council and approved by General Council). In order to apply 

for this position one has to have recommendation from one representative of 

Administrative Council and from one joined member.  

Association is administrated by Administrative Council composed of 25 

members: 12 persons who are members by law and 13 persons who are joined members. 

They play huge part in the association’s organization but their power is limited by 

statutes and General Assembly. Never the less their obligation is to delegate accountant 

and treasurer for association, and their most important role is to delegate managing team 

for executive board.    

Executive board is composed of 11 persons, president of the executive board and 

president of the association. (see APENDIX no.I) 
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7.3. FESTIVAL AND THE CITY 
 

 Each place that has festival on its own, being big or small, known or unknown, 

have experienced power of festival in strengthening community’s sense of purpose and 

self-confidence, in mobilizeing creative resources and local business in order to show off 

what makes this place so special and interesting. Festival can be a way to revitalize 

collective memory and articulate collective aspirations. Citizens of Angouleme 

discovered their love towards the comics and used it to enrich cultural life of this middle 

aged city that has lost its identity in constant process of preserving heritage.  

 In small towns, like Angouleme, where there is not too much important cultural 

activity, festival can become way to mobilize and consolidate cultural workers, 

infrastructure, available resources and audience and enhance their cooperation. Situated 

near Cognac and Bordoux, this was one of few ways in which city could have 

distinguished itself. Decision to deal with the comics, in 1972 un unusual subject, gave 

this town an aura of things new and exciting.  

 

“The coalescence of forces, talents and aspirations could provide a lasting benefit, more 

trust and mutual understanding and more readiness and willingness among cultural 

operators to work together. Festival becomes more than just an intensive series of special 

events, packaged in one communication formula and a limited time span: it becomes a 

tool of cultural development on the local level, a strategy to attract new audiences and 

supporters, and strengthen the position of arts in the local social and economic life.”51 

 

 From the very beginning Angouleme’s cultural infrastructure was used during 

festival. Their first “landlord” was a museum, then theatre and Hotel de Ville. Later on 

festival spread around the city, but within fortress, by putting celebration tents on every 

peace of free land. And it was exactly this concentration of events that created festive 

atmosphere in the first place. Each year they rediscover or reuse some forgotten places 
                                                 
51 Group of authors, Festivals: Challenges of Growth, Distinction, Support Base and Internationalization, 

Course reader for Management of Performing Arts and Festivals, University of Arts, Belgrade, 2005/2006 
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and some of them got new life throughout the year thanks to festival. Espace Franquin, 

center close to main pedestrian street, has few large and well equipped spaces for cultural 

events but it is rarely used beyond the festival. International encounters take place there 

and they can welcome over 300 people. One of the traditional spaces, Champ de Mars, is 

going to become shopping mall by the next edition and there is a burning issue of where 

to put Pavillion de Jeunes Talents next year. The city has already become too small to 

place all tents within the fortress. For the first time in 34 years publishers were all put 

together, but the tent they occupied was too big to fit in the city, so they put it on the river 

bank. This action has symbolical meaning – putting all publishers together means no 

more preferences, but also means separating professional and business dimension from 

the artistic one that is still situated in the center of city.  

 Organizers of every festival usually have in mind the future of their creation and 

strive towards continuity. If original idea has come from the citizen of the town they will 

be prepared to share responsibilities and expectations, they will try to consolidate 

available infrastructure and keep public interest in the festival for longer time. That is the 

most natural way to feel a festive spirit and to make people feel welcomed. Angouleme 

festival has huge number of volunteers that help with technical and organizational issues. 

From 18 year olds to quite old citizens, volunteers are devoting their time and resources 

to the festival. Even those who are members of association and employed by festival are 

volunteering. President of the festival, Mr. Frencis Groux, is also a volunteer. After he 

signs official papers, one can find him in the space for children painting scenography, or 

shoveling snow in front of some exhibition spaces. Festivals V.I.P. taxi service is made 

out of local citizens that use their own cars and are at disposal 24h a day. This dedication 

is one of the biggest treasures of the festival and it has become obvious that city without 

festival and vice versa, can not prosper.  

 Organizational team tries to make the festival program more interesting and they 

usually turn to one of the components – local or international. Small festivals usually 

involve artistic forces from their region or even those on national level. But if material 

resources are sufficient, the team will most certainly think about internationalization of 

their program. There is always one question – what makes festival local? Is it fact, that 

artists are from region or the fact that the audience is from the surrounding? In 
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Angouleme, it started differently, actions that lead to creation of festival were preparing 

citizens for international programming, and the first few editions of the festival were truly 

international. It was due to the fact that organizational team “copied” Lucca’s program 

with the blessing from Italians. But later on, festival had turned towards national 

production, presenting here or there interesting exhibitions of foreign artists (if we can 

call Belgians foreign in the domain of comics) but never letting them in organizational 

team. And yet, at the beginning audience was local, in time it became international, until 

these two tendencies merged together during 1990s.  

 It is no wonder this happened at that particular time because that was the decade 

when consequences of economic globalization became obvious and made this dilemma 

irrelevant. Having in mind migration of population, constant exchange of artists and ideas 

between art communities it is impossible to imagine that any large scale cultural activities 

can be of local character. Art surpasses boundaries of territories, cultures and languages 

and offers new styles, trends and ideas.  

 Even when community wishes to keep an event local it soon realizes that there is 

nowhere to go. By keeping political and social support, economic impact, audience and 

artists on local level, they risk stagnation and parochialism. Another thing that can make 

one festival less respectable is obvious and intensive concentration on its dimension as 

tourist attraction. In very small places tourism is one of the major motives for organizing 

festival, and there is nothing essentially wrong with that. As long as economical and 

artistic objectives can be held a part, as different but equally needed dimensions, and as 

long as organization understands what is their priority, tensions could be overcome. 

Angouleme festival had a huge impact on local tourism but benefits came slowly, they 

developed together with the importance and image of festival, and now the whole region 

counts with this event in its tourist offer. Private households have become main source of 

lodging, and you have to reserve few months in advance if you want to be placed in 

Angouleme and not in surrounding villages.   

 The city of Angouleme has undertaken huge transformation from 1974 till today. It 

is officially “the city of comics” not only on paper or during festival, but because plates 

with street names look like phylactere (speech balloon), comic heroes are on the murals, 

streets and buildings bare names of comic artists… Important national and regional 
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institutions and organizations that are dealing with comics are placed in Angouleme. 

Wouldn’t you say that festival and the city made each other prosperous?  
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7.4. REGIONAL CULTURAL INDUSTRY CLASTER 
 

Firms and industrial activity in general tend to be spatially concentrated in certain 

locations. Observation suggests that different groups and different mixes of activities tend 

to be clustered together in different places. The concept of industrial clusters has attracted 

much attention during 1990s, as an increasingly important phenomenon and as a basis for 

effective public intervention in the economies of city-regions. Moreover, the 

development of trading blocs, and in particular those within common currency regimes, 

has accelerated this interest. Structural developments of the 1980/90s in Europe required 

innovative strategies to stimulate growth in redundant or marginal areas and one of the 

strategies developed is that of city/region clusters.  

The interest in so-called new industrial districts arose primarily from observations 

of the spatial organization of production in several key industries such as the electronics 

industry in California and the clothing industry in northern Italy. Many of these notions 

and themes have been put together under the rather vague idea of “innovative milieux” 

which attempts to relate questions of spatial clustering to the process of innovation. 

Authors Gordon and McCann52, in their analysis of London’s industrial clusters, 

came to a conclusion that it is possible to distinguish three “pure” models of city/regional 

clustering. In their opinion there are: 

- model of pure agglomeration 

- model of industrial-complex 

- model of social network.  

 

Issue of geographical proximity is the common element for determining which 

firms can be considered as part of “economies of agglomeration” in industrial clusters. 

From the perspective of both the observer and the actor agglomeration fundamentally 

serves to increase the opportunities for exchange and to reduce the incidence of missing 

markets. This pure model of agglomeration presumes no form of co-operation between 

                                                 
52 Ian R. Gordon, Philip McCann, Industrial Clusters: Complexes, Agglomeration and/or Social 
Networks?, http://www.scribd.com, 21.10.2007 
 

http://www.scribd.com/
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actors beyond what is in their individual interests in an atomized and competitive 

environment. 

Agglomeration model is also related to the development of a local pool of specialized 

labour, the increased local provision of non-traded input specific to an industry, and the 

maximum flow of information and ideas. This implies that local firms are able to hire 

workers and adjust their labour-employment levels in response to market conditions in a 

more efficient manner than would be the case if the firm was more isolated. The 

extensive local provision of non-traded inputs implies that the area experiences 

economies of scale in the employment of particular capital infrastructure, while the 

maximized flow of information and ideas implies that product and market knowledge can 

be shared more easily between agents in the same spatial grouping than would be the case 

if the firms were dispersed.  

The focus of the analysis of the industrial complex model, is on how the location of 

the firm is related to the spatial transactions costs. In the 19th-century literature, these 

spatial transactions costs were assumed to be solely transport costs, today we include also 

telecommunications costs and a broader definition of shipment costs such as logistics-

costs and so on. 

The social network is comprised of private relationships in situations where 

neither price signals nor monitoring are sufficient to ensure the implementation of a 

particular project or activity. The strength of these relationships is described as the level 

of “embeddedness” of the social network. In fact, all economic relations (even the “pure” 

market relations of the agglomeration model) are socially embedded in the sense that 

these depend upon norms, institutions and sets of assumptions shared among a group of 

actors and are not, in themselves, simply the outcome of economic decisions 

There is nothing inherently spatial about the social-network model although it has 

explicit spatial applications. This is because social networks are a form of durable social 

capital, created (and maintained) through a combination of social history and ongoing 

collective action. But, where the development of the social network is associated with the 

development of a place-specific industrial cluster, it is possible to view this model as 

exhibiting some of the characteristics of each of the two previous models of spatial 

industrial clustering. 
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Recent development of Charente region with the center in Angouleme is clear 

case of creation of cultural industry cluster. Charente region, nowadays known as “Valley 

of Image”, started with the process of transformation in the 1980s and established this 

trend beyond 2000. Thanks to FIBD Angouleme, several things have changed in city 

surrounding area: 

- higher frequentation of cultural tourists 

- appearance of institutions devoted to image of national importance 

- changes and developments of school system, that is, creation of different 

departments and schools dedicated to image. 

 

These factors naturally lead to a higher concentration of the professionals in domain of 

image in this area. Following the cluster logic branch of cultural industry, dedicated and 

related to image, blossomed.  

 It seems that model of social network is most applicable in this case. Due to the 

fact that future professionals study together, attend cultural events together, specialize 

and to work together, interpersonal relations are stronger and more productive than in 

other models of clusters. This means that information and idea flows are shorter and more 

efficient. It is also important to mention that now Charente region represents labour pool, 

expertise center, production center and center for consummation of products of image 

industry. According to all previously mentioned regional government has big interest in 

supporting and developing this industry, which is obvious in regions cultural policy.      

Authors Gordon and McCann argue that contrasts in the policy implications of 

these three ideal types of cluster make it particularly important to avoid confusing 

features of one with those of another, even though elements of each may co-exist in 

particular situations. In cases which resemble to the social-network model, a more 

qualitative approach is required, in order to measure the incidence of co-operative 

behavior among firms and organizations pursuing mutually beneficial ventures. In this 

context, direct economic links or even levels of information flow are less relevant 

indicators of embeddedness than involvement in joint-ventures, lobbying activity, 

mutual-support networks or common patterns of socialization, along with means of 

controlling membership of the network. 
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7.5. FESTIVAL’S MARKETING 
 

 Not every festival is unique and special artistic event, some of them suffer loss of 

individual profile and purpose, other become uniformed or have opportunistic 

organizational team. Unfortunately many festivals are nothing more than superficial 

formula for success53: 

- Marketing formulae – clever and convenient way to sell a lot of tickets in a 

package and to generate strong group sales.  

- Sponsorship and fundraising formulae- and excuse to seek and receive extra 

subsidy that wouldn’t be available for several isolated artistic events, a clever 

clustering that gives a sponsor more of exposure in a short, intensive time span. 

- Communication and publicity formulae – a name, a brand that generates more 

media attention than other events and programs. 

 

If one wants to achieve real impact on cultural life, it will have to create festival that 

is more than these success formulas. When festival finds its raison d’etre it will soon 

realize that things mentioned above are also necessary for success. Because festivals are 

on the cultural market competing with other cultural activities for audience, subsidies, 

sponsors and media attention. Their competitors are not only other artistic but also sports, 

political or fashion events, yet festivals should not be market driven or market lead, and 

can not be expected to be sustained only by market. It is widely considered that festivals 

have exceptional economic value for local community, by contributing to the local 

economy, creating jobs and enhancing tourism. More recent study of Alexandros Vrettos 

shows quite different angle of this fact. He was doing comparative analysis of economic 

impact studies of 4 art festivals54 and found that there is no common definition or 

methodology of phrase “economic impact of arts and culture festivals”, which gives us 

possibility of provisional and free standards in defining it. He also found that55: 

                                                 
53 Klaic, Dragan, Festivals: a formula of a developmental engine?, Course reader for Management of 
Performing Arts and Festivals, University of Arts, Belgrade, 2003/2004 
54 Economical impact studies of festivals: Seminci – Villadolid 2001, Brighton Festival 2004, East 
Midlands Cultural Festivals 2002/03, Edinburgh Year Round Festivals 2004/05. 
55 Vrettos, Alexandros, Economic Impact of Arts and Culture Festivals. A comparative Analysis of 4 
Economic impact Studies, http://www.efa-aef.org/efahome/efrp.cfm  
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- some studies did not take into consideration employment effects based on 

multipliers and did not make any special reference to employment matters 

- no monetary value of the negative economies of the festivals 

- no side effect analysis of any festival 

- no exact calculation of food, drink and merchandizing incomes and costs within 

the festivals 

- no consideration of the size of the audience that possibly adjusted or changed 

their planes because of the festivals 

- different reasoning for market’s segmentation per study 

- they all suggested ways of how press coverage can be calculated 

- all studies came up with positive facts about the festivals’ impacts, and only one 

accepted that “net effect can be negative” and  tried to soften this negativity by 

mentioning the positive non economical profit of the festivals 

Even though all these economical impact studies came positive none of them clarifies if 

the impact is due to the artistic character of the festivals or because they were a social 

event.  

 None of the publishing houses that I contacted wanted to give statistical or 

financial data about their incomes during the festival. It is general opinion that publishing 

houses spend more than they earn at the festival. For exhample, Casterman estimated 

their cost of participation in festival in 120.000 euros56. I was not able to obtain official 

data about estimated and achieved income for the city and region, but I found a data that 

in 2005 estimated income for Angouleme economy was 860.000 euros. After 2007 

edition and 3 million euros of income, festival was still in deficit. So one rally has to pose 

question is Angouleme festival bringing more money to the region than it is spending? 

Cultural impact of the festival is more than obvious on every level but economical impact 

is certainly not the same.  

Usually festivals developed complex communication strategies and marketing 

instruments, but most effective communication tools are the same for almost everyone, 

with a relatively insignificant difference in priority of relevance: TV and radio, press, 

                                                 
56 Vacchiani, Stephen, Si cette edition 2007 ne functionne pas, le festival de la BD est mort, Charente 
Libre, www.charentelibre.fr, 24. January 2007 

http://www.charentelibre.fr/
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printed media (flyers, newspaper advertisements, programs, posters and street 

advertising), internet website; special TV programs and interviews are less frequent, and 

still less developed is the informal communication and the PR work.57 Angouleme 

festival has different media activities and communication, mostly press conferences, 

which have been done in prestigious spaces in Paris – Olimpia, Beaubourg, Musee de 

L’Homme, Hotel Dessault… Attendance of these press conferences is huge in 2007 they 

invited 500 French and foreign journalists, partners, sponsors and guests of honor.  

Festival’s media partners are important in their domain and have wide range like: 

- RTL radio 

- L’Express, TelePoche magazines 

- 20 Minutes, Le Figaro daily press 

 

Angouleme Festival had imposed itself as the biggest instrument for communication for 

comics, publishers and authors. 80% of media coverage of comics in public media (TV, 

radio, general press) is done during Angouleme Festival58. And it has developed large 

scale of communication tools: 

- internet site www.bdangouleme.com, updated weekly 

- Newsletter aimed for professionals sent monthly 

- Booklet of Official Selection 

- Press Kit 

- Presentation brochures 

- Program  

 

Thanks to new media festivals have prolonged impact, beyond the certain period 

of time and space, they have become not only object but also a provider of media 

coverage. Publicity of festivals does not mean that it is designed only to sell more tickets, 

they should have capacity to present its developmental and educational role. That is why 

media strategies are not something secondary but something that provides festival with 

capacity to make plane, to implement it and to sustain its impact after the festival is over.  

                                                 
57Group of authors, Festivals: Challenges of Growth, Distinction, Support Base and Internationalization, 
Course reader for Management of Performing Arts and Festivals, University of Arts, Belgrade, 2005/2006 
58 Power Point Presentation, FIBD Anguleme, 2005 

http://www.bdangouleme.com/
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Fast development of communication and information technology has enabled 

better and more efficient marketing of cultural products. Technology gives possibility to 

festivals to develop their educational function with which they can reach much wider 

audience. They can also register, safeguard and disseminate their most important 

achievements to a secondary audience after the festival is over. 

Obviously marketing strategies adopted by a festival have to be in harmony with main 

goal (that is with festivals vision and mission) having on mind competing events 

fluctuation of demand and offer. FIBD Angouleme has detected its mission as public 

service59: 

- anticipate evolution of publishing sector and behavior of consumers on short, 

average and long term.  

- to give return information of its evolution to the audience 

- to develop specific expertise aimed at professionals 

 

Important factors are also restrictions, which may be economical, temporal or linked to 

changes in target group or market demand. Taking this into consideration a festival has to 

simultaneously put into action “transnational marketing” and “relational marketing”, this 

relational dimension depends on the ability of the festival to establish a “commitment” to 

its public. This was the reason for Angouleme festival to determine profile of its audience 

and they found out the following: adults consist around 59% of audience, children 7/18 

years old around 28%, children till 7 years around 3% and invited guest around 19%.60  

One should particularly concentrate on communication and accessibility, because 

when festival starts there is no room for change of plan and postponements. Festival can 

try to communicate its content on two levels, to try to promote each event separately and 

to promote the festival as a brand name. This dual level of communication, if managed 

improperly can cause confusion and lack of effectiveness. That is why festival should 

concentrate on promotion of its own image, or on the presence of one or more famous 

artists, or one most popular show.  Angouleme Festival lasts for four days from Thursday 

                                                 
59 Ibid.  
60 Ibid. 
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till Sunday, and biggest frequentation of visitors is during weekend61. That is why they 

had to find solution for balancing their offer in putting most interesting shows during 

weekends and yet not forgetting need to prepare something interesting for Thursday and 

Friday.62  

Relational approach concentrates on both, the need to increase attendance during 

the festival and to develop loyalty towards the festival over the years. That is why 

marketing strategies should be able to create exclusive, long-term and easily recognizable 

image of the festival. This means that festival should be perceived as very important by 

potential audience, and here the concept of branding is the key element. Elaborate 

marketing strategy should be able to transform the festival into something truly unique, to 

create brand awareness, to increase more diverse audience, to attract private sponsors and 

media and those are not easy goals to achieve63.  

Festivals should recognize the need for investing more in marketing activities, 

because if they want to progress they can not count only with their traditional audience. 

One of the most important objectives is to increase exchanges between the festival and its 

audience, considering that a process of creating public is a long term investment and it is 

more than numerical increase.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
                                                 
61 43% came on Saturday and 29% on Sunday. Only 4,5% of visitors came three days in a row. 
62 Ibid.  
63 Number of visitors of Angouleme festival had constant augmentation, from 9200 people in 1974 to 
210.000 visitors in 2005. Same year they also had 218 exhibitors (58 international), 7000 professionals and 
940 authors, 587 French journalists and 247 form international press 
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7.6. BRANDING AND POSSITIONING 
 

In the study commissioned by Tartu64 we can find data of how festivals brand and 

position themselves and which factors must be determined in order to undertake these 

processes. The most important is the process of identifying audience and determining 

their reasons for participation in the festival. In order to position one festival, the team 

has to make decisions which kind of communication they are going to use. When budget 

and resources are limited, the team has to chose between institutional and product 

communication, this choice followed by choice of image, content, values are combined in 

order to give festival’s position. Positioning concerns the way in which a festival is 

located in the minds of its potential clients, assuming that consumers do mentally classify 

products and experiences on the basis of one or more dimensions or characteristics. Only 

when festival undertakes thorough analysis of the characteristics and factors that are 

distinctive of their project, they can achiever correct positioning. They have to determine 

what makes them so unique, types of shows or themes that otherwise would not be 

accessible, famous artist, but also to find out what is their target audience looking for 

(entertainment, relaxation, cultural enrichment, stimulation, status, prestige and so on).  

A group of scholars from Canada65 has done a study whose objective was to 

develop a scale for measuring the personality of cultural festivals. They started from the 

fact that festivals are different from brands and stores for which personality scales have 

already been developed. Contrary to them, festivals are events that take place during a 

limited period of time, so in their opinion festivals personality is based more on 

advertising, souvenirs, and expectations than on regular visits (in the case of stores) or 

usage (in the case of brands). Unlike brands and stores, festivals are public celebrations 

of one thing or subject (cinema, music, nature, or food), therefore festivals 

“consumption” is mainly social and it is realized in communion with other consumers 

                                                 
64 Group of authors, Festivals: Challenges of Growth, Distinction, Support Base and Internationalization, 
Course reader for Management of Performing Arts and Festivals, University of Arts, Belgrade, 2005/2006  
65 D’Astous, Alain, Colbert, Francois, D’Astous, Estelle, A Scale for Measuring the Personality of 
Festivals, 
http://www.gestiondesarts.com/fileadmin/media/images/Francois_colbert/IJAM_dAst_Colb_dAst.pdf 
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who share the same interests. These social experiences take place outside consumers’ 

normal environment and, as some sociologist claim, are highly hedonistic.  

All these characteristics make festivals a very special type of product for 

consumers. Authors say that knowing how a festival is perceived in terms of human traits 

can be useful to orient marketing actions aimed at improving the match between target 

groups’ self-perceptions and the personality of the festival. Marketing researchers found 

as very important mental images that consumers form of various commercial objects such 

as products, brands, and stores. In marketing, perception is the reality and managing 

consumers’ mental representations is therefore a fundamental goal. In order to reach this 

goal, it is necessary to have measuring instruments with good psychometric properties. 

This is the main reason why Canadian researchers have undertaken this study. Recent 

image research in marketing has lead to a conclusion that consumers naturally attribute 

personality traits to commercial objects, and that the personality perspective fits well with 

self-image similarity theory which proposes that consumers’ preferences for products, 

brands, and other commercial objects are consistent with their self-image. What makes 

the festival personality scale unique is the fact that its underlying dimensions are as 

relevant for a festival as they are for a person. Their final outcome is scale composed of 

27 items that are grouped under five personality dimensions:  

- dynamism,  

- sophistication,  

- reputation,  

- openness to the world,  

- and innovation.  

Their results show that the proposed scale is reliable, that the labels used to describe its 

personality dimensions are adequate, and that it behaves properly within the context of 

self-image similarity theory.  

 Today reading of comics is considered to be part of leisure industry: 70% of 

French read at least one album per month, and number of readers is almost doubled in 

last five years.66 Features of comics that are most appreciated among the readers are67: 

                                                 
66 Whole population constitutes comics readership body – children between 8 and 14 years of life read the 
most 93%, and those between 50 and 65 years least 57%. 
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- capacity to renew itself 

- this cultural practice is “in” 

- possibility of escapism. 

 

If we take in consideration expectations and interests of the visitors that makes them 

attend the event, it is possible to identify general clusters of what motivates people to go 

to festivals68: 

- interest and involvement in the festival as a whole 

-  interest and appeal of a show/artist 

- desire to have a pleasant and rewarding experience 

 For those in charge the most interesting category to examine it that of people interested 

in festival as a whole. These people are interested in themes and overall formula of 

festival, because they know and trust artistic approach of the festival. In other words 

fame, history and reputation of the festival are a guarantee for the show or exhibition they 

offer. This category of people is easier to reach when festival acts as a brand. FIBD 

Angoulem is trying to attract audience by offering the best in comics, the newest, the 

most interesting, most alternative etc. but it never forgets to squeeze in program 

something that will talk about its famous history. It is always trying to connect with the 

famous artists and festivals role in their careers, to remind people of famous debates that 

started and ended at the festival. In short, everything they do is designed in such way to 

preserve its current position in future and to remind of its glorious, turbulent and 

rebellious past. In the eyes of visitors Angouleme is still fighting for comics cause in and 

outside of France, and yet it is trying to establish status of cultural enterprise.  

 Even tough it still operates as an association under law from 1901, in 2005 FIBD 

Angouleme has become a cultural enterprise. In their opinion following things makes 

them real cultural company: 

- big exhibitions created by Festival in France and in abroad 

                                                                                                                                                 
67 Power Point Presentation of FIBD Angouleme in 2005 
68 Group of authors, Festivals: Challenges of Growth, Distinction, Support Base and Internationalization, , 
Course reader for Management of Performing Arts and Festivals, University of Arts, Belgrade, 2005/2006 
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- numerous partnerships with different cultural actors and institutions in EU, in 

Central Europe, presence in Africa etc. 

- creation of original events (like Concerts de Dessins). 

 

Even though FIBD Angouleme as association is the originator of manifestation FIBD 

Angouleme, they understood that there should be difference between their “corporate” 

image and product image. They were working on promotion of image of this event and it 

became brand name not only for association but also for the city and the region. 

Moreover festivals “products” like Award for best album and Grand Prix of City of 

Angouleme, and more recently Young Talent Award influence comic market in France.  
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8. ART PRODUCTION ENTERING FESTIVAL’S 

PROGRAM 
 

 If we think about socio-cultural cycle of 9th art there is need to understand in 

which ways artistic production reaches wide audience. Between artistic needs and peace 

of art there are several phases that have to be considered – art education (for comics it is 

visual and literary), creation and production, diffusion, animation and heritage protection. 

It is obvious that comics are accessible mostly trough diffusion process, that is trough 

bookshops, and now in France they are easy to find in every library. But the process of 

animation in comics was slowly developing and comic festivals were one of the earliest 

and easiest ways to cross barriers between peace of art and artistic needs.  

 In FIBD Angouleme artistic production becomes available in several ways: trough 

official programation of festival, trough publishers and trough complicated system of 

prizes. Festivals programation has been developing and changing during festivals history 

trying to satisfy needs of organizers, public and authors. Except of main activity of the 

festival that consist of exhibitions, events, projections and public debates or lectures, 

there are also thematic spaces like Pavillon Jeunes Talents, Espaces et ateliers Jeunesse, 

Expace Manga, Marche International de Droits…  

 

8.1. FESTIVAL’S OFFICIAL PROGRAMATION 
 

 From the festivals beginning exhibitions were main line of festivals programation. 

There was always need to represent original art work, its author and to pay homage to 

certain periods, series or authors that are not among us any longer. It is so easy to read 

comics, so easy, that sometimes it seems that not much work is needed to create them. 

Only by facing original plates, can audience understand the long and hard process of 

making an album.  

 If we analyze programmation of the last four years, there was no less than 7 

exhibitions per year prepared by the festivals experts or in partnership with some other 

institutions. Most of other spaces in the city prepare exhibitions on their own so overall 
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number of exhibitions for these four days of festival can be up to 20. At least two 

“bombastic” exhibitions presenting oeuvre of one author, exhibition of young talents 

competition and oeuvre of one author for children have become standard. In last few 

years one could get acquainted with works of Regis Loisel, Dave McKean, Zep, Dave 

Cooper, Hugo Pratt, Claire Wendling, Jim Woodring, and also with African, Finish, 

Chinese comics, series like Kid Paddle, Rahan, Balke et Mortimer etc.. New tendencies 

started in 1985 with the exhibition of Crestin and Merzieres which was first to be 

presented within scenography. This became a more expensive but more efficient way to 

attract and satisfy the audience. Permanent display in museum of comics in CNBDI is 

“miracle” of scenographic exhibitions. 

 Events created in last few years give completely new insight into experiencing 

comics. Starting with 2003 the festival has opened its program for suggestions of authors 

in order to make art work more communicative and accessible. Belgian author Schuiten 

conceived international encounters, Zep together with artistic director Benoit Mouchart 

Concerts de Dessins, and prize winner in 2006 Lewis Trondheim several interesting 

events.  

 

8.1.1. WORLD EXPO69 

 

A very special exhibition have marked 34th edition and it is worth saying something 

about it. For the first time, the Festival acting as a talent scout, has provided a worldwide 

overview of comic’s creation, thus bringing further evidence to the universal range of this 

world culture that is accessible and understandable by all, beyond the traditional comics 

territories such as French-speaking countries, Japan and North America.  

As a showroom for worldwide artistic innovations, the Comic World Expo has a goal 

to exhibit a set of graphic and narrative experiments that are unknown in France. The key 

idea is to uproot the prejudice of public and the whole French-language comic scene 

(authors, publishers and readers). The festival poses a question: what does one really 

know about Portuguese, Indian, Scandinavian, Australian, Italian, Chinese, South African 

or Eastern Europe’s comics for example? 

                                                 
69 Press Kit, FIBD Angouleme, 2007 
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Such an exhibition emerged as necessary, in order to bring to light the links that exist 

between authors that often are geographically separated. Festival’s goal was to crate 

bridges between names and ideas and lay the emphasis on the extraordinary cultural 

diversity of today’s comics across the world.  

Genuine cross-border artistic families exist and they are based on specific graphic 

trends and narrative devices. From autobiography to introspection, scores of examples 

may help drawing a new map of the world trough the prism of comic, especially now, as 

we are going trough a flourishing period in the history of comics. 

By building a new overview of today’s comics trough this ambitious exhibition, the 

Festival fulfils one of its major assignments, that is creating a surprise, awakening a sense 

of curiosity and eagerness to discover new words and unveiling new artistic horizons – at 

a worldwide level, which is a major feature of the event.  

To be properly carried out, such a scheme can not be limited to one single exhibition. 

That is why the festival has chosen to spread the event on several years. Four further 

rounds are already scheduled so as to gradually enrich the contents of the Expo every 

next edition of the Festival.  

The final goal is to complete the World Comic Expo in four years time for 2010 

World Expo in Shanghai. Therefore Festival has established contacts with the Chinese 

organizing committee and is quite hopeful about the event’s future. The theme of the 

exhibition was also defined within that context – cities, from all aspects – to echo the 

theme of Shanghai World Expo in 2010.   

 

8.1.2. CONCERTS DE DESSINS70 

 

 Concerts de Dessins (cartoon concerts) materializes the idea of interdisciplinary 

exchange. A new kind of comics, alive one, emerges form these shows. It is not linked to 

paper, or printing press, or reproduction process, and yet it still remains comic art. From 

the very beginning the audience has recognized originality and exceptional character of 

this event and Angouleme Theatre is always crowded. The selection of authors should 

mirror the cultural diversity of French scene. Approximately ten authors replace one 

                                                 
70 Ibid. 
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another at the two large drawing boards on the stage and make their drawings according 

to a given script. Their actions are shot by video cameras placed above the plates and 

broadcasted directly on the giant screen above the stage. Audience can follow step by 

step, drawing after drawing, the emergence of images and see the story gradually coming 

to its end. On the stage, band is simultaneously providing a musical counterpoint to the 

graphic performance and interprets an original composition specially written by Areski 

Belkacem, one of the best guitar players and authors in France.    

 

8.1.3. INTERNATIONAL ENCOUNTERS71 

 

The International Encounters celebrated their fifth anniversary in 2007 edition. 

This privileged moment of contact between the Festival public and great authors from 

across the world has gradually become one of the “pillars” of the festival. 

 General principle of these meetings is to plunge the audience into the very heart 

of the creation process trough the personal encounters with some great names of comic 

art that are special guests of the Festival on that occasion. The authors are invited to share 

their artistic experience with public with the help of a mediator (usually a comic critic 

chosen for his deep knowledge of the author’s work). They may also take shape of a 

discussion between authors form various disciplines or from different geographical and 

cultural backgrounds. In any case the aim is to stick to the creation process, get every 

little detail and learn how the artist senses it. This is a way for the Festival to reassert its 

openness to the world and its diversity. Such orientation gathers a regular, attentive and 

motivated public. Most of the “encounters” are crowded and they are now recognized as 

a reference event across the world.  

 

8.1.4. OTHER EVENTS 

 

 Taking inspiration from the improvisational theatre, the festival created the show 

named Impro BD. This show is a bit more complicated when performed inspired by 

comics because the team includes both actors and cartoonists. This festive show that is 

                                                 
71 Ibid. 
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half theatre half comics, is hosting Ligue d’improvisation Belge Professionalle, the Ligue 

d’improvisation Brestoise et de l’Ile d’Ouessant and the Clique from Brest.  
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8.2. YOUNG TALENTS PAVILION AND TOHER YOUTH AREAS72 
 

 Well before others, Dominique Berechoteau understood that witnout children 

festival will soon lose its soul. Back in 1972 during manifestation Fifteen days of 

readership, children of Angouleme had chance to meet cartoonists and to enjoy their 

image reading. Three years later this visionary professor presented first works of 

schoolchildren that won prizes in the competition. Being professor of applied arts he 

organized classes for children during festival in agreement with Center for Pedagogical 

documentation of Charente. But as festival was growing and prejudices were overcome, 

adult comics started to gain attention and consequently their publishers. After a long 

period of regarding children and comics dedicated to them as a side activity, festival 

created Young Talents Pavilion in 2001.   

In 2007, the Festival pushed limits in the youth domain. For the very first time, all 

activities dedicated to young public (Youth Area, Youth Workshops and Junior 

Meetings) have been put together in the same place, namely the “Espace Decouvertes” at 

the location of Champ de Mars in the very center of the city. For the first time as well, a 

specific area was devoted to the reception of school groups. It includes a wide range of 

activities: various stands, mini exhibitions for children, a wall for free expression and 

drawing workshops.   

The Young Talent Pavilion is totally devoted to young generations of authors. 

Here they can get informations about the different professions in the comic and graphic 

field and the corresponding trainings, as thoroughly as possible. That is why a set of 

lectures and meetings with people in the profession were organized every day of the 

festival. The pavilion was divided into different areas in order to satisfy demands of 

public: 

- The Professional and Training Area 

- The Roundtable Area 

- The Meeting Area 

- Workshop Area. 

 
                                                 
72 Ibid.  
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Festival also organized the International “Young Talent” competition for the seventh 

year in row. The jury consists of comic professionals and they have task to choose 20 

best comics, which are displayed in January as a collective exhibition. Jury also elects 3 

laureates and as a patron of the competition the Ministry of Sport and Youth and Caise 

D’Epargne grant prize.   
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8.3. MANGA AREA 
 

Since 1982, when Osamu Tezuka visited festival, scattered initiatives throughout the time 

that concern Japanese comics and authors have been present in the program. At the 

beginning of ‘90s when Glenat first published “Akira”, a legendary Japanese series, this 

phenomenon was not well known in Europe. First big success came with the series 

“Dragon Ball” which was fallowed by animated series on TV that was very popular. The 

main reason for manga’s success in France lies within very medium. In manga world 

there is something for everyone, each segment of society can find a manga with 

appropriate subject. A special attention is dedicated to adolescents and female 

populations, even if forgotten for some time, got reading material that was dedicated only 

to them. A whole new segment of the market was suddenly covered by Japanese 

productions, and number of translated manga augmented each year. Julien Bastide, critic 

and coordinator of Espace Manga, says that this phenomenon is a “blessing” for French 

comics market because manga are the only “books” some teenagers read. In his opinion 

they are the last fortress against digital culture, which is not necessarily bad, but culture 

of books brings knowledge that can not be perceived otherwise.  

 As I have already mentioned in 1991 Japan was for the first time the guest of 

honor and huge exhibition in CNBDI earned a title of a “year of manga” for that edition. 

In 1995, Pierre-Alain Szigeti organized visit of Japanese delegation that didn’t bring 

expected result in the field of cooperation with the festival. Same thing happened again in 

2001.73 It was not because festival didn’t recognized new tendencies but because it didn’t 

know how to deal with them. So when director Jean-Marc Thevenet initiated first real 

Espace Manga in 2005, it was already too late. The festival had lost its chance to closely 

monitor development of manga in France and in Europe.74 Even though they had modest 

program, consisted of projections and discussions, they made significant impact. The 

                                                 
73 .In 2001 special program dedicated to manga was organized by Dominique Veret. He was the first person 
who started publishing manga without motive to gain money. He started in 1994 with publishing house 
Tonkam that is now part of Delcourt. He wanted to enrich inner life of western people, and natural choice 
were manga that promote spiritual values. Even his deep conviction in manga’s importance didn’t 
established permanent interest of festival in this phenomenon. 
74 He invited Sebastien Langevin and Stephane Ferrand from the magazine “Virus Manga” to breathe in life 
to Espace Manga. That year they have positioned manga area within the publishers’ space, surrounded by 
houses that publish manga. 
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main guest was Yoshihiro Tatsumi, very important but forgotten Japanese author. One of 

the main objectives of Espace Manga became obvious – to rehabilitate forgotten legends. 

In 2006, Anthony Prezman did a good job with the programation but was out of luck with 

space that was dedicated to mangas. That year projections and discussions were held in 

Espace Franquin far away from publishers’ stands. Event that attracted biggest attention 

was live painting of artist Kotobuki Shiriagari75, who came at the proposition of Julien 

Bastide present coordinator of Espace Manga.  

For the first time in 2007 FIBD devoted 500 square meters to manga scene, but the 

budget was scarce. They wanted to allow not only the newcomers to discover the authors 

and the subjects that are specific for Japanese comics, but also to manga lovers to deepen 

their perception of this  abundant literature. The Manga Area was placed within the 

“Espace Decouvertes” next to the Young Talent Pavilion and the Kid Paddle Exhibition 

and it was divided in three units: 

- Exhibition hall – witnessing the amazing variety of Japanese comics (in 2007 

“Sport et Manga”). 

- Screening room – in order to better understand the intractions between Japanese 

comics and the resulting animation films, through a rich and varied program. In 

partnership with “Kaze”, the first French label of “Japanime”, they offered an 

exceptional program of animes.  

- Room for meetings and debates – focusing on manga analysis and Japanese 

cultural context. In 2007 they discussed various issues such as sport or sexuality 

in mangas, Psycho series and female authors.   

 

 With the prevalence of Asian comics in the French language market and of their spiritual 

impact on a big part of the readership, especially young readers, in the field of 

consummation two new tendencies appeared76:  

- high growth rate of manga, and in general Asian comics (in the second semester 

of 2005, 40% of novelties were manga) 
                                                 
75 He works for the biggest Japanese newspaper but he is also author of underground comics. By inviting 
Tatsumi and Shiriagari, festival has sent important massage to Japan, it wants to pay real attention to manga 
culture.  
 
76 Power Point Présentation, FIBD Angouleme, 2005 
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- emergence of purchase trough internet. In 2000 internet puchese was only 5% of 

sales and in 2004 it augmented on 30%. This is part of general trend of electronic 

distribution.  

 

FIBD Angouleme was not the first one to notice these tendencies. In 2007, when Japan 

Expo was celebrating its 6th year of existence, huge manifestation dedicated to Japanese 

cultural industries was held in Paris. This is the biggest event dealing with manga in 

France but Japan Expo’s biggest enemy is the fact that it is profit oriented. It doesn’t 

organize exhibitions, discussions and projections are done at the stands of publishing 

houses, there is no artistic or cultural link whatsoever between the exhibitors. They have 

totally forgotten cultural aspect of manga, something that is nourished in Angouleme. In 

this moment only serious competitor to FIBD Angouleme is Barcelona Manga Fair.  
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8.4. INTERNATIONAL RIGHTS AND IMAGE MARKET 
 

 In 1991 Administrative Council of the festival made a decision to form Marche de 

Droits which will function as a permanent business platform within the festival. They 

understood the need for professional meeting place within the festivals program and their 

experience after the official visit to USA in1992 made them even more convinced that 

this kind of activity is absolutely necessary. 

 Every year International Rights and Image Market (Marche International des 

Droits) demonstrates its purpose as a multicultural commercial environment designed to 

bring together professionals specialize in comics from all over the world. At the margins 

of the festival fever, editors, authors, agents, producers, manufacturers and distributors 

get together to work. By its persistent growth during the years, this market is 

acknowledging importance of the festival’s places and its function as commercial 

meeting place and catalyst for exchange among professionals. In this space we can 

witness blossoming of the comics industry. In the context of globalization festival is 

showing its intention to be open to the international realm of comics. At the festival we 

can see that French publishing industry is becoming more and more opened to the 

cultures of the world. Public support for the International Rights an Image Fair during 

last few years is influencing the change in the publishing industry. Exhibitors that attend 

the festival not only come from all over Europe but also from all continents where comics 

exist as a form of expression, regardless of the name given to them (comics, manga, 

manhwa, etc.) 
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8.5. FESTIVAL’S AWARDS 
 

FIBD Angouleme is trying to reward authors and publishers from its first edition. In 

1974 list of official prizes have been established, but number of prizes given in 

Angouleme have been multiplying during the years. Festival has also been a stage for 

awarding prizes of other juries which are not directly liked to the festival. That first year 

awards were following77: 

-     Best art work 

- Best scenario  

- Best French Publisher 

- Best Foreign Publisher. 

 

Next year prize for Best newcomer (Espoir de la BD) was added to the list and in 1976 

prizes for Best Album that were called: 

- Best French realistic oeuvre 

- Best Foreign oeuvre 

- Best French humoristic oeuvre. 

 

With this number of prizes a whole bunch of authors, albums and publishers were 

awarded every year. Names of prizes varied from time to time and some new categories 

were added like Award for promotion of Comics, Award for Humor, “Coup de Coeur”, 

but they don’t exist anymore. During 1980s these prizes were called “Alfred” and from 

1989 “Alph-Art” when they became simply Prize of FIBD Angouleme. Later on 6 prizes 

were established and awarded by Grand Jury: 

- An award for best album 

- An award for art work 

- An award for scenario 

- An award for first album 

- An award for series 

- The Heritage Award. 
                                                 
77 Finet, Nicolas, Les Prix du Festival D’Angouleme: un bref historique en guise de preambule, 2005 
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There were several other prizes which were awarded by other juries: 

- Audience award for best album – this prize was awarded by non-professional 

readers that were chosen by FIBD Anguleme and magazines L’Express and Tele-

Poche, regularly every third day after the announcement of official selection.  

- Youngsters award for 7-8 years old – this prize is awarded by kids of 7 and 8 

years old without pre-selection.  

- Youth award 9-12 years old – children of 9-12 years award prize to one of 20 pre-

selection albums. 

- Alternative comics and fanzine award – this prize is awarded by professionals 

experts in alternative comics and fanzines that made choice from 30 pre-selection 

albums.  

 

All prizes are awarded to albums that have appeared during previous year and those 

which were translated and published in France without regard of first date of publishing 

or geographical origin. There were two other prizes awarded by festival: 

- Young talent award 

- Communication award – given to best media campaign that used comics.  

 

In the same way in which prizes awarded to movies, literature and theatre, prizes of FIBD 

Angouleme represent quality label internationally recognized. In context of huge 

production in comic world these prizes give visibility to their authors and publishers in 

the bookshops and libraries. All albums form official selection attracts attention of 

audience and trough this system of prizes lot of albums are put in the public spotlight.  

Among all these prizes there is only one which is not dedicated to album but to complete 

oeuvre of one author, that is Grand Prix of City of Angouleme. It is awarded every year 

to a living author script writer or visual artist from all around world. Choice criteria are 

author’s complete work and/or its contribution to evolution of comics. It doesn’t matter if 

author has published album during previous year or not. This is considered to be one of 

the most prestigious prizes awarded during the festival. It is donated by specially 

assembled L’Academie des Grand Prix de la Ville d’Angouleme. Awards are usually 
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presented infront the audience in Angouleme Theatre, if we forget few exceptions during 

mayor Bucheron.  

 During last 34 years festival prizes have experienced inflation and serious 

overload of information. In 2007 award list has been reorganized in order to give better 

visibility to authors and their work. The festival wanted to make the Awards much clearer 

for the general audience. Therefore, they decided to simplify the award list so that all 

awards have equal importance except for the Best comic book, which truly emeges as the 

ultimate prize of the renewed award list. The evolution was dictated by the desire to give 

the gratest recognition possible to talented authors and to have the public immediately 

sizing the nature of the prizes. Therefore, a more explicit value which also functions as a 

reading guide, was elaborated: The Essentials. This aspect is further strengthened by the 

graphic character and the promotion set specially designed by the festival and the media 

partners for the awarded albums. 

 Choosing from the official selection Grand Jury will grant the following awards78: 

- Best Comic Book (album) 

- 6 equal prizes called the “Angouleme Essentials” one of them will be destined to 

Best newcomer, and 

- Heritage Award. 

 

These 8 prizes constitute the Official Awards of FIBD Angouleme and they are 

sponsored by E. Leclerc and Caisse D’Epargne. The creation of Angouleme Essentials 

matches the festival’s will to establish an “expert label” that will guarantee quality to 

readers and will be a reference system within the huge comics market. This prize is 

evidence that festival is reluctant to separate drawing and scriptwriting and the necessity 

to face a comic book as a whole as a inseparable combination of words, narrative and 

graphic style.  

 Other prizes which are granted by other juries stayed, more or less the same: 

Grand Prix of City of Angouleme, Audience award, Alternative comics and fanzine 

award, Young talent award, Youth award 7-8 years, Youth award 9-12 years, Angouleme 

Awards for the Comics Copetition in Schools. In partnership with the festival there are 

                                                 
78 Press Kit, FIBD Angouleme, 2007 
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some other prizes like Rene Goscinny Award and RTL Grand Prize. But here are some 

interesting contests that show festivals wish to fallow EU standards in integration and 

cultural diversity (see appendix).  
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8.6. LE SALON DES EDITEURS 
 

Today a comic publishing is considered as one of the most dynamic parts of 

publishing industry in France. It has constant production growth for last eleven years with 

average progression of 14,7% per year. In 2006 there were 225 specialized publishers and 

4130 published albums of which 3195 were published for the first time. Foreign comics 

are being published by 30 francophone publishers that edited 1799 albums in 2006. From 

now on comics in France can be regarded the same way as film, TV, video games, 

theatre, music and literature, even though there are only 21 specialized magazines that 

pre-publish them.79   

At the beginning of festival’s history the number of publishing houses was small and 

so were their album circulation figures. And they could all fit in “under same roof” which 

was not the case for the visitors. As the market was developing and new publishing 

houses were appearing, underground comics and fanzines took their part, Angouleme’s 

tents were multiplying. For years publisher were complaining because their position in 

the city was determining frequentation of the stands. For example, in 1983 underground 

comics and fanzines were put in the court of Hotel de Ville and they were completely 

separated from the festivals atmosphere and visitors. They showed their protest by 

writing a petition in which they explained that contacts between amateurs and 

professionals (even though this distinction is artificial) have become unbearable, they 

always had feeling that they were left out of the festival’s official program. They have 

had the problem from the beginning because at the first edition in front the area with 

underground comics and fanzines there was huge banner that said: ”Attention. Fanzines’ 

entrance. Prohibited for minors.”. And one year, Glenat put up its own tent because it was 

not satisfied with conditions of festival. Festival was not meant for publishers at the 

beginning, but inevitably they have become important factor in festivals system. And 

festivals artistic team is still fighting the battle to preserve its integrity in programation.  

Situation on the market is constantly changing, new publishing houses appear and big 

publishing houses are becoming holding companies, which are integrating lot of different 

                                                 
79 Ratier, Gilles, 2006: L’Année de la Maturation; Une année de bandes dessinées sur le territoire 
francophone européen, Association des Critiques et Journalistes de Bande Dessinée, 2006 
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publishers and editions of the same firm.80 So, in 2007 in order to improve the public 

access and the professionals working conditions, all publishers’ stands have been put 

together in one area of 10.000 square meters – Le Salon des Editeurs. This was the 

biggest comic bookshop in the world. All the professional stands, with no exceptions, 

were gathered in the same space, including also indie comics, producers, and distributors 

of comics gimmicks, booksellers and International Rights and Image Market. For the first 

time all albums that form the official selection of the festival were exhibited in the center 

of this area and were on disposal to the visitors (to read and discuss them). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
                                                 

80In 1974 there was only 360 titles published, both new and reprints, and circulation figures were 7,7 
million albums, and “Asterix”80 was already published. In 1991 there were 764 albums of which 550 were 
newly published, average circulating figures for albums for adults is 10.000 exemplars, and for album for 
children 16.000.80 Today numbers are much different, big publishing houses have long and durable growth 
rate, highest in the sector. In 2004 comics generated income of 250 million euros on the market, with sales 
of 30 million exemplary. Almost half of the publications each year are the translated ones, and their number 
is permanently growing.80 More than 80% of sold exemplars are produced by five biggest market actors – 
38% of Media Holding (Dargaud, Dupuis, Le Lombard…), 21% Glenat/Vents d’Ouest, 9% Flammarion, 
7% Soleil, 5% Delcourt.  
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9. ART PRODUCTION REACHING THE BROADER 

AUDIENCE – SPIN OFF INSTITUTIONS 
 

 The festival created an awareness of comics importance not only on the local but 

also on the national level. By customizing idea of comics being part of contemporary 

cultural practices and by promoting its artistic and economical influence of French 

culture, festival managed to draw attention of government official and to influence 

cultural policy. When Jack Lang visited Angouleme in 1982 some important conclusions 

and decisions were made. With presidents official visit in 1985 these decisions have 

become officially part of “grand works” that Francois Mitterrnad’s cabinet was 

undertaking.  

 

 

9.1. THE COMIC STRIP AND IMAGE NATIONAL CENTER - 

CNBDI  
 

 

Born from the International Comic Strip Festival in Angoulême, the Comic Strip 

and Image National Center has been working since 1990 to promote awareness and 

recognition of the art of the comic strip. The spaces reserved for the general public, its 

museum and collection of 7,000 original plates, its library with more than 10,000 works, 

its archives of thousands of albums and magazines and its specialist bookshop have 

established it as the permanent conservatory of the history of the comic strip.  

The CNBDI is involved in numerous actions to study and promote comic strips 

including a demanding publishing activity (publication of the only French journal of 

comic strip studies, 9e Art, the publication of catalogues, the reissue of forgotten chefs 

d'œuvres) or organising training courses for various groups (school students, 

librarians…). In order to fulfill this vocation, which today places it at the heart of the new 

image revolution, the CNBDI has set out to design or participate, in its role as scientific 
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advisor, in the production of major thematic or one-man exhibitions, among the most 

prestigious to be presented in France or in the world in recent years.  

All year long CNBDI offers to librarians, teachers and mediators possibility of 

training in domain of comics. Training programs are designed to satisfy the need of 

trainees in different spheres such as history of comics, creation of comics library funds, 

comics genres and graphic styles, comics as a tool for mediation and so on. Until year 

2000 library offered 16.000 albums that could be read only within the library, since then 

one can borrow comic books, and even better to read comics online because library has 

been put in digital form. Heritage part is conserving 2700 titles of specialized press for 

comics and caricature, illustrated magazines for children, 60.000 albums, posters, 

postcards, vinyl, CD’s or audio cassettes. Bases for this funds is national collection of 

legal rights and albums depot. 

  Documentation Centre is integrated within the library. It is on disposal to more 

professional public such as researchers, journalists and students. CNBDI’s library is part 

of the national library association and benefits trough the National Book Center.  

Multimedia direction, a technological support for service of training, research and 

video companies, has become in 2005  Center for Multimedia Technical Support 

(CSTM).81  

Since 1999, manifestation International Forum for Animation Technologies 

(FITA) has been organized under patronage of CNBDI in Angouleme. It gathered 

                                                 
81 The CSTM invests in research and participates in major programs and networks at a community level 

(CUSTODIEV) and at a national level (ALICE). This positioning is an important asset supported by 

collaboration with university laboratories at regional (Groupe Scientifique Image), national (CNAM, 

INRIA, IRCAM) and European levels (Limburg Univ. Centrum, 3D-MATIC laboratory). CSTM offers to 

video and multimedia companies not only form region but form all over the France: 

- Technical facilities 

- Services 

- Technological monitoring and research  

- The Cyberdôme : A motion capture platform for real actors used in the production of computer graphics 

cartoons  

 

http://www.cnbdi.fr/index.php?option=com_content&task=view&id=24&Itemid=49
http://www.cnbdi.fr/index.php?option=com_content&task=view&id=24&Itemid=49
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professionals in animation and the audiovisual technologies from all over the world and it 

has become a unique place for information, debate and experiences comparison. 
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9.2. EDUCATIONAL INSTITUTIONS 
 

In October 1983, after city of Angouleme has bought a peace of land on the bank 

of Charente river and undertook renovation of old paper factory “Le Nil” the department 

of comics of School of Fine Arts opened its doors. In 1982 the Ministry of culture’s 

commission with David Cameo as a chairman, introduced some measures for 

development of comics. First of them was to create department of comics in the art 

school which will have goal to: “favoriser, par le biais d’une formation adoptee, l’acces 

des futurs createurs aux nouvelles technologies de l’image.”82  

Angouleme’s big dream of animated movements technology was starting to 

become true, and it became second city in Europe that had full time educational 

department for comics. First department of that kind was created in Brussels in Saint-Luc 

School. Both schools had annual publication of their students works. In Angouleme this 

publication was called “Contes et racontes” later it changed name in “Les enfants du Nil” 

and two years later in “Au fil du Nil”. This was not the end of changes in educational 

system within the sphere of image, other schools were opened later: 

- L'Ecole Supérieure de l'image (ESI) crated in 1995 by merging Angouleme and 

Poitier schools of fine arts and it is dedicated to digital art.  

- L'Ecole des métiers du cinéma d'animation (EMCA) created in 1999 and it offers 

initial training in animation techniques.  

- L'Ecole des métiers de création infographique (EMCI) crated in 2001 and it offers 

master studies in same domain as previously mentioned schools.  

- Objectives of CSTM have crystallized and gave birth to technological platform 

for comics and multimedia which lead to creation of Lycee de l”image et du Son 

d’Angouleme (LISA).   

 

 

 

 

                                                 
82 Cannet, H., Angouleme; Le grand 20e, P.Q.R & Charente Libre, Angouleme, 1993 
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9.3. SMPI MAGELIS 
 

 

The Pôle Image Magelis has been developing since 1997, in the Charente, as part 

of the regional development project led by the SMPI. In legal terms the SMPI is a « 

syndicat mixte », a joint venture between public administrative authorities whose roles 

are clearly defined in the statutes. The official name of the venture is: Syndicat Mixte du 

Pôle Image – Magelis. In order to guide this regional development project, the Charente 

County Council, the town of Angoulême and the Chamber of Commerce and Industry 

created the Syndicat Mixte du Pôle Image (SMPI). In 2005 the Poitou – Charentes 

Region and the Greater Angoulême Council (Communauté d’Agglomération du Grand 

Angoulême - COMAGA) officially joined the SMPI.  

« Magelis » does not refer to a concrete entity having its own legal existence. It is 

the overall name given to the regional development operation centered of the image. The 

expression Pôle Image is used, as in many other regions or towns in France, to refer to 

the group of companies, training institutions, public facilities, associations and 

institutions situated within the same region and whose activities are wholly or partially 

concerned with the image.  

The Pôle Image Magelis brings together talents in the fields of 2D/3D animation, 

the audiovisual sector, comic strips, video games, multimedia, technical images and 

publishing. Today Magelis is the second largest center for production of animated images 

in France with about fifty companies specialized in the professions and technologies of 

the animated image including some twenty animation studios. Magelis offers creators a 

friendly environment with technical and financial infrastructures adapted to meet the 

needs of the video industry. Its aims are:  

• In economic terms: the creation and development of a production area 

/setting up of companies involved in the creation of images; It has 20 companies 

specialized in animation which form the second largest production center in France for 

animated images. 

 

http://magelis.org/index.ideal?rubrique=1
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  • In educational terms: the creation of a center of higher education and 

university courses concentrated on the image; wide range of training courses particularly 

aimed at the animated image and graphic arts. 

 

• In cultural terms: the creation and management of facilities opened for the 

general public; research center specialized in image technologies; artists' residence “la 

Maison des Auteurs “. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://magelis.org/index.ideal?rubrique=2
http://magelis.org/index.ideal?rubrique=1&action=infoRub&page=5
http://magelis.org/index.ideal?rubrique=3&action=infoRub&page=2
http://magelis.org/index.ideal?rubrique=3&action=infoRub&page=2
http://magelis.org/index.ideal?rubrique=3&action=infoRub&page=2
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9.4. LA MAISON DES AUTEURS 
 

After the fist edition of festival, city of Angouleme had become capital of 9th art. 

Following the footsteps of festival other important institutions have been created like 

CNBDI, SMPI Magelis, different schools that are engaged in education connected with 

image. Finally, institution that allows authors to come to Angouleme for residence has 

been opened. La Maison des Auteurs was crated in 2002 and it is closely connected with 

local community and other institutions from this domain. This institution offers to 

authors: 

- professional working conditions that allows authors to realize their projects 

- constant exposure of created art works in domain of comics, animated movies and 

multimedia 

- center of documentation and technical resources 

- encourages meetings and exchange between authors 

- contributes to authors status protection and defense of intellectual property. 

 

From its opening till 2006, about 60 artists stayed in residence and around 50 local artists 

benefited from it numerous services.  
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10. PARTNERS AND SPONSORS 
 

Without partners and sponsors there isn’t much one festival can do. Sponsorship 

of the festival is recognized as a sophisticated marketing tool that has the potential to add 

value to your business and inspire the creativity of stakeholders. Festival is offering to 

partners dynamic, reciprocal packages which take care of sponsor’s development 

objectives. Sponsorship as a marketing tool is both prolific and dependent on events that 

recognize the mutual benefit of a successful sponsorship relationship. The motivation for 

these relationships is income and loyalty. Both sponsors and sponsee organization benefit 

from the public exposition of their partnership of brands.83   

Mission de Mecenat84 is organization created by Ministry of Culture and its main aim 

is dissemination of law among different sides of society, business and culture. From 

1950s there were some laws which dealt with tax reduction but they were not stimulative 

enough. In 1987 there was a first real law for mecenat85 which was inspired by American 

one, but very context of French law is completely different. Even though it was not in 

particular a good law it changed mentality of mecenat and sponsoring. Situation was not 

favorable because there was a bad law and unwillingness to invest in culture on private 

level because of traditional point of view that state should regulate that domain. Not 

being able to add mecena’s or sponsor’s name next to the event or cultural organization 

was main problem for donors, they weren’t given the chance to promote them selves and 

to be associated with their public actions.  

Museums had leading role in creation of new law because they were opened for 

cultural cooperation with the countries which had strong tradition of mecenat like USA, 

UK and Japan. In 2002 law of reorganization of French museums was introduced and it 

gave possibility of free flow of finances and art works between member countries of EU. 

                                                 
83 Tompson, J., Beverley, Stegemann, Brand Equity and the Cultural Event: The Amalgamation of Multiple 
Brands for a Unified Marketing Communications Performances, 
http://neumann.hec.ca/aimac2005/PDF_Text/ThompsonB_StengemannN.pdf 
84 www.culture.gouv.fr./dossiers_thematiques/mecenat 
85 Mecenat – is philanthropically oriented deed which is dedicated to public interest. That is not commercial 
act and there is not equal transaction between entity which gives and entity which receives donation. 
Benefits are reserved for other institution than mecenat.   
Sponsoring ( in French – parrainage) – firm had direct interest and commercial transaction, benefits are 
reserved for sponsor too.  
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As a result of this process new law for mecenat was introduced in 2003. Then donors got 

possibility to promote them selves at the event and they got new formula for tax 

reduction. 60% of amount that is donated is deducted from tax (it could be money, 

materials, peace of art, competent people, new technologies and so on), and unwritten 

rule is that 25% of donated sum goes for promotion of donor. Donated sum can not be 

more than 0,5% of overall budget of company, and there is also restriction of which firm 

can become mecena or sponsor86. It depends on: 

- nature of business of donor 

- nature of cultural organization which accepts donations.  

 

For example printed media do not have possibility to be sponsored because they are 

considered to be business sector, and they can not get donations even when they are 

dealing with cultural diversity and different opinions.   

Back in 1990 festival budget had more or less the same structure as it has now. It was 

divided in three parts87: 

- 1/3 was festival’s own income from sold tickets, derived products and rent for 

stands 

- 1/3 regional subventions for operating budget form Conseil General de Charent, 

Region Poitou-Charente, District, joint syndicate, and Ministry of Culture.  

- 1/3 partners which at that time had official status of “mecenat avec contrepartie”. 

These two partners are well known – Caise D’Epargne and Group E. Leclerc  

 

At that time number on the list of all sponsors, or how they like to call them partners, 

was 31 and they were all members of Administrative Council of Festival. The person that 

represented Caisse d’Epargne was the marketing director and the representative for 

E.Leclerc was his sister director of cultural products of the firm. Till 1992 Post office was 

one of the main partners for the festival and supported all activities with youth and 

financed prize Alph-Art with 80.000 francs. Even then became obvious that partners can 

                                                 
86 Lecture by Robert Fohr, Mecenat and Law 2003 in France, Seminar Transfer of good practice – 
territorial law and cultural development, 14th May 2007, Belgrade 
87 Cannet, H., Angouleme; Le grand 20e, P.Q.R & Charente Libre, Angouleme, 1993 
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get too much influence and Jean Mardikian said: “ Je ne souhaite pas un Salon prive. Il 

faut que le binome Angouleme=BD continue de fonctionner comme il le fait depuis 20 

ans. BD=Angouleme et Angouleme=partenaires. »88  

 

10.1. INSTITUTIONAL PARTNERS 
 

As I have already mentioned, the support from institutional partners is essential in 

functioning of one festival. Whether they were initiated by one person or by local 

government they all have to function in common space with local people and without 

institutional support that would be impossible. FIBD Angoulem has long and beneficial 

support from city, region and national institutions, not always without problems and 

political influence, but it certainly managed to keep and elongate list of institutional 

partners. In 2005 European Commission joined this list.  From the very beginning festival 

could count on: 

- Marie of Angouleme 

- Conseil Regional Poitou-Charente 

- Conseil General  de la Charente 

- Communaute d’Agglomeration de Grand Angouleme 

- Ministry of Culture and Communication 

- National book centre  

 

This list could be expanded with several other institutions that have shown fidelity to the 

festival and which have joined the list when they recognized mutual benefits: 

- Ministry of Sports and Youth 

- Ministry of Foreign Affairs 

- Magelis 

- European Commission;  European Social Funds (from 2005)    

 

                                                 
88 Ibid.  
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From 1998 incomes from public and private sector were, more or less, balanced till 

2002/03 when private support dropped substantially. Now data are showing renewed 

equilibrium and private and public incomes show similar numbers once again.89  

 

10.1.1. CITY OF ANGOULEME 

 

During last few years Marie of Angouleme has donated around 630.000 euros 

(without provisions of municipal service) and it has decided to take new form of 

partnership with the festival. In 2007 Marie decided to donate more than 1 million euros 

to festival, and same amount will be donated in next three years. From 2008 their 

contribution will take form of perennial subvention contract. This contract will include 

not only financial base but also a technical assistance of municipal services. Their wish to 

sustain their new long-term partnership (which won’t have to be renewed each year) is 

shown by substantial means which are higher than ever before.90  

 

10.1.2. REGION 

 

Culture has to be accessible for everyone, without usual codes and preconditions, 

without geographical handicap that allows only certain groups of people to participate in 

cultural life. Region of Poitou-Charente is rich in cultural practices and actors that 

involve image and it has FIBD that encourages them. For the region Poitou-Charente it is 

impossible to mention FIBD Angouleme without mentioning the Vallee des Images – 

Valley of Images. In Charente valley numerous enterprises, which employ more than 

13.000 people, have common denominator in image, which has already representing key 

factor in regional economy. That is also potential guarantee for publisher, printing 

houses, audio-visual, still image and animated movies, multimedia, and all other firms in 

the sector for their development and success. All those that intend to progress in this area 

are invited by Region to do it in Vallee des Images. The region is adding some financial 

means: 

                                                 
89 Power Point Presentation, FIBD Angouleme, 2005 
90 Press Releace, Mary of Angouleme, December 2007 
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- from Regional Fund for Innovation 500.000 euros are destined for projects of 

enterprises from Vallee des Images 

-  means for creation of new enterprises in Vallee des Images 

- Installation of museum of CNBDI within the Pole Images Magelis and for 

renovation of two cinema sales 

- For residence of team scrip writer/visual artist of comics in rural areas and in 

highschools. 

 

Vallee des Images is an important asset in the Region and its objectives are to take care 

of it and to make conditions for its future development.      

 

10.1.3. GENERAL COUNCIL  

 

With inherited tradition of paper production from XIX century, connected with 

huge annual turnover from comics, Charente has naturally initiated a program for  the 

development based on image industry, namely Magellis. Its initial position was crucial in 

forming a real hub of excellence in image industry (numeric, filmed, drawn) which 

reunites public and private actors with same reasoning. Charente is today working on 

triple development formula: economy-training-research.  

By distributing means for production in schools and enterprises connected with 

image, they wish to bring real synergy between firms, production centers, schools and 

centers for research. This vitality puts Charent in leading position, among departments in 

France, in animated movies production. In order to contribute to the festival they invest in 

city animation and try to promote different characteristics of image world. Department 

Charent is for the second year involved in realization of exhibition dedicated to “Story-

Board”.  

 

10.1.4. MINISTRY OF CULTURE – NATIONAL BOOK CENTER  

 

The Ministry of Culture and Communication is financially supporting comics trough 

National Book Center. This is a public establishment of Ministry under the supervision of 
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Directorate for books and readership. It helps in production and distribution of quality 

works in French language, trough need of actors in book chain – authors, essayists, 

translators, publishers, revues, bookshops, libraries and associations. National Book 

Center organizes two important events Lire en Fete and Les Belles Etrangeres. In 2006 it 

had a budget of 20 million euros.  

In order to better distribute financial means this center has created thematic 

commissions, which are divided by disciplines. These commissions gather more than 200 

specialists nominated for three years by Ministry of culture, and on proposition of 

president of National Book Center. Commission’s activity is applied equally on vast 

range of exterior collaborators which gives more quality to commissions work.   

A commission for comics was created in 1984 and it is appointed to give 

scholarships, subventions and loans. These forms of aids are dedicated to scrip writers, 

visual artists, translators and essayists, publishers and magazines/fanzines of comics, but 

also to bookshops, associations and organizers of manifestations dedicated to comics.  
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10.2. FESTIVAL’S OFFICIAL PARTNERS (SPONSORS) 
 

10.2.1. CAISSE D’EPARGNE 

 

The Caisse d’Epargne is the 1st major French company to lend its support to the 

comic book industry. Already the historic partner of the FIBD Angoulême, the French 

savings bank also recently lent its support to the Comic Book Area at the Paris Book Fair. 

For more than 20 years, the Caisse d'Epargne has focused it efforts on fostering the 

creative development of young talent through the organization and promotion of the 

national schools comic book competition that attracts thousands of pupils from nursery 

classes to high schools every year. The Caisses d'Epargne actively participate in regional 

events related to comic books not only by financing, promoting and organizing events 

and meetings with artists but also by setting up creative workshops. They also support 

various comic book festivals (the Comic Book rendezvous in Amiens, the 9th Art 

Cartoon Forums in Aix-en-Provence, the Comic Book Festival of Perrons Guirrec, the 

“Bulles de Darnétal” Normandy Festival, etc.). 

 

In 1985 Caisse d’Epargne got involved with the festival by providing financial 

help to schoolchildren concurs initiated by Dominic Brechoteau. This first sponsored 

concurs broth 7000 plates and in 1992 it reached unbelievable number of 22.000 art 

works. Caisse d’Epargne helped not only with the festival but also with reconstruction of 

old public baths and open gardens in Angouleme In 1990, year of festival big financial 

crisis, Caisse D’Epargne donated 600.000 francs, and provided complete logistics for 

concurs for schoolchildren and following exhibition of overall cost of 1.8 million francs.  

The 34th edition of the FIBD Angouleme is an opportunity for Caisse d’Epargne to 

reassert its support and faithfulness to the 9th art, just like for the past 24 year. As usual, 

they supported the festival in its actions orientated towards the youth and emerging 

artists. The Caisse d’Epargne got a significant place within the structure constructed to 

host the various activities within Espace Decouvertes: 

- Young Talent Pavilion – dedicated to emerging authors 
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- Young Talent Award – in collaboration with the Ministry of Sport and Youth. 

 

Under their patronage was the exhibition of the 40 best artworks of the 2005/06 Comics 

Competition in Schools. An opportunity to discover, sometimes surprising works created 

by children from kindergarten, primary and secondary schools.  

 

10.2.2. GROUP E. LECLERC 

 

In 1990 the deficit of the festival was 2.7 million francs. The city couldn’t cope 

with that situation any longer, its overall budget was around 8 million and they gave to 

festival 4 millions. At that moment Georges Chavanes, former minister of commerce 

introduced Eduard Leclerc, owner of a grocery supermarket chain, to the festival. And in 

1992-93 festival’s budget was close to 9 million francs thanks to  Leclerc’s donation of 

3.5 millions francs.   

 

For years “Espace culturels E. Leclerc” have initiated some outstanding actions to  

enable emerging artists to get attention of the public and the professionals. Designed to 

discover and promote young emerging cartoonists, the contest “Decoincer la Bulle” 

organized in partnership with Bodoi magazine, will for the fifth year in 2007 present its 

awards during FIBD Angouleme.  

Company motivates other art forms: in the music field with the “Decouvertes de 

la chanson francophone” on the occasion of the Montauban festival”Alor…Chante!”; and 

by supporting the National Contest of Short Stories which is organized within the 

framework of the Saint-Malo festival “Etonnants Voyageurs”. 
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10.3. PARTNERS OF THE PROGRAMATION 
 

This group of partners is constantly changing trough the years, never the less, there are 

some of them which sustain their interest in festival and in media attention they get.  

 

10.3.1. CULTURE SUPPORTED BY RATP  

 

RATP is firm for public transport in Ile-de-France they are one of the main factors of 

everyday stability in capital city. With certain cultural actions they are trying to break the 

logic of average public transport user “metro, boulot, dodo”. One of the most interesting 

designs of metro station is that of Le Nautilus at Arts et Métier which was created by 

comic author Schuiten. Festival is profiting from RATP support mainly trough 

exhibitions of Festival’s official selection in metro station exhibit boxes. This way, the 

undisputable, cultural center of France has opportunity to get acquainted with the comics 

chosen by festival. This gives enormous visibility not only to festival itself but to 

publisher too.    

St. Germain des Pres is called the “station of creation”, it is situated in the very hart 

of the Paris neighborhood where the biggest publishing houses have their head offices. 

RATP is supporting the Festival for three months with two exhibitions that are presented 

in exhibition boxes and with projections on the vaulted ceiling of the metro station. From 

18th December till the end of January there is exhibition of albums from official selection 

for the best album of the Festival. In February these exhibition boxes contained laureates 

of the competition.91  

 

 

                                                 
91 In the exhibition boxes in the stations Madeleine, Pyramides, Gare de Lyon and Bercy, on the line 

14, in 2007 five exhibitions were presented: exhibition “L’univers de He Youzhi”, great Chinese author at 
the station Bercy; exhibition “L’oeuvre de Sergio Toppi”, important Italia author at the station Pyramides; 
“Kid Paddle”, one of the most popular children’s character created by Midam; Exhibition of different 
contests organized by Festival’s partners – BD Scolaire by Caisse D’Epargne, “Decoincer la bulle” by 
Centres E. Leclerc, and the  “Jeunes Talents” contest organized by FIBD, at the stations Gare de Lyon and 
Madeleine;At the station Madeleine offered another possibility - projections on the vaulted ceiling of the 
“Concerts de Dessins”, one of the most popular event of the festival.  
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10.3.2. GAZ DE FRANCE 

 

Gaz de France, a major player in the European energy industry, actively promotes 

local development and contributes to the social, sporting and cultural life of different 

French regions. The company’s commitment in support of local authorities and 

organizers of the FIBD Angouleme is a partnership which Gaz de France has pursued for 

the last 10 years. As an outcome of policy objective, to promote social solidarity and to 

fight all forms of exclusion, this firm in partnership with Hippocampe association is 

organizing comic competition for disabled persons.  

In 2007 Gaz de France provided to organizers of the festival several vehicles powered 

by natural gas to transport their guests. These vehicles were driven by pupils from Lycee 

Jean-Albert Gregoire de Soyaux as part of their training for professions in the automobile 

industry. Some sixty pupils took turns to simplify the traveling arrangements of authors, 

partners and publishers.  

 

10.3.3. OTHER SPONSORS 

 

It is important to mention some other sponsors which have shown tendency to 

become regular providers of the festival. Having in mind that Angoulem is reachable 

mainly with TGV, sponsoring of SNCF is very important. For years they offer 25% of 

discount for TGV ticket to people who have purchased tickets for FIBD.  

In 2007, Canson celebrated it 450th birthday and second year of presence in 

festival. This celebrated paper producer was located in the publisher area in the special 

stand. It was promoting its first kit with drawing paper and promoted paper specifically 

designed for illustration and comic strip. It organized lot of competitions and offered 

numerous prizes, and most important of all sponsored festival’s printed material and 

communication (press kit, posters, flyers, programs, booklets etc.).  

Beghin-Say, producer of little sugar bags attended for daily use in cafes, 

restaurants and other public places, is sponsoring festival for several years. They donate 

financial means for certain programs (for example “Kid Paddle” exhibition in 2007) but 
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they also promote albums selected by festival on their sugar bags. Moreover, they renew 

their series with new selection in second semester of the year.  

Guitar manufacturer, Gibson, was festivals sponsor for the first time and naturally 

it was involved in Concets du Dessins. It also had special bus dedicated to V.I.P. persons 

arranged as a rowdy bus, decorated with guitars and photos of famous artists sponsored 

by Gibson.    
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10.4. MEDIA PARTNERS 
 

First media impact festival ever had, has been trough regional papers like 

“Charenete Libre” and “Sud Ouest”, which are devoted festival’s chronicles even today. 

But it was TV that launched festival issue beyond the borders of region. It was in 1977 

when Pierre Pascal participated in show called “Tete et les jambs” which made special 

edition about comics. But the biggest media recognition came together with ministers, 

and then again with presidential visit in 1985.  F.R.3 Limousin-Poitou-Charente regional 

direct show, started to be regular festivals guest in 1983. So were the Parisian daily 

papers like “Le Matin”, “Liberation”, “Le Quotidien de Paris”, “Le Figaro” and all 

weekly papers too. Next year festival visited 180 journalists, 40 radio and TV stations 

from dozen of countries.  Free radios crated their own award which was called “Lucien”. 

And in 1990 there were 540 journalists covering this event.92  

In 2005 festival had 210.000 visitors, 218 exhibitors (58 international), 7000 

professionals and 940 authors, 587 French journalists and 247 form international press. 

Different media activity and communication, mostly press conferences, have been 

presented in prestigious spaces in Paris – Olimpia, Beaubourg, Musee de L’Homme, 

Hotel Dessault…Festival had imposed itself as the biggest instrument for communication 

for comics, publishers and authors. 80% of media coverage of comics in public media 

(TV, radio, general press) is done during Angouleme Festival.93  

In 2004 RTL become media partner of FIBD Angouleme, this radio station have 

chosen this way to reinforce their interest in 9th art. In order do assert their influence even 

more they created the prize “RTL Grand Prix for comics”. Each month, in partnership 

with the festival and cultural space E. Leclerc, radio chooses “BD RTL du mois” from 

selection made by specialized bookshops. All winners are automatically in selection for 

RTL Grand Prix. They have special radio show for comics Lessez-vous tenter, special 

page on their internet site and they are present in Angouleme during the festival.  

                                                 
92 Cannet, H., Angouleme; Le grand 20e, P.Q.R & Charente Libre, Angouleme, 1993 
93 Power Point Presentation of FIBD Angouleme in 2005 
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For the second year daily magazine “20 Minutes” is covering FIBD Angouleme 

and it is releasing special issue devoted to the festival. This is the most important free of 

charge daily paper in France with 2 million readers. It is distributed in Paris, Lille, lyon, 

Marseille, Toulouse, Bordeaux, Nantes and Strasbourg. During the year this paper is 

dedicating substantial attention to comics and in that sprit they published special issue 

(16 pages) dedicated to comics during Angouleme festival. It was included in 870.000 

daily papers and 50.000 was directly distributed in Angouleme during festival. This 

special issue is dealing with programation scheme, interviews, portraits, practical 

information but it also offers original artwork of famous artists on it pages. “20 Minutes” 

crew is covering festival during all four days.  

“L’Express” and “Tele Poche” magazines have been sponsoring for years 

Audience Award of the festival. M6 animation studio is also sponsoring festival finding 

its objectives strongly related with comics in general.  

Media partners have been changing during the years but festival has always found 

the best solution to promote itself and to gain sponsorship of important medias. Festival’s 

main objective is to stay in medias all year long, by presenting their activities which are 

not directly influencing festivals programe. But comics are battling for “time and space” 

of different media with all other cultural actors. Media coverage of specialized papers and 

shows doesn’t really count too much, because they are usually consumed by regular 

audience. Daily papers, national TV station, and radio with wide range are most 

important factors in achieving wanted media impact.  
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11. CONCLUSION 
 

 Comics, in general and especially in France, took new direction after ‘60s, 

profiting from all social and political changes of the time. Their status drastically changed 

and gave new insight of this medium. Image of cheap entertainment had changed and 

they were slowly concurring world of cultural industries as theirs rightful entity. 

Influenced by American and underground comics, French comics for adults have been 

taking over the lead from children magazines production which was the only recognized 

and officially approved production. And even though, important moves had been made 

such as funding different societies for research and critical assessment of comics and 

appearance of specialized magazines, French law was still strict and practicing censorship 

on a large scale. These laws were primary obstacles for comics publishing development.  

 Together with other professionals from the trade, comics lovers form Angouleme 

decided to fight prejudices and by doing so, to put to an end stagnation of comics as art 

medium and comics industry in general. Their main objective was to attract as much 

audience as they can and to promote the best of comics trough manifestation called Salon 

International de la Bande Dessinee Angouleme. This manifestation undergone both 

numerous and serious changes, which consequently influenced French cultural scene. 

During first several years of existence they have been concentrating on promotion of 

artistic value of comics and magazines for adults, and yet, not forgetting the children as 

their main audience. After helping in law changes which brought liberty of artistic 

expression, Salon for some time forgot the children and concentrated on professionals 

and publishers which gained important place in event’s organization. After 

organizational, financial and political crisis, initiated by changes in local government, 

festival had close to death experience. It survived due to the appearance of new sponsor 

and to unsuccessful organization of competing events in the country. But not only 

because of that, it had already become a reference comics event, with unique impact on 

the local and national level.   

 Inspired by this crises festival (at that time still Salon) started to analyze and 

change its modus vivendi. They started to pay more attention to the audience, and 

children were again recognized as festivals future, they developed numerous programs 
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with unofficial guide line “something for everybody”. Festival was setting up new trends 

in exhibiting practices, in audience approach and in promotion of innovative and 

promising flows on the market. This trend reached point, at the turn of the centuries, 

where festival image became related with prestige and style, which eventually lead to 

serious financial and programation crisis.  

 And still, Festival International de la Bande Dessinee Angouleme is unique 

manifestation which inserted its influence on multiple levels of French society, ranging 

from cultural policy to regional economy. In order to give answer to main question with 

which I am dealing in this study: Can comics festival influence medium itself? And if 

yes, in which way?; I detected several levels of festivals influence: 

- changes of law 

- changes in cultural policy 

- changes in education 

- changes in research and heritage protection 

- changes within the local community in Angouleme 

- changes in regional economy 

- indirect changes in publishing industry.  

 

By fighting prejudices and stereotypes, festival motivated both audience and 

professionals to fight for freedom of artistic expression which resulted by abolishing 

censorship in 1979. Numerous problems with the law representatives, debates and raised 

issues within the festivals program helped in this exhausting battle for basic human right 

– freedom of speech and expression.  

The attention of the minister of culture Lang, brought most important changes which 

will lead to all others. After his official visit to the festival in 1982 minister proposed 

fifteen measures for nourishment and development of comics profession. Following these 

instructions numerous changes have taken place. First of all changes in the educational 

system by opening of an unique department for comics in the local School for Fine Arts. 

And later, other schools and departments related to image (still, animated, moving, digital 

etc.).  
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Within presidential package of “grand works” there was a plane and budget for 

Centre National de la Bande Dessinee et de l’Image (CNBDI), unique institution of this 

kind in France. Its main objectives are hosting national depot of published comics and 

magazines, safeguarding of comics and specialized magazines archive, maintaining of  a 

Museum of comics with over 7000 original plates, and keeping library and bookstore 

open for wide public.  

With its 50.000 inhabitants, and with around 200.000 visitors in last few years, 

Angouleme is certainly experiencing changes in lot of different ways. Firstly, local 

budget is largely dedicated to this manifestation, but its cultural influence is 

overwhelming, it is the number one economy booster event in the city. Secondly, it 

brought changes to city image, which is now recognized as “capital of comics”, it 

rediscovered and reused different spaces. Thirdly, it became home of several national and 

regional institutions which are dealing with comics. Festival is prestigious event in 

Angouleme’s tourist offer. 

By acting as a magnet for number of enterprises which deal with image production 

and dissemination, Festival initiated new regional economy. Now Charente is known as 

“Valley of Image” and it hosts numerous studios for animation, movies, sounds, comics, 

illustration etc.. Income from this industry became main asset for regional economy and 

regional budget. This trend resulted by funding of Syndicat Mixte du Pole Image – 

Magelis, a hub94 of local business dealing with economical and social outcomes of image 

industry. Finally, we can say that consequences of festival’s activities can be seen, not 

only within the medium of comics, but also in the regional development. This have 

enriched cultural offer of the region and created its new identity.  

For decades festival is attracting media attention to comics and it represents the 

biggest instrument for communication for comics, publishers and authors in country. 

Trough this activity it indirectly helps in promotion of quality production, underground 
                                                 

94 “Hubs and Nodes is a geographic model, explaining how linked regions can cooperate to fulfill elements 
of an industry's value chain, and collectively gain sufficient mass to drive innovation growth. The model of 
hubs and nodes builds on Porter's cluster model which served well in the past, but as businesses and regions 
around the world have adjusted to the realities of globalization, the concept of clusters is becoming 
outdated.”, www.wikipedia.com  

 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Value_chain
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Innovation
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Porter%27s_cluster
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Globalization
http://www.wikipedia.com/
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scene, specialized magazines and excellence within the comics medium. Publishing 

houses can only gain trough participation in festival and use of its image and brand name. 

Every published comic or magazine has opportunity to be presented to enormous number 

of people trough official programation of festival, trough different events and 

discussions, trough publishers’ space and stands, International Rights Market and so on.  

All these facts represent parts of festivals image and create positive picture of its 

brand name, attracting sponsors to participate in event as rightful partners with special 

status. Except the possibility to follow their objectives trough programmation, the festival 

is offering to its partners possibility to profit from its name and to improve their image in 

the market.  

In 2007, one of the turning points of festivals existence, important changes and 

conclusions have been made. It had become obvious that festival has outgrown city 

where it was born and the purpose for which it was established. It had to start thinking of 

fundamental changes which will enable festival to prolong its activities without putting to 

an end its development. This manifestation grew much larger than anyone expected and 

more influential than anybody could have hoped of. This brought physical limits to its 

development strategies. In 2005 festival decided to become cultural enterprise and to start 

considering other activities beyond the festival itself. Burning issues of festivals future 

are: 

- How will festival manage shortage of space and will it have to leave Angouleme? 

- How will it deal with serious overload of programation? 

- What will become festivals new priority – business or cultural action? 

- What will become basis of their self sustainability?  

- Which way on the international market will they take? 

 

It seems that festival’s attention is turned towards World Expo in Shanghai in 2010. 

This world manifestation situated in country with fastest growing economy, biggest part 

of world population and young comic industry could give them answers to some of the 

questions. If Shanghai Expo ejects Festival as an enterprise into the world of comics and 

image market it may as well redefine own priorities, or it can even divide itself into 

several firms oriented towards different aspects or activity. Organizational team of 
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passionate, dedicated and emotionally involved professionals is not leaving this matter to 

the factor of luck. The team is constantly questioning a wide range of possibilities, but it 

is sure that main objective in this reconstruction is to save festivals image of most 

important artistically orientated comics manifestation in Europe.   

 This goal will not be easy to achieve, having in mind all burning issues they have 

to solve. Before even thinking about the international market and self sustainability 

festival will have to deal with shortage of space in Angouleme. It is good that team is 

thinking about the possibility to transfer the festival somewhere else, but it seems to me 

that this decision, if made, will seriously damage festivals brand image. Is it really 

possible to have FIBD Angoueleme out of Angouleme? Dislocation of publishers’ space 

stirred the situation and discontent of visitors was obvious, and that was only few 

hundred meters down the hill. Closely related to this subject is programation overload. 

The more programs they have the more space they need, and this becomes the vicious 

circle. Policy “the more the better” doesn’t really work, especially in this case. Even 

though the comic strip industry is blossoming, and there are lots of stories to be told, 

festival should really try to concentrate its ideas and to make clear and visible program 

lines.    

 Another issue is self sustainability. Solution imposes itself, and it is coming from 

the Young Talents Pavilion. Very obvious fact is that festival is discovering young 

talented authors who haven’t been published yet. This gives great opportunity to start a 

publishing activity/firm which will on permanent basis publish and support work of 

festival’s laureates. And if things go well, the festival can even broaden its activities.   

 Some crucial success factors should show the way into the future. First, and by all 

means, the most important is the factor of undeniable devotion and love towards the 

comics of each and every person within the organizational team. Clear vision of what 

festival wants to achieve, support of local community, state intervention in creation of the 

institutions and critical density of professionals are some of the factors which festival 

should stick to.   
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